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“W e’re better at predicting events at the edge of the
galaxy or inside the nucleus of an atom than whether i t ’ll
rain on auntie’s garden party three Sundays from now.”

Valentine Coverly in Tom Stoppard’s Arcadia.
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Abstract
Rainfall has been characterised by a hierarchical structure, the basic elements being
rain cells - small areas of relatively intense precipitation. There is evidence th at
there is a tendency for new cells to form in the immediate vicinity of existing cells
so th a t cells cluster in space and time.
The use of cluster point processes is therefore a natural approach when mod
elling rainfall. In the model proposed in this thesis an elliptical rain cell, with
random area, intensity and duration, is associated with each point of a process in
which points cluster in both space and time. For most applications only a single
layer of clustering, cells within storms is required. The spatial-temporal models
formulated are generalisations of existing single site (i.e. purely temporal) models
and are extensions of simpler models proposed by Cox and Isham (1988).
Such models are fitted to radar data consisting of a temporal sequence of arrays
containing the average rainfall intensities over spatial grid squares. Fitting the
model to data is achieved using a moments based method. Assessment of the fit
of the model is then made by comparing the observed and predicted values of
properties not used in the fitting procedure. Additionally, the ability of the models
to reproduce similar behaviour to data with regard to aspects not specifically built
in to the model is investigated. For example, the distribution of rainfall over a
range of spatial and temporal scales, the spatial structure of rainfall fields and its
evolution in time, are examined.
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C h ap ter 1
In tro d u ctio n
The spatial distribution of rainfall and its evolution over tim e are of fundamental
importance to hydrological studies, and yet procedures for the representation of
the distribution of rainfall in space and tim e are primitive. For example, UK flood
design practice (NERC, 1975) recommends that uniform spatial rainfall is applied
to small and medium size catchments (< 500 km^). In general, it is of as much
im portance where and when rain falls within a catchment as how much falls in total.
Stochastic point process models have been widely used to represent the rainfall tim e
series recorded by a rain gauge at a single site (Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Isham,
1987; Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Isham, 1988). Such models are constructed in
continuous time, although their properties aggregated over disjoint tim e intervals
are needed for model fitting since rain gauge data are in the form of say, hourly,
rainfall totals.
Extensions of these models into the space-time domain are influenced by the
form at of the data to which they would ultimately be fitted. A multi-site model
in which a discrete set of points are considered, the marginal process at each site
forming a single-site model, would be appropriate when modelling data from a
network of rain gauges.

Perhaps of more interest is the formulation of a fully

continuous spatial-temporal model, continuous in both space and time. Such a
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model would generally be fitted to radar data consisting of a tem poral sequence of
arrays containing the average rcdnfall intensities over spatial grid squares. Thus,
model properties need to be averaged over space to be directly comparable with
the radar data.
Spatial-temporal models based on the principle of the stochastic generation of
areas of relatively intense precipitation, rain cells^ have been proposed by vari
ous authors (notably by Le Cam (1961), Waymire, Gupta, and Rodriguez-Iturbe
(1984)) and Cox and Isham (1988)). However, limited progress has been made in
term s of fitting this class of model to rainfall data (see section 2.4). In order to
produce a realistic representation of the distribution of rainfall in space and time,
we must be able to fit models based upon the physical processes observed in rainfall
fields to rainfall radar data.

1.1

P recip itation Structure

On a very simplistic level there are two types of rainfall.

Convective rainfall is

typically short-lived but intense, for example a summer thunderstorm , the result
of the effects of convection currents. Non-convective or stratiform rainfall is asso
ciated with large-scale uplift and is generally prolonged and less intense. Frontal
precipitation may be a mixture of these two.
Many observational studies on rainfall have been concerned with identifying
regularities in the space-time structure of rainfall fields (Houze, 1969; Austin and
Houze, 1972; Wu, 1973). Waymire and G upta (1981) give a summ ary of the results
of such studies - a characterisation of the structure of rainfall in space and tim e
- where precipitation areas are categorized according to typical spatial extent and
duration. Table 1.1 gives a summary of the basic rainfall elements and their typical
spatial and temporal extents. Areas greater than about 10"* km^ are referred to as
synoptic areas and typically last for a day or more. The largest subsynoptic areas
are large mesoscale areas (LMSA), are of the order 10^-10'* km^ and last for several
13

Rainfall element

Spatial extent / km^

Typical duration

Rciin cell

10-30

up to 30 minutes

SMSA

10^-10^

a few hours

LMSA

10^-10^

several hours

Synoptic area

> 10^

one or several days

Table 1.1: Summary of rainfall structure
hours. There can be anything from one to six LMSA within a synoptic area. Small
mesoscale areas (SMSA) lie within the LMSA, are 10^-10^ km^ in extent and, in
general, last for a few hours. Rain cells, the smallest rainfall element observable
by radar, tend to cluster within the SMSA and tend to last for up to half an hour.
They range from 10-30 km^ in extent. These regions are identifiable using radar
since the LMSA has a higher rainfall intensity than the area surrounding it, but
a lower intensity than the SMSA within. Similarly for the identification of rain
cells within the SMSA. The rainfall structure detailed above applies to both nonconvective and convective rainfall. In the case of convective rainfall the cells tend
to be less numerous, more intense and of shorter duration.
For the purpose of modelling we shall use the generic terms rain ce//, storm and
rain event for three levels of rainfall element - rain cells clustering within storms
which, in turn, cluster within rain events. For most hydrological applications the
spatial regions covered by large mesoscale areas are generally the regions of greatest
significance. Therefore it is likely that only one layer of clustering, cells within
storms, is required. W hat the cells and storms relate to will depend on the spatial
resolution and extent of the data used for fitting. If radar data with a spatial
resolution of 5 km x 5 km is used, it is clear that the effects of rain cells (typically
of area 10-30 km^) will not be apparent. Thus, for ‘cell’ read ‘SMSA’ and for
‘storm ’ read ‘LMSA’. In the case of radar data with a spatial resolution of 2 km x
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2 km, it is likely that rain cells will actually refer to rain cells and that storms will
refer to SMS As.
The observation that cells cluster within small mesoscale areas means th at the
use of cluster point processes is a natural approach to the modelling of rainfall data.
Petterssen (1956) stated th at, in the case of thunderstorm rainfall, “Observations
show th at there is a tendency for new cells to form in the immediate vicinity of
existing cells.” He then gives a possible physical reason why an existing rain cell
might initiate a new cell nearby. The Bartlett-Lewis clustering mechanism, in which
the intervals/ displacements between cells within the same storm are independently
distributed, is thus particularly physically plausible. While a temporal B artlettLewis structure is analytically tractable it is the Neyman-Scott cluster process - a
random number of cells for each storm, each with a random displacement from the
cluster centre drawn independently from a distribution - which generalises more
easily to spatial clustering.
Analysis of and fitting to radar data will concentrate upon single rain events.
In particular, fitting will use only the spatial interior of these rain events and the
tim e during which the rain event is at its peak, ignoring the tim e periods when
it is developing and dissipating. In this situation there are various assumptions,
particularly with respect to the relative velocities of cells and storms, which make
the spatial-temporal models proposed in later chapters more accessible to analytic
study than in the absence of such assumptions. Austin and Houze (1972) state
th at “One of the most notable features of the small mesoscale areas is an apparent
close relationship with the convective cells, shown by the facts th at every SMSA
contained at least one cell and that their motions were similar to those of cells
within them ” . This indicates th at an assumption of cells and storms moving with
the same velocity is not unreasonable. The further assumption th at storms within
a rain event also move with the same velocity may also be reasonable for many rain
events over the restricted spatial and temporal scales involved. Zawadski (1973) also
found th a t there was close agreement between storm speed and cell speed during
15

the development and peak periods of the storm, although storm speed became
nearly zero during the dissipation period, with little reduction in the speed of the
cells.
There is not always a clear distinction between convective and non-convective
rain events. Many rain events contain a mixture of these two types of precipitation.
It is likely to be the case that rain cells themselves do not fall neatly into one or
other of these categories. There is evidence to suggest, however, th at there may be
relationships between rain cell duration, intensity and spatial extent which could
be exploited for modelling purposes.
Sumner (1988, page 366) states that “a basic, inverse, non-linear relationship
exists with precipitation events which relates the total duration for different rainfall
intensities to the intensity magnitude.” In other words, average rainfall intensities
for events of short duration (e.g. thunderstorms) tend to be much greater than
those of longer duration. A ‘typical’ storm has, in general, a high proportion of
low-intensity precipitation, and high-intensity precipitation only in short bursts,
giving precipitation data a marked positive skew. Various models for the relation
ship between maximum intensity and duration for a given area or location have
been postulated including the following, where It represents the maximum rainfall
intensity in m m /h, for a given duration t,
(a) The ‘Ministry of Health’ model : It = a/{t -|- 6)
where a and b are constants.
(b) The Bilham model : It = /o(l +
where I q is the ‘instantaneous’ rainfall intensity,
B increases with average annual rainfall (AAR),
t is the duration in hours, and
n is the ‘continentality’ factor (low for high AAR and vice versa)

16

(c) The McCallum model : It = kt ^
where

is a constant - the one hour maximum intensity (/i) and
71 is a slope constant.

All these equations can be plotted as a straight line on double-logarithm paper,
so th at medium and long duration data may be extrapolated to short duration if
appropriate.
In the case of stochastic models, however, such determ inistic relationships be
tween rainfall intensity and duration are not desirable, but assuming a sensibly
chosen joint probability density function for the depth and duration of a rain cell
(previously models of this type have taken depth and duration to be independent,
see Section 2.1.1) could be a way of introducing this feature of rainfall to the model.
For a given storm, an inverse relationship has also been found to exist between
the average depth of total storm precipitation over a given area of the storm and
this area, (Sumner, 1988, page 413) or (Barrett and M artin, 1981, page 9), and
th at this relationship varies in a systematic way depending on the tim e period
over which the data are collected (shorter tim e periods producing higher average
depths).

Rain cells are found to typically be elliptical in shape and to cluster

together within storms. The form of the clustering is dependent upon the type of
rainfall.
A statistic which is often used to describe rainfall events or floods is the average
time-period within which rainfall or floods of specified m agnitude can be expected
to occur once. This is known as the return period. The larger the m agnitude of
interest (e.g. maximum daily rainfall at a site) the longer the return period. Of
particular interest to hydrologists are quantities such as the 100 year flood, i.e. the
severity of flood which occurs on average once every 100 years.
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1.2

R ainfall M odels

M athematical models of rainfall can basically be classified into one of three cate
gories (see Cox and Isham (1994)).
(i) E m p iric a l s ta tis tic a l m o d els. The distribution of rainfall collected in some
tim e period is linked to previous data and other relevant explanatory vari
ables, e.g. seasonal factors (Stern and Coe, 1984) in which non-stationary
Markov chains are fitted to the occurrence of rain in successive tim e periods
of a day. Given that it rains, gamma distributions are fitted to the rainfall
amounts. This type of model has the drawback that any conclusions reached
for daily rainfall totals cannot be extrapolated down to, say, six hourly or
hourly totals. A model constructed in continuous tim e and aggregated over
tim e periods relevant to the data would, in principle, have this desirable prop
erty. More recent models of this type have used ideas such as multiscaling
processes and fractal cascades (e.g. Lovejoy and Schertzer (1987),G upta and
Waymire (1990),Gupta and Waymire (1993)). These types of models make
no attem pt to shed light on the underlying rainfall process itself.
(ii) C o m p le x d e te rm in is tic n u m eric al m o d e ls of d y n a m ic m e te o ro lo g y .
Large systems of simultaneous nonlinear partial differential equations, based
on the theories of fluid mechanics and thermodynamics, are solved num eri
cally. An attem pt is thus made to model the physical rainfall process and
other weather variables as accurately as possible (Mason, 1986). This ap
proach forms the basis of the Generalised Circulation Models (GCMs) used
in weather forecasting.
(iii) In te rm e d ia te s to c h a stic m odels. The models in (i) attem p t to use rain
fall data to come up with a model that ‘happens to work’. Those in (ii) try
to use as much information about the physics of the rainfall process as is
possible to come up with an extremely complicated and m athem atically in
18

tractable model. In between these two extremes are stochastic process models
in which the aim is to model the main observable features of precipitation
processes, such as the clustering and movement of rain cells, explicitly in con
tinuous space and time. The detailed deterministic behaviour of the physical
processes, however, is replaced by simple stochastic assumptions, whereby a
rather small number of physically interpretable parameters may be used to
represent the rainfall process (e.g. (Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Isham, 1987;
Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Isham, 1988)). Such models can be used to help
understand the physical process involved in rainfall and as a m ethod of data
summary. The estimated values of the parameters enable comparisons to be
made between data from different regions or seasons.
Models of this third type are generally based upon Poisson processes of ‘storm s’,
with various additional features to incorporate observed features of rainfall, and
will be used as the basis for the development of spatial-temporal models.

1.3

R ainfall data : T he H Y R E X p roject

The main source of radar data we shall use in fitting spatial-temporal models is
from the HYREX (Hydrological Radar Experiment) funded by NERC (Natural
Environmental Research Council). In particular analysis will concentrate on data
from the Wardon Hill radar station. A rainfall radar image generally comprises of
an array of average rainfall intensities over grid squares or pixels. Since the radar
beam takes just one minute to make a full revolution the image can be considered
to be instantaneous ‘snapshot’ in time. Images are available at five beam levels of
elevation through the atmosphere, a source of information about the variation in
rainfall intensity vertically, although we shall use only the lowest beam for analysis,
concentrating on the spatial structure of rainfall in two dimensions only. An image
is constructed every five minutes at each beam level. The Wardon Hill radar data
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is available at two levels of spatial aggregation. The 2 km x 2 km resolution data is
available over a circular region of radius 76 km and the 5 km x 5 km over a similar
region of radius 210 km. Additionally a network of 49 rain gauges is situated in
an area of about 120 km^ in the River Brue basin, Somerset, South-West England.
This network is positioned near the centre of the area covered by the Wardon Hill
radar, for use in calibrating the radar data against ‘ground tru th ’, general statistical
analyses and fitting single-site and multi-site models. Raw rain gauge data are in
the form of tip times of a 2 mm tipping bucket — when the bucket is full it empties
its contents ready to be filled with rainfall again. These tip times are generally
converted to accumulated rainfall totals in given periods of time. In principle the
level of tem poral aggregation can be arbitrarily short, although for tim e periods of
less than about 15 minutes the step function nature of the data causes problems
(the median tip time is about 6 minutes). An interesting exercise, which will not
be considered here, would be to model the observed rainfall process in term s of the
tip times rather than aggregating over discrete time periods.

1.4

P oten tial areas o f application

Although much use has been made of the single-site intermediate stochastic rainfall
models the following applied problems ideally require a spatial-tem poral approach.
(i) D isa g g re g a tio n . A single estimate of rainfall over a large grid square (typi
cally lO'* km^) is produced by a GCM at a series of tim e points, and a m ethod
of breaking down this single estimate into a realistic rainfall pattern over the
square is required. The disaggregated precipitation, over appropriate spatial
and tem poral scales, would then be used to estim ate the statistics of the
run-off for a particular catchment using a rainfall-runoff model.
The present method employed to do this (Eagleson, 1978) is unrealistic in
th at it has no spatial or temporal memory. Each space-time point (x ,t) has
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a coverage probability p (determined by the type of rainfall) and a random
depth, drawn independently of the other points, from an exponential distri
bution with mean given by the average rainfall for the grid square. Onof
and W heater (1993a) have developed an improved m ethod of modelling the
joint distribution of coverage and depth allowing for their dependence and
for topography.
Improvements which would incorporate spatial and tem poral memory hinge
on the scaling properties of rainfall i.e. how the distribution of rainfall is af
fected by changes in the spatial and/or temporal scale at which it is measured.
In order to exhibit simple scaling the distribution of rainfall (or at least some
im portant statistical properties of it) at distinct spatial or tem poral scales
would be directly linked by a single multiplicative constant. Although this
property would be immensely desirable it is not at all clear th at this is true of
rainfall fields in general. Lovejoy and Schertzer (1990) developed a new tech
nique which investigates a more complicated relationship between the scales,
multi-scaling, in which the link between the scales is summarised by different
constants for different statistical properties. For more details on the scaling
properties of rainfall fields see section 3.4.
The investigation of the scaling properties of empirical data and of stochas
tic models is thus needed to incorporate spatial and temporal memory into
the joint distribution of coverage and depth. The development of a realistic
spatial-temporal model for rainfall is thus essential.
An alternative approach to disaggregation would be to use the m ethods of
image processing by setting up a Markov random field with appropriate
neighourhood dependence structure. The random cascade models of G upta
and Waymire (1993) may also provide a method of rainfall disaggregation.
(ii) S im u la te d rain fall in p u t. A model which could produce simulated data
with the same behavioural properties as real data is desirable for input into
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hydrological run-off models for designing storm drainage systems. The sim
ulated data would again be required over a range of spatial and tem poral
scales for different systems. Parameters in the model could be adjusted in
order to simulate possible extreme conditions. Ultim ately we wish to be able
to characterise the spatial-temporal rainfall field which would produce a given
frequency for run-off e.g. the 100 year flood.
(iii) R e a l-tim e fo rec astin g .

Again needed at various spatial and tem poral

scales. Once fitted, a model could give flood warnings 2-3 hours ahead by
inputting forecast simulations into rainfall-runoff models.
From a statistical point of view we are not looking for a complex model which
describes how the rainfall process occurs, but a relatively simple representation
which has the same im portant behavioural properties as the observed data.

1.5

O utline o f th esis

Chapter 2 gives an overview of existing single-site and fully continuous spatialtem poral intermediate stochastic models for rainfall and examines rainfall radar
images with a view to developing models which are physically realistic and can be
fitted to radar data. Analyses of the spatial structure of rainfall fields and their
evolution in tim e are carried out in Chapter 3. The theory behind existing spatialtem poral models is extended in Chapter 4 and in Chapter 5 two clustered spatialtem poral models are proposed and their model properties investigated. Methods
of fitting rainfall models to data are examined in Chapter 6 and the results of
fitting a model to individual rain events using a moments based m ethod reported
in Chapter 7, where the ability of the spatial-temporal models to reproduce the
same behaviour as the data is examined. Extensions to the present models are
discussed in Chapter 8 with ideas for future work.
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C h ap ter 2
E x istin g in term ed iate sto ch a stic
m o d els
In this chapter we review some of the single-site models for rainfall and in some cases
examine their properties. Various extensions of these models into the continuous
space-time domain are then discussed although multi-site models are not considered
(see Cox and Isham (1994) for a review of such models).

2.1

Single-site m odels

In this section we consider the stochastic modelling for the temporal rainfall process
at a fixed point in space. All the models we shall describe are constructed in
continuous time, although their properties can be aggregated over tim e scales of
arbitrary length for comparison with the aggregated rainfall data produced by rain
gauges. In this manner it is hoped that this class of models is potentially flexible
enough to be able to predict the main features of rainfall at scales other than those
used in their fitting to data. The models which approximate the observed rainfall
process mostly closely are those based upon a point process of rectangular pulses,
an idealised representation of a rain cell, in which a constant intensity of rainfall
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falls at the site over the duration of the cell.
Rodriguez-Iturbe, G upta and Waymire (1984) propose three stochastic models,
increasing in complexity from the Poisson W hite Noise Model (PWNM) - indepen
dent instantaneous bursts of rainfall arriving in a Poisson process - to the Poisson
Rectangular Pulse Model (PRPM ) - see Section 2.1.1 - to the Neyman-Scott W hite
Noise Model (NSWNM) - instantaneous bursts of rainfall arriving in a NeymanScott type cluster. The Neyman-Scott cluster is specified by random variables
relating to the number of bursts in a storm and their temporal displacement from
the storm centre. They demonstrate that the estimation of the model param eters
is tied to the scale of temporal measurement of the data using hourly and daily
rainfall data. The Neyman-Scott clustered model is less prone to this problem and
is thus a more appropriate representation than the other two models, at the hourly
and daily timescales.
Valdes, Rodriguez-Iturbe and Gupta (1985) carry out the same approach, but fit
the three models to data simulated from the more complex spatial-tem poral model
of Waymire, Gupta, and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1984), (see Section 2.4). They draw
the same conclusions and also note that none of the models is able to reproduce
the extrem e value distribution of the model adequately.

2.1.1

R ectangular pulse m od els

Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Isham (1987) consider the simple stochastic model
PRPM of Rodriguez-Iturbe, Gupta and Waymire (1984) in which rectangular pulses
of rainfall arrive in a Poisson process and more complex models in which these ide
alised rain cells arrive in a clustered point process.

The Poisson rectangular pulse m odel (P R PM )
The specification of the PRPM is as follows. Rectangular pulses of rainfall (‘cells’),
with random duration, Z), and intensity, %, arrive in a Poisson process of rate
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A. The total intensity, Y(t)^ is the sum of all the pulses active at t so th at cells
may overlap. It is assumed th at all the intensities and durations are mutually
independent and independent of the Poisson process. Two sets of distributional
assumptions were made on the random variables X and D. In one set both were
exponentially distributed, and in the other the distribution of D was taken to be
Pareto, a long-tailed distribution, X remaining exponential.
The models were fitted to hourly rainfall data from Denver Colorado, and also
for the data aggregated into 6, 12 and 24 hourly totals, using the m ethod of mo
ments (see chapter 6). For the exponential duration model the mean, variance and
lag one autocorrelation were used to estimate the three model param eters and for
the Pareto case, the probability of zero rain was also included in order to estim ate
the extra parameter. The exponential duration model gave fitted autocorrelations
th at died away too quickly, whereas the Pareto duration model performed better in
this respect. In both cases reproduction of the data properties at the levels of tem 
poral aggregation not used for fitting was poor. The estimates of the param eters
depended on the level of aggregation used.

2.1.2

C lustered rectangular pulse m od els

In an attem p t to correct this and introduce more physical realism, models in which
cells arrived in a clustered point process were considered. Now storm centres arrive
in a Poisson process of rate A, each storm centre giving rise to a random number
C of rectangular pulse rain cells. The two clustered models considered are the
Neyman-Scott (N-S) Rectangular Pulse Model (NSRPM) and the Bartlett-Lewis
(B-L) Rectangular Pulse Model (BLRPM).

The N eym an-Scott rectangular pulse m odel (N SR P M )
In the N-S process the positions of the cells relative to the storm centre are drawn
independently from an exponential distribution. Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Isham
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(1987) assume that C is strictly positive so th at each storm has at least one cell
associated with it. They consider the cases where C follows a geometric distribution
and C — 1 follows a Poisson distribution. No cell is located at the storm centre.
The specification of the NSRPM is thus,
1. Storm centres arrive in a Poisson process of rate A;
2. Each storm centre gives rise to a random number C of cell origins;
3. The cell origins are independently displaced from the storm centre by dis
tances which are exponentially distributed with param eter (3]
4. A rectangular pulse of random duration D and intensity X is associated inde
pendently with each cell origin. It is assumed th at D follows an exponential
distribution with rate 7/ and that D and X are independent;
5. The clusters of cells associated with distinct storms are independent.

The Barlett-Lewis rectangular pulse m odel (BLRPM )
The B-L process is characterised as a Poisson process of cells origins following each
storm centre, terminating after an exponentially distributed time. It is assumed
th at a cell is located at the storm centre so that each storm will contain at least one
cell. The Bartlett-Lewis model seems slightly more plausible on physical grounds
given the evidence that rain cells may induce the formation of new rain cells in
their vicinity (see section 1.1). The specification of the BLRPM is identical to th at
of the NSRPM except that 2. and 3. are replaced by
2. Each storm centre is followed by a Poisson process of rate /? of cell origins, a
cell being located at the storm centre itself;
3. The Poisson process terminates after a time which is exponentially distributed
with rate 7 .
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Illustration of a) point process m echanisins.

b) R ectangular pulse

inechanisni.
For these clustered m odels cells, and indeed storm s, m ay overlap and th ere can
be periods of zero rain w ithin a storm . Figure 2.1a illu strates th e stru c tu re of the
Poisson, B artlett-L ew is and N eym an-Scott point process m echanism s and figure
2.1b shows how th e rainfall intensity is built up using rectangular pulses associated
with each point in th e process.
W hen th e B-L process was fitted to th e sam e d a ta set as th e sim pler process
(using the m ean, variance and lag-one autocorrelation at /?=6 and 12) th e fit was
good even at th e levels of aggregation not used in th e fitting procedure. W hen
other levels of aggregation were used for fitting th e p aram eter estim ates obtained
were virtually identical. T h ere were, however, discrepancies between th e observed
and fitted values for th e p robability of zero rain. T he use of a ‘ji tte r ’ to m ake the
rectangular pulses m ore realistically irregular is described.

T he random r) BLRPM
Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Ishcun (1988) addressed the zero rain problem by al
lowing 7/, the parameter which specifies the duration of rain cells, to vary randomly
between storms, so that the durations of cells within the same storm are correlated.
If we let K = ^ and <t>— ^ then « and <f>are taken to be fixed with

tj

random, so

th at storms have a similar structure but may occur on different timescales. rj is
taken to have a two-parameter gamma distribution so th at there are 6 param e
ters to estim ate rather than 5 in the fixed rj model. The authors include more
detail on the fitting of the model and assessment of the adequacy of fit using model
properties not used in the fitting procedure, obtained analytically or by simulation.
They also carry out sensitivity analysis and calculate approximate standard errors
for the estim ated log-parameters, although they conclude th at their m ethod may
overestimate the standard error of some of the estimates. The probability of zero
rain is fitted much more accurately for the random rj model, across all the scales of
tem poral aggregation considered, than for the fixed rj model, justifying the estim a
tion of the extra parameter. They also consider extreme values and observe that
the fitted models, when simulated, do not reproduce the instances of historical very
heavy rainfall. A remedy could be to extend the upper tail of the distribution of
cell intensities, keeping the mean and variance unchanged. Short-term prediction
from the model is also discussed.
Rodriguez-Iturbe, Febres-Power and Valdes (1987) carry out the same analyses,
but in more detail, as Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Isham (1987) and also consider
extreme values and the probability of zero rainfall for an arbitrary tim e period.
They work with the PRPM and with the clustered models (NSRPM and BLRPM)
with fixed t}. They posit th at the range of tim e scales for which the clustered
models can accomplish aggregation and disaggregation is likely to be 1-48 hours,
due to the typical lifetime of a rain cell of 1 hour and the inefficiency of estim ating
some of the model parameters for rainfall of over 2 days. They suggest th at the
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model structure may be improved by replacing the rectangular pulses by triangular
or gamma-like pulses, and by letting the rate of storm arrival param eter, A, vary
over time.
Entekhabi, Rodriguez-Iturbe and Eagleson (1989) show th at randomization of
the cell duration parameter in the NSRPM, as detailed by Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox
and Isham (1988) for the B-L model, improves the fit to the wet-dry period, joint
distribution and extreme value statistics. The least squares minimisation approach
(see Section 6) is preferred to th at of attem pting to solve a set of nonlinear simul
taneous equations. The authors assert that the estimated model param eters reflect
seasonal and orographic differences when fitted to data from different times of year
or different spatial positions.
Islam, Entekhabi, Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1990) fit the random rj BLRPM,
separately for each month, to 24 years of hourly data from two locations in Italy.
They use the modified minimum least squares technique (see chapter 6) for fit
ting and show how various fitted model statistics vary over tim e and between the
sites. Sensitivity analysis is carried out to devise efficient param eter estim ation
strategies and to understand which parameters influence which of the observed
rainfall features. They also consider the problem of defining periods of rainfall as
‘storm s’ from rain gauge records using a technique devised by Restrepo-Posado and
Eagleson (1982).
Cowpertwait (1991) derives the probability of an arbitrary interval of any cho
sen length being dry, for the unmodified (fixed cell duration param eter) NSRPM, a
model property that it could be desirable to include in the fitting procedure. The
model is fitted, separately for each month, to 10 years of hourly data from Black
pool, UK. The model’s performance is assessed by comparing summary statistics
derived from data simulated from the fitted model with those of the actual data.
Approximate ^-tests are carried out for each month and each statistic to identify
areas of significant lack of fit. The model performs well for the most part, but some
of the simulated data were found to be significantly diflferent from the historical
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data. This problem could be circumvented by fitting the model only at the level
of tem poral aggregation for the particular application required, or by including an
extra param eter in the model. Cowpertwait (1994) formulated a modification of
the NSRPM, in which each cell within a storm has a fixed probability of being
assigned to one of n cell types. Each cell type is assigned a different pair of values
for the param eters relating to the distributions of cell intensity X and duration D.
In this m anner correlation can be induced between the random variables X and
D. In particular it is thought th at it is physically realistic to impose a negative
correlation between X and D. In the case where n = 2 the two cells types would
correspond to convective (high intensity, short duration) and non-convective (low
intensity, long duration) cells. A disadvantage of this system is th at the number of
param eters increeises aa the number of cell types increases, which makes param eter
estim ation more difBcult. Deciding how many cell types to include is essentially a
subjective m atter when fitting by the method of moments since there is no objective
way of comparing the fits of different models.
All these models have taken independent cell intensity and duration, an as
sumption th a t may not be realistic given the evidence of a relationship between the
maximum intensity and duration of a storm (see section 1.1). In order to introduce
this type of relationship a particular parameterisation which has been formulated
in Kakou (1997) is to take the conditional distribution of the cell intensity, %,
given the duration, L = /, to be exponentially distributed with mean u(/), where
V = v{l) =

and / , c and d are constants, d taking the values 0 or 1. The

marginal probability density function of the cell duration is taken to be exponential
with param eter tj. This framework is included in the fixed 77 NSRPM. In the case
where d = 0, AT and L are positively correlated for c < 77, negatively correlated for
c > 77 and uncorrelated (though not independent) for c = 77.
Analytical model properties are available for fitting this model (although some
require the numerical evaluation of integrals during the fitting procedure) and it
is of interest to see whether this model reproduces the characteristics of the data
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(with respect to probability of zero rain and extreme values, for example) as well as
or better than the NSRPM with randomised 77. Both models have 6 parameters to
estim ate. Extension of this idea to spatial-temporal models is considered in section
8.1 in which dependence is induced between cell area, duration and intensity.

2.2

P rob ab ility o f storm overlap

Using data from a single rain gauge it is not easy to to decide where one storm ends
and another one starts. The structure of the stochastic models considered above
allows for separate storms to overlap. It is interesting to see what the estimated
probability of storm overlap is for some single-site models given the param eter
estimates obtained from fitting them to data.

2.2.1

T h e P oisson rectangular pulse m o d el

The probability of storms overlapping for this model is given by the probability that
one exponential random variable is greater than another. Explicitly, if rectangular
pulse storms arrive in a Poisson process of rate A (with inter-event times, T) and
those storms have exponentially distributed durations, D, with param eter ij then
T ~ exp(A) and D ~ exp(7y). Thus,
P{D < T)
fOO
/
P { D < T \ T = t)fT{t)dt
Jo
fOO
/
P ( D < t)fT{t)dt
Jo
fOO
/ (1 - e~^^)Xe-^^dt

P(Storm s do not overlap) =
=
=
=

(2.1)

Jo

7/ + A
Values of A = 0.03927 and 77 = 1.2279 were obtained when the model wais fitted to
hourly d ata from Denver, Colorado, by Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Isham (1987)
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which gives a value of 0.969 for this probability. Thus, there is a low probability of
the model storms overlapping for this data set.

2.2.2

T h e B a rtlett-L ew is rectangular p u lse m o d el

In this model each storm is made up of a cluster of rectangular pulses. As before
the storms arrive in a Poisson Process of rate A, but associated with each storm
is a Poisson process of rectangular pulses (cells). Each pulse has a duration, D,
which is exponentially distributed with param eter rj and the process of cell origins
term inates after time L ^ exp(7 ).
An arbitrary storm in the process will be considered to overlap with the next
storm if it has at least one active cell at or after the arrival of the next storm
centre. Consider a single storm, starting from a storm centre at Z == 0. Until
the storm terminates it is ‘live’. After termination the storm may continue to be
active although no new cells are born. The time during which the storm produces
cells, Z/, is exponentially distributed with mean I / 7 . The tim e before the arrival of
the next storm centre, T, is exponentially distributed with mean 1/A. We denote
the number of cells produced by this storm that are active at tim e t by N{t) and
P[N{t) = i) by

Pi{t).

Thus, given T and L, the probability th at this storm does

not overlap with the next storm is given by
P(no overlap) =
+

P(storm live at T, N { T ) = 0 and no more cells produced)
P(storm terminated by T and N{ T) = 0)

(2.2)

The storm is live at T* if L > T and terminated by T if L < T.
Conditionally upon T the second term in 2.2 is given by the probability, qo(T),
th at the storm is complete before time T. Removing the conditioning on T gives
P(storm term inated by T and N{T ) = 0) =
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[ qo{t)Xe~^^ dt
Jt=Q

where ç j(5) is the Laplace transform of ço(^) and is given in Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox
and Isham (1987), equation 4.5, by
dx<j>x‘^^ 'e

T) ^ f

Jo

where 6 = ^V and « =

^(1 —xy)( ,Kxy

Jo

V

Prior to storm termination the process can be regarded as an imm igration-death
process, starting with one cell at t = 0, in which cells arrive at rate ^ and die at
rate rj. In the derivation of an expression for the first term we will make use of a
result from Cox and Miller (1965, p. 168), th at the probability generating function,
G{z,t), of the immigration-death process, given that there are no customers in the
queue at ^ = 0, is

'' ^[1 -j- (z — l)e~^^]”°. Here we have no = 1 and since

G (z,t) = E%o z'PiM we havep,(s) =
Pi{t) =

e

giving
t

Tj

I (1 - e” ) - ( 1 .V

t - 1 '

+ e -”‘i ; ( 1 - e”')

Given T and L, L > T, the first term is given by
p o (t)e-« £ -r)

_

(1

_

the product of P{N{T) = 0) and P(no cells born in (L, T]). Removing the condi
tioning on T and L gives the first term as
r f (1 Jt-0 Ji=o

d/ àt

-f 7 J i= 0

If we use the substitution x =

this becomes

A7
v(^ + 7

/'
) 7

Therefore, noting that /3 =
P(no overlap) =
+

dz.

o

ki]

and 7 = <^7, we get

—,— r /
t]{k -I- <f>) Jo

dx

- / ' dz<6z-'/"-^ e-'" P dÿt/*+^/”-V l - zy)e“ >'.
7} Jo
Jo
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(2.3)

D ata set

A

a

V

K

<!>

P(no overlap)

Denver

0.0158

2.3700

0.3056

0.2597

0.0489

0.9430

Denver

0.0147

3.8450

1.3430

0.1673

0.0615

0.9088

Boston

0.0135

14.9000

4.5800

0.0920

0.0545

0.9485

Table 2.1: Probabilities of non-overlapping storms
If we now consider the random 7/ BLRPM, in which rj varies from storm to storm
according to a gam m a(a, u) distribution, then the above expressions are conditional
upon

77.

To remove this conditioning we simply find the expectation of equation

2.3 with respect to

77.

In general, the integrals in equation 2.3 must be evaluated

numerically. Since the expectation with respect to

77

must also be evaluated nu

merically, we express the integrals in equation 2.3 as infinite sums by expanding
the exponential functions in the integrands. We thus obtain,
P (overlap 177) =

_ e -" V
ri{K + ÿ)

k' ___________ i___________

^ ( | + i)r(?i + i + i + 1 )

'I t=0

(2.4)

( i + i + i)r(<A + ^ + i + 2)

Table 2.1 gives the relevant fitted parameter values obtained by Rodriguez-Iturbe,
Cox and Isham (1988), for data from Denver and Boston, USA, and the corre
sponding values for the probability of storms not overlapping (evaluated by finding
the expectation with respect to

77

of equation 2.4). Two param eter sets have been

obtained for the Boston data, using different sets of primary features for fitting.
Onof and W heater (1993b) quote parameter values (both ‘crude’ and ‘optim al’)
for the randomised

77

BLRPM, fitted to data from Birmingham, England, and

Tables 2.2 and 2.3 give the probabilities th at storms do not overlap for both these
sets of param eter values.

The estimated probabilities of storms overlapping is

in general quite low, although, as suspected, the models are giving a non-negligible
probability to storm overlap. The probability of storm overlap is slightly higher
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Month

A

a

1/

K

</>

P(no overlap)

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

0.0296
0.0248
0.0259
0.0234
0.0242
0.0211
0.0111
0.0117

3.1986
4.0378
2.9840
3.8451
2.7570
2.5250
2.2894

1.2780
1.1276
0.6543
1.0225
1.1658
0.2792
0.2476
0.6885
0.4369

0.6467
0.8832
0.7761
0.6018
0.2599
0.2932
0.0421

0.1266
0.0941
0.0759
0.0876
0.0231
0.0385
0.0064

0.0448

0.0081
0.0706

0.8829
0.8941
0.9004
0.9037
0.6577
0.9203
0.8122
0.7345
0.9231

0.0758
0.1414
0.0874

0.9007
0.8921
0.9088

0.0228
0.0216
0.0303
0.0318

2.8811
2.4801
2.6583
3.2886
2.6078

0.7611
1.3079
0.4631

0.4186
0.3570
0.6135
0.8103

Table 2.2: Probabilities for ‘crude’ parameter estimates

P(no overlap)

0.2069
0.2431
0.1662
0.2496
0.1816
0.1845
0.0421

<t>
0.0669
0.0639
0.0386
0.0518
0.0366
0.0467
0.0064

0.1593
0.2476
0.2728
0.2584
0.8483

0.0408
0.0986
0.0834
0.1188
0.1297

0.9005
0.7208
0.8677
0.8091
0.8957

Month

A

a

V

K

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

0.0261
0.0221
0.0212
0.0219
0.0226
0.0194
0.0111

2.5032
2.6175
2.1800
2.3390
3.0652
3.3702
2.2894

1.0600
0.9000
0.6000
0.4700
0.5000
0.9000
0.2476

0.0231
0.0215
0.0206
0.0282
0.0317

2.7016
6.6513
4.0159
5.1272
3.6535

0.4331
3.8000
2.0000
3.6000
1.1328

0.8401
0.8721
0.8405
0.8965
0.8900
0.8843
0.8122

Table 2.3: Probabilities for ‘optim al’ parameter estim ates
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for the random 7/ clustered model than for the simpler non-clustered model. This
may indicate th at the simpler model may, in effect, regard a section of data as
comprising one large storm whereas the more complex model ‘fits’ two overlapping
storms. The probability of storm overlap is slightly greater for the Birmingham
data set than for the data sets from the USA. In some cases, for example May,
there is a large difference between P(overlap) between the ‘crude’ and ‘optim al’
param eter sets.

2.3

C om parison o f clustering m echanism s

There is no strong evidence to suggest that the choice of clustering mechanism,
Neyman-Scott or Bartlett-Lewis, has a substantial effect on the performance of
temporal rainfall models. We now consider the distribution of cell origins within
individual storms for the BLRPM and two variants of the NSRPM.

2.3.1

The NSRPM

Cell origins are independently displaced from their storm centres by distances which
are exponentially distributed with parameter
centre.

no cell being located at the storm

The number of cells in the storm (7, is taken to be either Poisson or

geometric with mean fic- Let Y be the number of cells th at arrive within a tim e s
of the storm centre. It follows that T |C ^ Bin((7,1 —
E (y )

=

E cE (y iC )

=

E c [ C ( l - e - ' ’"')]

=

p c ( l - e-'*"')

The above expression is independent of the distribution assumed for C.
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(2.5)

2.3.2

T he BLRPM

Each storm centre is followed by a Poisson process of rate /?6 of cell origins. The
process of cell origins terminates after a time, T, exponentially distributed with
param eter 7 . There is a cell associated with the storm origin. Using the same
notation as above, given a tim e s after the storm centre.

Y

-

1 -f Poisson (Aa)

T =t >s

1 + Poisson(^j,f)

T =t <s

Therefore
E(Y)

2.3.3

=

l+ E T [E (r |T ) ]

=

1+ y

=

I + & I - e-^*)

dt 4- y

dt
(2.6)

In divid ual storm profiles

For a particular storm of N cells in the NSRPM,
E ( y |J V = n )

=

n (l - e-'’"’).

(2.7)

For a particular storm of lifetime t in the BLRPM,
E ( K |r = <) =

2.3.4

I ^
[ 1 + ^fct

ior a < t
for s > t

(g,g)

C om parison using m od els fitted to d ata

Comparing equations 2.7 and 2.8 shows that we would expect, forindividual storm
profiles,

cell arrivals to be evenly distributed

along the storm lifetime for the

BLRPM and more concentrated towards the storm centre for the NSRPM.
Figure 2.2 shows how E(%) is related to s for the BLRPM and NSRPM models,
using the estim ated param eter values obtained from fitting the models to data from
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Figure 2.2: Cell arrivais for Denver d a ta

NSRPM

A

Poisson

0.006

0.1276

NSRPM

A

/?n

G eom etric

0.00873

0.1276

BLRPM

A

A

0.00796

0.6

f^c
8.393

1
2.9856

1.7
1

5.7751

2.9856

1.7
1

6.331

2.9856

Table 2.4: E stim ated param eters
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1.7

Denver, Colorado (see Rodriguez-Iturbe, Febres-Power and Valdes (1987)). The
param eter values are given in Table 2.4.
The param eter estimates for the NSRPM give less frequent storms, but give a
larger expected number of cells per storm. For the BLRPM the number of cells per
storm has a geometric distribution with mean

= 1 + ^ - The curves corresponding

to a geometric number of cells per storm (N-S and B-L) are more similar than the
curve for the Poisson N-S model. Therefore it seems th at the choice of distribution
for C is more influential than the clustering mechansim in this case.
It would be more meaningful if we could compare the two models with the same
expected number of cells per storm and the same distribution for the num ber of
cells per storm (ie. geometric). For simplicity we consider the NSRPM in which
a cell is placed at the storm centre and assume that the expected number of cells
per storm is given by 1 4-

Then, substituting into equation 2.5 gives
E(K) =

1 + ^ ( 1 - e -'’"*)

(2.9)

Comparing this with equation 2.6 shows that E (y ) will increase more steeply for
the geometric NSRPM as s increases from zero if /?„ > 7 and for the BLRPM if
Pn < 7-

2.4

Spatial-tem poral rainfall m odels

The models described thus far concentrate on a single site. The rainfall profile
modelled at the particular site in question is, however, the result of a more complex
spatial-tem poral process consisting of the evolution and movement of rain cells. For
many im portant applied problems a genuine continuous spatial and tem poral model
is required in order to capture the characteristics of the observed data. D ata from
the Wardon Hill radar will be used to explore the spatial-tem poral structure of the
rainfall field.
The observed organisation of the rainfall process into a sequence of spatial scales
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(cells, SMSAs,...) will greatly influence the modelling of the rainfall field via the
concept of statistical clustering of, for example, cells within storms an d /o r storms
within rain events. The number of levels of spatial scale will depend largely on the
spatial and tem poral resolution of the data and the spatial and tem poral scales of
the problem.
Various authors have proposed spatial-temporal models for rainfall. Waymire,
G upta, and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1984) formulated a model (hereafter referred to as
the W GR model) with 2 layers of clustering; rain cells within SMSAs (storms) and
SMSAs within rainbands. Rainbands occur in a Poisson process of rate

in time.

Given th at a rainband has arrived at time s cluster potential (SMSA) centres
arrive in a spatial Poisson process of rate p i at s in the horizontal plane. Rain
cells then occur in a 3-dimensional (2 space and 1 time) Neyman-Scott clustered
Poisson process (possibly non-homogeneous in space and/or time) centred around
an SMSA centre. The temporal displacement of rain cell origins from the SMSA
centre is exponentially distributed and the spatial displacement is taken to have
an elliptical normal distribution. Each rain cell intensity has an intensity io at its
centre which is assumed to be constant over all rain cells. The rain cell intensity is
assumed to decay exponentially in time and quadratic-exponentially in space from
the cell centre. Thus, the rainfall plane of the model is ‘wet’ everywhere, and an
arbitrary cut-off level must be set for the total rainfall intensity below which it is
deemed to be dry, in order to fit the model to data. The model has the property
th at Taylor’s Hypothesis (see Section 3.2) holds approximately for tim e lags less
than a~^, the mean cell lifetime.
Variants of this approach, for the purely spatial representation of rainfall events,
are studied in Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Eagleson (1986). The cell intensity is
allowed to vary independently between cells and some alternative spatial spread
functions are investigated. The authors concentrate on the properties of the cumu
lative depth of rainfall over single rain events and drop the Neyman-Scott clustering
structure (i.e. consider a non-clustered model) for most of the paper. Eagleson,
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Fennessey, Qinliang and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1987) also consider the non-clustered
model, fitting the model to data from Walnut Gulch, Arizona. They use half the
data for fitting the model and half for assessing the adequacy of this fit. They in
vestigate three spatial spread functions and find the quadratic exponential the most
useful. These last two papers do not consider the tem poral structure of th e rainfall
process, in th at rain cells do not diminish in intensity over time. Rodriguez-Iturbe
and Eagleson (1987), while still concentrating on a single rain event, calculate the
second-order spatial-temporal properties (rain cells ’die off’ exponentially in time)
and integrate them over time, necessary for fitting the models to rainfall data col
lected over discrete time intervals.
Jacobs, Rodriguez-Iturbe and Eagleson (1988) isolate storms from 7 years of
rain gauge data from Walnut Gulch, Arizona, by defining a storm event as an
interval of rain followed and preceded by 2 hours of no rain in the entire basin.
They fit the model of Rodriguez-lturbe-Eagleson (1987) to these data and estim ate
param eters th at are assumed to be constant between storms from the whole record.
The param eters that are thought to vary between storms are estim ated for each
storm and then the mean and the variance of these estimates calculated over all
the storms. They evaluate the fit of the model by comparing the observed spatial
correlation function of the temporally averaged rainfall process with th a t of the
fitted model.
Phelan and Goodall (1990) assess a generalized version of the model in Waymire,
G upta, and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1984) using data from G ARP A tlantic Tropical Ex
periment (GATE) rainfall fields. The generalization allows the decay of the cell
intensity, from the cell origin, over space and time to vary between cells. Rain cells
decay as a Gaussian curve in space and exponentially in time. They fit the model in
two distinct stages. Firstly they fit the spatial aspects of the model (cell intensities,
positions and dispersion m atrix) using a nonlinear least squares approach relying
on the manual identification of rain cells by inspecting the radar images. They do
this for five images obtained at hourly intervals. Of the initial estim ates given to
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the Gauss-Newton procedure for the least squares fitting, only the estim ated po
sitions of the rain cells are critical. The second stage is to consider all the images
together, assuming a random velocity for the rain cells, and fit the full model. Rain
cells are matched up from picture to picture manually. The actual geometry and
kinematics of the cloud cluster were found to be more complex than the structure
of the model would suggest. Given the resolution of their data - 4 km x 4 km they are identifying areas of intense precipitation which are larger than is generally
quoted for rain cells.
Islam, Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1988) consider a model based on the W GR
model of Waymire, Gupta, and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1984) with some additional dis
tributional and physical assumptions. They assume that the common velocity of
the cells relative to the rainband Uc is zero and that the spatial distribution of
cells from the SMSA centre point is given by a circular normal distribution (i.e.
<7i = (72 = cr) so that the theoretical unaggregated spatial autocorrelation function
is isotropic. The WGR is generalised by allowing the cell intensity io to vary ac
cording to an exponential distribution, although they do not make it clear whether
it varies from cell to cell, SMSA to SMSA (but not within SMSAs) or rain event
to rain event (but not within rain events). Rain gauge data from Walnut Gulch is
used to estim ate the ten parameters of the model, although four of the param eters,
the common rainband/cell velocity relative to the ground U (2 components), the
spatial extent of the rain cells D and cr (see above) are estim ated independently
using physical methods although the authors do not give any explanation of how
this is achieved. They quote a cell speed of 20 km /h but do not give the direction
of this movement. The remaining six parameters are estim ated using an uncon
strained nonlinear weighted least squares technique. Sensitivity analysis is used to
suggest future parameter estimation strategies. As the level of tem poral aggrega
tion increases so does the sensitivity to the parameters of the lag one correlation,
implying th at hourly records may be needed for accurate param eter estim ation
even if a daily, say, fit is all th at is required. It is also noted th a t A„iE(z'o) (where
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Xm is the rate of the Poisson process of rainbands and E(io) is the rainfall intensity
at the cell centre at the time of its birth) is approximately constant for all the sets
of prim ary fitting features considered. It is not at all clear th a t this is in fact the
case, but based upon this observation the authors advocate fitting for AmE(zo) as
one param eter so reducing the number of parameters to estim ate.
The assertion that A,„E(zo) can be approximated as a constant must either be
incorrect or highlight a problem with the parameterisation of the model. It implies
th at there is an identifiability problem concerning Xm and E(zo) (i.e. the param eters
Xm and E(io) are not separately estimable). If we wished to simulate realisations
from the fitted model (having fitted for A,nE(zo) as a single parameter) we would
have to decide arbitrarily upon a value for either A^ or E(zo). Inspection of the
model expressions quoted by Islam, Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1988) on page 986
shows th at A,„ and E(%o) appear only as the product A„iE(zo). Thus, it would not
be surprising if they are not separately estimable given these model expressions.
Inspection of the derivation of the model expressions in Waymire, Gupta, and
Rodriguez-Iturbe (1984) shows that the covariance density should involve A,„E(zo)
or A„iE^(io), depending on whether the term in which io appears corresponds to
contributions from cells which have identically the same intensity io or intensities
which are drawn from the same distribution respectively, rather than A,„2E(2o), as
in Islam, Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1988). The assumed exponential distribution
for io means th at E(zq) = 2E^(io). Given the correct model expression it is clear
th at Xm and E(z'o) may well be separately estimable.
Valdes, Nakamoto, Shen and North (1990) fit the modified WGR model of
Islam, Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1988) (using the same set of physical assump
tions) to radar data from the GATE data set. Model expressions for the spatially
averaged process are calculated for fitting to radar data (recall that the temporally
aggregated process is used for fitting to rain gauge data). They explictly state the
assumption th at the common storm/cell velocity is in fact given by a scalar i.e.
Lf = (u, 0) so that there are nine parameters to estimate. An approach similar to
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th at of Isleim, Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1988) is used to estim ate the param eters
of the model, although D, a and u are estim ated separately, and kept fixed during
subsequent fitting, based upon meteorological study of the area under study. The
expressions given for the covariance density (A„jE(io) in all term s) correspond to
the assumption th at the cell intensity to varies between rain events but is constant
w ithin rain events.
Cowpertwait (1996) presents a relatively simple stochastic spatial-tem poral
model of rainfall, constructed in continuous space and tim e but fitted to hourly
raingauge data from six sites in the Thames basin, UK. It is assumed th a t the
arrival times of storm centres at the catchment occur in a Poisson process and that
each storm generates a random number of circular cells, the spatial position of each
cell being given by a spatial Poisson process. The arrival times of the cells follow
ing the storm centre are given by a Neyman-Scott process. The cells are randomly
classified into one of n types, where n = 2 for the model fitted to the data. The
two cell types in this case correspond to heavy convective cells (short duration) and
light stratiform cells (long duration). The parameters for the two cell durations
were fixed at the estimates obtained in Cowpertwait (1994) at a relatively close
site. The effects of orography are allowed for by scaling the intensity of rainfall
for each of the six gauges by a factor

= 1,..

where 0 ^ is estim ated by

the one hour mean rainfall at site m. This model is not intended to have a great
deal of physical realism, the main drawback being the assumption th at the cells do
not move, and would not be appropriate for simulating over a larger geographical
region or for data with finer temporal resolution.

2.4.1

C ox—Isham sp atial-tem p oral m od els

Cox and Isham (1988) propose a simple unclustered spatial-temporal model (here
after referred to as the circular cell Poisson process model or CPPM ) in which
areas of rain are finite in extent, in contrast with the model of Waymire, Gupta,
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and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1984). The emphasis is on the final observed rainfall process
rather than on one rain event as in the WGR model. Cell origins arrive in a Pois
son process of rate A in two-dimensional space and time. Associated with each cell
origin is a circular rain cell of random radius R, moving with random velocity V .
Throughout its duration D the cell deposits rain at a constant rate X (hereafter
referred to as intensity) on all points in space within its defining circle.
The random variables (R, Z), Af) for a particular cell are assumed to be inde
pendent of the initial position and time of birth of the cell and all the defining
variables of the cell are assumed independent from cell to cell. The same is true
of the random variable V although, at least initially, the model will be fitted to
rainfall radar data from single rain events in which V will be assumed to be con
stant over cells. The ( R , D , X ) variables within cells are assumed to be m utually
independent.
In the interests of parsimony and mathematical tractability the random variable
D is taken to have an exponential distribution with rate 77. This will also be the case
for the more complex models to be described later. For similar reasons R is taken
to have an exponential distribution although in a later model a gamma distribution
will be assumed in the light of results from model fitting. The distribution assumed
for X is not critical in terms of deriving model properties since all th at are required
are expressions for E(A) and E(A^).
A function which is of major importance in the development of all the models of
this type is C{x), the area of intersection of two discs of common unit radius whose
centres are a distance x apart. In particular the evaluation of E r [R^C( x /R)] is
required. The form of the exact expression for C(x) means this expectation cannot
generally be evaluated analytically. Section 4.3 considers ways of approximating
C(x) in order th at E r [R'^C{x /R)] may be evaluated without recourse to numerical
methods. One of these methods was employed by Cox and Isham (1988) using
which they derived approximate expressions for the mean and covariance density
of the process and for the w et/dry properties of the model rainfall field.
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It is clear th at this simple model is highly idealised. The results of the observa
tional studies detailed in section 1.1 and experience from fitting single-site models
to rainfall data indicate th at a clustered model is needed. Cox and Isham (1988)
also propose a spatial-temporal model (hereafter refered to as the Bartlett-Lewis
spatial-temporal model or BLSTM) in which cells are clustered in tim e, but not
in space. They assume th at storms centres arrive in a homogeneous Poisson pro
cess in (two-dimensional) space and time. Following each storm centre, and at the
same spatial location, cells arrive in a temporal Barlett-Lewis-type cluster (i.e. in
a Poisson process of rate /? terminating after a ‘storm lifetime’ L ^ exp(7 ).). The
cells are discs with random radii i2, duration D and intensity X which move with
random velocity V . All cells within a storm are assumed to move with the same
velocity V , but the (i£, D , X ) variables for distinct cells are mutually independent.
Cell clusters belonging to distinct storms are independent. Various properties are
investigated for this model, but expressions such as the covariance between two
points displaced in space and time, will in general have to be evaluated numer
ically. An approximate closed form expression for the variance of the process is
derived under the assumption that all the cells within each storm have the same
radius.
A single storm from this model is envisaged to represent a rainband of cells
all moving with same velocity parallel to the rainband.

Simulations from this

model, with parameters chosen within the ranges summarised in Waymire and
G upta (1981), indeed produce such an effect. However, inspection of radar images
shows th at most rainbands move with a velocity which is in fact approximately
orthogonal to the band. The restriction that the motion of the cells is parallel to
the band is unrealistic. Figures 2.3a-2.3c indicate that a model in which the spatial
clustering of rain cells is more flexible is required in order to be able to reproduce
the wide range of storm structure evident in empirical data.

Figure 2.3d also

illustrates the effects of an im portant source of data error - bright band. Bright
band occurs where the radar beam passes through the layer of the atmosphere
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R a in fa ll in te n s ity
(in n i/lir):

R aingauge netw ork

D u r b a n ü tU

Figure 2.3: Illustration of rainfall types, a) Top left: S cattered showers, b) Top
right: R ainband. c) B ottom left: laarge mass, d) B ottom right: Bright band.
which is at 0°C w here ice is m elting to form w ater. As th e ice crystals m elt a layer
of w ater forms on th em so th a t they reflect th e rad ar beam like a very large w ater
droplet. T herefore th e rainfall intensity is grossly overestim ated (often by a factor
of about 6) producing characteristic 'rin g s’ of rainfall on th e rad ar image. It is vital
th a t such im ages are identified and rem oved from any analyses, although m ethods
have been proposed for correcting for th e effects of bright band. We shall restrict
our atten tio n to sequences of d a ta th a t have been checked for th e presence of bright
band by a m eteorologist. See Collier (1989) for fu rth er details on bright band and
th e estim atio n of rainfall intensity using radar.
It is clear th a t th e m odel needs to be m ore com plex if a wide range of storm types
are to be reproduced. O ne possibility is to introduce an ex tra layer of clustering,
ie. storm s w ithin rain events. It seems m ore sensible, based upon inspection of
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ra d a r im ages, to use a clustering m echanism to provide sp atial displacem ent of
th e rain cells from the storm centres. T he N eym an-S cott clustering m echanism
will be used since it generalizes m ore n atu rally as a sp atial point process th a n th e
B artlett-L ew is process.
Previous work on spatial-tem poral models to d a ta has assum ed eith er th a t rain
cells are circular or th a t they decay isotropically in space. T h e d istrib u tio n of cells
to form SM SAs has been considered to be non-isotropic in theory (elliptical w ith
fixed o rien tatio n in W aym ire, G upta, and R odriguez-Iturbe (1984)) b u t in p rac
tice th e less general model w ith circular SMSAs has been fitted. Such m odels will
have an isotropic spatial autocorrelation stru c tu re , producing circular contours on
a contour plot. W hen such contour plots are produced using W ardon Hill rad ar
d a ta (2km resolution) for storm s which cover th e entire 2 km resolution d a ta circle
m any have contours which are elliptical in shape (see figure 2.4). In th e case w here
all these contours have th e sam e eccentricity and orien tatio n we shall refer to th e
sp atial autocorrelation as being elliptically isotropic. If we are to reproduce suc
cessfully th e correlation stru ctu re of storm s which have elliptical au to co rrelatio n
s tru c tu re we m ust generalise th e circular s tru c tu re of existing m odels. If we con
siders m odel which have spatial clustering of cells w ithin storm s then th ree broad
approaches seem appropriate:
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(1) Allow rain cells to be elliptical in shape with a general orientation, but to
occur within circular storms;
(2) Allow the spatial displacement of circular rain cells to form storms to have
an elliptically isotropic distribution with a general orientation;
(3) Have elliptical cells and storms.
The spatial autocorrelation structure of the above would exhibit some elliptical fea
tures. For (1) the spatial autocorrelation contours will be approximately elliptical
over short spatial displacements and more circular over larger spatial displacements.
The reverse would be true in (2). If in (3) we assume that the eccentricity e and
orientation i of the cells and storms is the same the spatial autocorrelation contours
would be elliptically isotropic.
The empirical study of Zawadski (1973) found that, in general, the spatial auto
correlation contours of storms were nearly circular at small spatial lags (<~ 10km )
and showed strong ellipticity at large lags, consistent with the structure in (2).
There were, however, storms for which ellipticity was evident at small lags, consis
tent with (3). It is also possible that the resolution of data plays its part in the
appearance of the contours at small lags.
In chapter 5 we consider clustered models which utilize either (2) or (3). The
structure in (3) (assuming the same e and i for cells and storms) is particularly
attractive since we can derive properties for the model with circular cells/storm s
and then transform the space to incorporate the effects of elliptical cells/storms.
Models corresponding to (2) and (3) will, in general, have the same num ber of
param eters.
Firstly, however, we will consider a generalisation of the CPPM in which the
cells are elliptical in shape. We shall refer to this model as the elliptical cell Poisson
process model or EPPM.
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C h ap ter 3
A n alysis o f rainfall radar d a ta
Fitting the physically based stochastic models described in the last chapter to data
will constitute a large part of the analysis of the rainfall radar data. Fitting will
be based upon the estimation of summary statistical properties of the data for
comparison with the theoretical properties of the model. Attention will be focused
on the Wardon Hill radar previously described in section 1.3. The data are in the
form of a tem poral sequence of arrays (84 by 84 for the 5 km data and 76 by 76
for the 2 km data). There is an image available every five minutes.

3.1

E stim ation o f statistical properties

Firstly we define

(<) to be the average rainfzdl intensity over the h km by h km

pixel ( t,i) in the data array at time f, and n to be the dimensions of such an array,
71=84 for 5 km data and 71=76 for 2 km data.
Model fitting and other analyses will be bcised largely upon first and second
order properties (mean, variance and covariance density) and on the ‘w et/dry’
properties of the data. Pixel (i, j ) is said to be ‘dry’ at tim e t if
‘wet’ if

and

> 0. In particular we will be interested in the probability th a t an

arbitrary pixel (i, j ) is dry at an arbitrary time t.
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We consider a temporal sequence of T n x n data arrays. The properties de
scribed above will be estim ated using the following equations.
Mean =

f =
1=1 j —1 fc=l

n

^

Variance =

n

T

4 = - 5 j ^ E E E [ 4 ' ’W - ^ r
^
^ 1=1 j=i t=i

p ( y W = o) =
( = l;= lt= l

^

where
1

a; = 0

0

X > 0,

(3.1)

%(z) =

The space-time correlation function, p{ki^k 2 ,t)= co rr[y (0 ,0,0), T(â:i, A)2, ^)], will
be estim ated by
E
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E

E

n —ki n —tg T —t
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E

E

n—ki n—k2 T—t

1

1

+ k u j + h , k + t ) ~ Ÿ2Ÿ

j=l t=l

Ji—k\ n—tg T—i

and the limits of the spatial summations correspond to the case where &i,&2 ^ 0.
Assessment of the ability of a stochastic model to reproduce the main statistical
features of rainfall data should, ideally, not be confined to the comparisons of simple
properties such as means, variances and space-time correlations. Different space
tim e rainfall structures can give rise to very similar statistical properties. Study of
the evolution of the spatial structure of a storm over tim e may give an invaluable
insight into the underlying rainfall process. In particular such analyses may indicate
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the presence (or absence) of scaling (see section 3.4) properties of rainfall in space
and time.
We now consider two analyses which involve the spatial structure of rainfall
fields and their evolution over time.

3.2

Taylor’s h ypothesis

Taylor (1938), in studying fiuid turbulence in spatial-temporal fields, formulated
the frozen field hypothesis, which postulates the equivalence of the spatial autocor
relation at a fixed point in tim e and the tem poral autocorrelation at a fixed position
in space, if the spatial argument of the former can be interpreted as the time lag of
the latter, multiplied by an ‘average’ velocity, Va say, of the field. Explicitly, if we
let

p (u , t )

= co rr[y (0 ,0), y ( it, r)] for a stationary spatial-temporal field Y { u ,t) ,

then the field is said to satisfy Taylor’s hypothesis if
p(V ;r,0) = /)(O,r)

(3.2)

for some velocity vector Va and all time lags, r . This holds exactly if the spatialtemporal field is a fixed spatial field which moves with constant velocity (a ‘frozen
field’). Zawadski (1973) found that (3.2) holds approximately for tim e lags under
about 40 minutes (of the order of the typical duration of a conceptual rain cell)
when studying radar images from a single storm. The validity of Taylor’s hypothesis
for small time lags does not imply a frozen field model for y ( it,f ) , just that the
tim e series of rainfall intensities experienced by sites separated in space by %T
have similar patterns simply shifted by a tim e lag r , provided r is relatively small.
If we define the ‘cutoff’ to be the approximate time lag at which an appreciable
departure from Taylor’s hypothesis can first be seen, then this cutoff will depend
on the change in structure of the storm over time. The cutoff will be estimated
visually from plots of p(%T, 0) and p(0, r) against r.
The estimation of % is crucial in the investigation of Taylor’s hypothesis. Za52

wadski calculated a spatial displacement of maximal correlation for the storm at
each observed tim e point and for each tim e lag, presumably resulting in a non
constant estim ated velocity. In contrast we will produce a single estim ate of the
average velocity of the storm using the centre of gravity m ethod detailed in section
6.4.
Zawadski observed that during the first 110 minutes the cells’ speeds relative
to the storm speed were approximately zero.

During the dissipation period of

the storm (the last 50 minutes), however, the cells continued to move at roughly
the same speeds, whereas the storm speed became nearly zero. Waymire, Gupta,
and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1984) show theoretically for their class of rainfall model
th at Taylor’s hypothesis is not valid if the cells move relative to the storm. They
m aintain th at this is the reason for /9(%T, 0) being slightly smaller than /ô(0,r)
for small tim e lags in Zawadski’s results and not experimental error, as Zawadski
suggests.

3.2.1

In vestigation o f Taylor’s h yp oth esis

Since the observed 40 minute cutoff in Taylor’s hypothesis (Zawadski, 1973) has
been linked to the typical duration of a ‘rain cell’, the 2 km spatial resolution needs
to be used if we are to verify this observation. Rain cells typically have an area of
10-50 km^ (Austin and Houze, 1972) and so would generally cover only two of the
coarser resolution radar pixels. If 5 km resolution data are used the effects of cells
may be ‘smoothed out’. Thus, Taylor’s hypothesis may hold approximately over
tim e lags which are small relative to the typical duration of an SMSA - the next
level of spatial structure in rainfall fields.
Estim ation of the correlations required will be carried out for each storm indi
vidually. The assumptions of stationarity and homogeneity of the spatial-temporal
field are implicit in the calculations. Thus, we shall restrict our attention to the
middle section of storm lifetime when the storm is neither building up nor dissi
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pating.
Space-time correlations are estimated using a non-centred correlation given by
'^ Y { x ,t)Y { x + u ,t +

t)

x,t

This estim ate of correlation gives zero weight to pairs of pixels with at least one
‘dry’ pixel, thus conditioning upon both pixels being ‘wet’. It is the measure of
correlation used by Zawadski (1973).

3.2*2

T h e storm o f 25th D ecem b er 1994

The centre of gravity method (see section 6.4) is used to estim ate the average
velocity of a storm on December 25, 1994, using 5 km data from the Wardon Hill
radar to give an estimated average velocity Va of (22.8,-23.6) km /h. The 2 km
data are then used to estimate p{VaT, 0) and ^(0 , r). Selected images from the radar
data for this storm are shown in figure 3.1 along with plot of /ô(VaT, 0) and ^(0 , r )
against time. It can be seen that these two lines begin to separate substantially at
around 30-40 min. Similar results were obtained for the analysis of other storms.
The correlation axis is plotted on a log scale to give a measure of the difference
between ^(V^T, 0) and ^ (0 ,t) relative to their magnitudes.
The extent of the validity Taylor’s hypothesis will be investigated theoretically
for the stochastic rainfall models considered in subsequent chapters.

3.3

Tem poral evolution o f storm d ep th

We will now consider observing the rainfall process in the Lagrangian frame of
reference i.e. moving with the storm. All the spatial locations referred to in this
section are thus displacements from some notional storm centre.

Thus, in the

Lagrangian frame of reference the observed pattern of rainfall reflects only the
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development and decay of rain cells. In contrast, in the Eulerian frame of reference
in which we observe the rainfall process from a stationary position, we observe the
effects of spatial variation and storm movement in addition to the development and
decay of rain cells.
We define the depth of the rainfall Z{u^t) at a point ( u , t ) to be the sum of
the intensities Y {u^t) observed at u from the tim e origin 0 up to and including
tim e t. The depth is thus the cumulative intensity, an increasing function, which
is liable to be smoother than the time series of rainfall intensities. In practice the
rainfall intensities are only observed at discrete time points, for example every five
minutes for the Wardon Hill radar. We denote the set of intensities and depths,
over a spatial region within the spatial extent of the storm, at tim e t hy Yt and
Zt respectively. We denote the mean and standard deviation of Zt by p{Zt) and
cr{Zt) respectively and the mean and standard deviation of Yt by p{Yt) and cr{Yt)
respectively.
We use radar data to produce estimates fi{Zi), à-(Zt), p(Yt) and à{Yt) every 5
minutes generally over a time interval of 3 or more hours. It should be noted that
radar estim ates are spatial averages of the rainfall intensity over pixels rather than
point estim ates of rainfall intensity. We plot p{Zt), à(Zt), fL{Yt) and àÇYt) against
tim e to study their temporal evolution.
Although these plots are informative it is also useful to study the rate of change
of these variables relative to one another. Thus, four further plots of interest are
1. logiod(Zt) against logioA(Zf);
2. logiod-(Ff) against logioA(>^0;
3. logiod(Zf) against logjoA(^0;
4. logjo^(T;) against logio^(Zf).
Plotting against the variable

for example, corresponds to using a tim e vari

able t' which is transformed so th at the mean depth
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increases linearly in

tim e. We look for systematic regularity in these plots th at may give an insight into
changes in storm structure over time. For example a power law relationship of the
form

would produce a straight line in plot 1 of gradient
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and indicate th at à(Zt) is

scaling in t'. If such a relationship exists for rainfall data there may be different ^I’s
and/or 62's for regions of different areas within the storm. Particular storm types
may give rise to characteristically different 6i's and/or 62's and so this analysis
could be used as a guide to classification of rainfall types.

3.3.1

E stim ation

In order to estim ate these quantities we need to be able to define a Lagrangian
frame of reference for each storm to be analysed. This is achieved by calculating
the centre of gravity of each radar image of the storm and using this as an estim ate
of the centre of the storm. Although the internal structure of the storm may change
over time the centre of gravity should be fairly robust to these changes. Due to
the limited spatial coverage of a single radar it is unusual to be able to observe a
storm over its entire lifetime. Thus we have to be content with analysing the largest
possible period of the storm ’s lifetime while it is contained wholly within the radar
range. Care must be taken when choosing these periods since the attenuation of
the radar beam as it approaches the limit of the radar range sometimes means th at
the edges of storms are not recorded.
The large radar data circle with a spatial resolution of 5 km x 5 km is used
and the four properties detailed above are estim ated for concentric circular regions
centred on the storm centre of radii 90,75,60,45 and 30 km. The length of the
period of observation of the storms varies between 1 hour and 7 hours.
Figure 3.2 shows selected images from the period 0400-0700 of storm of 7th
December 1993. Figure 3.3 shows the times series plots and log-log plots detailed
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Figure 3.2: Selected im ages from th e storm of 7th D ecem ber 1993 : 0400-0700.
above.
.All th e plots of log^Q<j(Z() against logiQ/l(Z<) produce extrem ely straig h t look
ing lines w ith gradients varying betw een 0.7 and 1.2.

T here is, in some cases,

p articularly those for which th e observation period was greater th an ab o u t 4 hours,
some reduction in gradient (henceforth referred to as tap erin g ) in th e region of high
logio/i(Z t). In general, th e sm aller th e area of th e region th e earlier the tap erin g
is evident. For some storm s th e gradient appears to approach zero for th e regions
of sm aller area.

3.3.2

Tapering effect

It is not clear w hat is causing th e tap erin g effect. C ertainly if th e rainfall becam e
spat ially homogeneous over th e region of th e storm analysed then th e spatial sta n 
dard deviation à { Z t ) would rem ain constant and cause such an effect. However, it
is clear from inspection of th e rad ar im ages th a t this is not the case. If the rainfall
was actually zero over th e region after a certain tim e, à { Z t ) would indeed rem ain
constant but so would th e spatial m ean f i { Z t ) and th e tap erin g would not occur.
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It is also clear from inspection of the radar images that the tapering is not due to
the dissipation of the storm.
The tapering is a consequence of the increase in à(Zt) becoming smaller (and
eventually becoming zero) over time, while fi{Zt) continues to increase. If we dis
count the explanation of the rainfall becoming increasingly more homogeneous at
the end of a storm then there must be somethimg more complex causing the taper
ing.
Figure 3.4 may throw some light on the m atter. It shows th at for the circular
windows of 30 km and 45 km radius the temporal autocorrelation becomes negative.
It is these two windows sizes which showed the most significant tapering effect in
figure 3.3. A possible explanation for this is th at the presence of a rain cell at a
particular point in space inhibits the formation of another rain cell at th a t point
which it is ‘alive’ and for a period of time subsequently. Perhaps there is a certain
capacity for rainfall in the atmosphere that has to be replenished before another
rain cell may form.
This theory is given some weight by the description of the life cycle of a convec
tive rain cell in Houze (1981, pages 677-679). During the developing stage the rain
cell consists of a growing cloud of buoyant air and developing precipitation particles
moving upwards. Once the weight of the precipitation particles is great enough (40
minutes after the start of the development stage) they are able to overcome the
updraft of the buoyant air and fall to the ground. This is the mature stage of the
cell and lasts around 20 minutes. During this stage updraft and downdraft coexist.
The updraft disappears after about 60 minutes producing the start of the dissi
pating stage of the cell during which a weak downdraft persists and the remainder
of the precipitation falls as light rain. Therefore, the heavy rainfall of the m ature
stage is followed by the light rainfall of the dissipating stage. Additionally, it would
seem th at the weak downdraft of this latter stage is not conducive to the restarting
of the life cycle in the vicinity of the previous rain cell.
No tapering effect is observed for the larger window sizes. Inspection of figure
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Figure 3.4: Lagrangian fram e of reference tem poral au tocorrelation of the storm of
7th Decem ber 1993 : 0400-0700.
3.2 shows th a t relatively intense areas of rainfall (blue) are em bedded in a region
of lighter rainfall (green and yellow). This is tru e of m any of th e storm s cap tu red
by th e W ardon Hill radar. Areas of light stratifo rm rainfall, and any areas of zero
rainfall surrounding th e storm , which fall w ithin th e larger windows, may m ask the
effects of th e convective rain cells em bedded w ithin them .

3.3.3

T heoretical in vestigation of d epth properties

T he cum ulative d epth a t [ u ^ t ) is given by

1=1
The accum ulation is over discrete tim e points as rad ar im ages are recorded every
five m inutes ra th e r th a n in continuous tim e.
For d a ta which are continuous in space th e spatial variance of Z [ u ^ t ) over a
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region A at a tim e t is given by

In practice data are available to us in the form of spatial averages over radar pixels,
and so we shall take the spatial average to be a point estim ate of rainfall at the
centre of the pixel. Thus, we need a discrete space version of the above for a region
of n pixels , namely
2

"7=1
The data analysis used concentric circular spatial regions centred on the storm
centre and so the limits for the sums have to be chosen appropriately.
Now
2'i
"■=1

.1=1

1^

"7=1
\t= l

J

and
- ^ v a r ( Z ( w ,- ,0 )

=

cov
y(M„ A;), ^ y
^ t=i
\Jk=i
/=i
n
t
t
1

7)
>

^ t=l k = l 1=1

k = l 1=1

which does not depend on the area of the window of observation.
The second term is

if:[E (Z («.-,i))f
^7=1

=

% Z È É E ( y ( « . , t ) ) E ( y («,,()).
^ 1=1 k = l 1=1
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If we are considering a process which is stationary in space and tim e then this term
reduces simply to [E(y)t]^.
Similarly, in this case, the fourth term reduces to —[E(y)/]^, so that these two
term s cancel.
The third term is given by
^var
^

=
\t= l

/

^cov
^

^

y ( « „ t) , ^ ^

n

n

t

y ( « ; , ;) I

j = l 1=1

\ t = l ik=l

J

t

= &E E E E
t=l i=\ k=l

1=1

t

n

z - 1).

Thus,
i t

t=l /=1

n

^ 1=1 j = l

i

t

k=l 1=1

If the model is to produce the tapering effect observed in the data we need to
construct a process in which
lim
t—
KX>
This could be achieved by introducing temporal inhibition into the process, i.e.
the presence of a cell at a particular point in space at one tim e inhibits the arrival
of another cell in the neighbourhood at subsequent times.
Variation in the depth process will be investigated using simulation for the
stochastic rainfall models considered in subsequent chapters.

3.3.4

A m o d el w hich m ay produce tap erin g

The postulated explanation for the tapering effect is th at each region within a
storm has a potential to produce rain. Once this potential has been depleted by
the production of rainfall it cannot produce as much rainfall subsequently until
this potential has been replenished. A model which incorporates this type of idea
and which would probably be able to produce the negative tem poral correlations
evident above is based upon a hard core process.
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One mechanism that produces a hard core process is the following. Rain cell
origins arrive in a (possibly clustered) spatial-temporal point process but around
each origin there is a space-time volume within which no other cell origin may fall.
This volume is bounded in space by the defining ellipse of the rain cell located at
the cell origin and in time by the duration of this rain cell plus a random inhibitory
factor

If.

Thus, the temporal autocorrelation of the process should become negative

for some tim e lag

due to this inhibition.

This process could be simulated by locating the first cell according to the process
of cell origins but only accepting further cell origins if they do not fall within any
of the inhibitory volumes of any of the existing cell origins.
However, such a model is clearly relatively inaccessible to analytic study.

3.4

Scaling properties o f rainfall data

Interm ediate stochastic rainfall models are based upon elements with characteristic
spatial and temporal scales, namely rain cells and storms. The models are thus
designed for use over restricted spatial and temporal scales. The characteristic
scales of the cells and storms depend upon the resolution and extent of the data
to which the model is fitted. However, it would be gratifying if these models, once
fitted to data, were to have similar statistical properties to the data at different
levels of spatial and temporal aggregation.
In investigating scaling properties of a random variable we are interested in
how the probability distribution of a random variable depends upon the scale at
which it is measured. In practice it is easier to restrict attention to the moments
of different orders of the random variable rather than the probability distribution
itself. In the study of rainfall the random variable of interest is the average rainfall
intensity over a given time period and/or spatial region.
We concentrate on the spatial scaling properties of the average rainfall intensity,
over an h km x h km spatial region at a given tim e t. The
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order non-

centred moment of

is scaling if and only if a power law relationship of the

form

holds, where h is the scale expressed in km. The scaling is simple if K is a linear
function of m, multi-scaling otherwise. The relationship above can be w ritten as

lnE{[yW(()]'"} = -% (m) lnA + c(m).
Thus, if the moment of order m is scaling, a plot of the estim ated In E ■[ lyW (()l |
against \n h yields a straight line with gradient —K(m)^ where K { m ) is the scaling
exponent
We can also calculate moments centred about the mean. In particular we con
sider the mean centred moment of order 2, or variance, since an expression for this
property can be derived for the stochastic models considered in later chapters. This
variance is a purely spatial variance and should not be confused with the space-time
variance th at is used in model fitting.
In order to make use of all the data from a storm we calculate the
non-centred moment of

order

for each image within the period of analysis and use

the average of these values as an estimate of E {

}

. The inner 2km data

circle is used for the analysis.
} against Inh for the storm of 6th

Figure 3.5 shows a plot of In E |

February 1994, 1300-1400, for h = 2,4,...,26 km and m = 0.5,1,...,5.
For a given m it seems reasonable to approximate the plot by a straight line. A
straight line is fitted through these points for each m using ordinary least squares
to provide an estimate of the scaling exponent K{m ) for each m. Figure 3.6 shows
the estim ates of K ( m ) plotted against m. The /{"-function is non-linear, consistent
with multi-scaling rather than simple scaling. The data presented in figures 3.5
and 3.6 were produced by a computer program written by Christian Onof (personal
communication).
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We investigate the spatial scaling properties of stochastic rainfall models in
chapter 7 as a means of assessing how well these models are able to reproduce the
statistical properties of the data.
The tem poral scaling properties of hourly average rainfall intensities from the
ELMDON rain gauge in Birmingham, England, 1949-1987 are investigated in Onof,
Northrop, W heater and Isham (1996). In addition HYREX data from the Brue
catchm ent in South-West England are also used in this analysis, providing data
which are aggregated over timescales from 10 minutes upwards. The analysis found
th at although stochastic models are able to reproduce the second-order properties
of the rainfall intensity over a range of scales, they underestimate moments of higher
order. This is a consequence of the fact that these models have been fitted using
first and second order moments (and w et/dry properties).
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C h ap ter 4
S p atial-tem p oral m od els for
rainfall
We develop models which are generalisations of the simpler models of Cox and
Isham (1988). These models are envisaged to have greater physical realism than
these initial models, although a certain amount of mathem atical tractability m ust
be sacrificed to achieve this goal.
We derive theoretical model expressions for the spatially averaged rainfall pro
cess, for use in fitting these models to rainfall radar data.
Before describing such models we give some technical details which will be
needed in the development th at follows.

4.1

T h e geom etry o f th e ellipse

The equation of an ellipse, centred on the origin, whose m ajor axis is parallel to
T-axis (orientation 0) is
—- + ^ = 1,

0 < z < (z, 0 < y < 6 ,

a > b.

(4.1)

We define the major axis of the ellipse as the vector from the origin to the point
(a, 0) and the minor axis as the vector from the origin to the point (0, b). We define
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the eccentricity c of the ellipse to be such th at

— a^(l — e^),0 < e < 1, so th a t

(4.1) can be rewritten
2

1

_ = a^,

0 < a; < a, 0 < y < ay/l - e^.

(4.2)

—

The special case where c = 0 corresponds to a circle. If we rotate such an ellipse
by i radians anticlockwise its equation becomes
/
. ,
. \2 , ( y c o s i- x s in z ) ^
2
(z cos 2 4- y sin z) H--------- -— ^ ------- = a .
Thus, the m ajor axis of this general ellipse is the vector from the origin to the point
(a cos 2,0 sinz). We define the orientation i of an ellipse to be the angle between
the m ajor axis of the ellipse and the positive r-axis, measured anticlockwise. Sub
sequently the terms major axis and minor axis will refer to the magnitude of the
m ajor axis and minor axis as defined above.
In the evaluation of certain properties of the models to follow, an expression for
the area of intersection of two identical ellipses, with m ajor and minor axes a and
b respectively, whose centres are a vector displacement. A, apart, will be required.
W ithout loss of generality we take one ellipse to be centred on the origin and
the other centred on A = (A), A 2). At this stage we also take both ellipses to
have orientation zero with the positive z-axis. Let fl be the intersection of the two
ellipses.
Thus (x, y) G n if

and
(x - Ai)^
o2

(y - A 2)^
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•

Expanding the second inequality gives

+g +# +

(^-3)

If A lies on an ellipse, centred on the origin, with major and minor axes pa and pb
respectively, then
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and in polar coordinates
Ai = pa cos 0 ,

A] = pbsinO, for some ^,0 < ^ <

2

tt.

Substituting these expressions into 4.3 gives
^ + | j + p ^ - 2 p g c o s 0 + |s i n 0 ) < 1
If we let / = ^ and g = ^ and complete the square in / and g then
i f —p cos 9 Ÿ + (g —P sin 0 Ÿ

^1

while from the first inequality above,

These conditions on / and g define the area of intersection, C(p), of two discs of
unit radius a distance p apart.
It can easily be shown that

C{q) —

2 arccos (f ) - qy/l - \q^

q

< 2

0

q

> 2

Thus the area of intersection of two identical ellipses is constant as one ellipse
moves in an elliptical path, similar and concentric to the other (ie. as

0

varies over

[0, 27t]). Furthermore, since x = a f and y = bg this area is given by ab C(p), where
p is as above.
Hence, if 5 (u , A ) is the area of intersection of two identical ellipses with m ajor
and minor axes a and 6(= ay/ 1 — e^) respectively, whose centres are A apart then
B(a,A)

=

a b C \\l^ + ÿ j

If now we take each ellipse to have orientation to the positive x-axis i then we
simply have to define new displacement parameters, A^ = A% cos z + A 2 sin i and
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Ag = A 2 cos i — Ai sin i in order to find their area of intersection. Equivalently we
could choose the coordinate system such that i = 0.
This can be extended to find the area X>(ai,a2, A ) of two similar ellipses with
m ajor axes a\ and «2 respectively, eccentricity e and orientation i whose centres
are a distance A apart. If we assume that 02 and 62 are the m ajor and minor axis
of the smaller of these two ellipses and let m = ^ then

D(ai,U 2, A) = 0262 ^

m, 1,

al

h\

where .4 (ri, T2, A) is the area of intersection of two circles of radii

and T2, whose

centres are a distance A apart. If oi = 02 = a we get D(o, a, A ) = 5 ( a , A). It can
be shown th at, for

> T2
Trrg

^ ( r i,r 2 ,A )

=

(0 < A < ri - T2)

+ ^2^2 - i \ / / ( n , r 2. A) ( n - T2 < A < ri + T2) (4.4)
0

where /( r i,T 2, A) =

and

01

=

$2

=

(A > ri + T2)

2A^(rJ + r^) - A'* - (rj - r \ y
y rl
—r l \
arccos
2riA
ri + A ^ - r î
arccos
2 r;A
)

These results illustrate that the area of intersection of two ellipses can be ex
pressed in terms of the area of intersection of two circles. On reflection this is
not surprising since an ellipse is no more than a transformed circle. For models in
which the basic elements, cells and storms, have the same eccentricity e, in general
it is easiest to work with the model in which e = 0 (i.e. circular cells and storms)
and derive properties such as the covariance density by transforming the coordinate
system (see section 4.2). Other properties, such as the probability th at an arbitrary
point in space-time is not covered by a rain cell i.e. is ‘dry’, and the properties of
models in which cells and storms have different eccentricities can be derived with
reference to the results above.
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4.2

Transform ations to incorporate eccentricity,
orientation and velocity

We consider transforming the model in which cells are circular and stationary to the
more general model in which cells are elliptical and move with velocity V = (Vi, V2).
If we let S* = (6*,
space

X

6*) index a stationary random field in two-dimensional

tim e then the transformation,

effectively ‘squashes’ rain cells in the y direction. Subsequent use of the transfor
mation,
S* = Sj; COS i -f- Sy sin i
Sy =

cos 2 —6a; sin 2,

(4.6)

then achieves the rotation of the rain cell by i radians anticlockwise. Furthermore,
subsequent use of the co-ordinate transformation
K

—
=

— V\t
4 - %

(4.7)

will produce cells which move with velocity V .
Thus, if we have derived the covariance density, Cs{u,t) say, for a model in
which the cells are circular and have zero velocity, the covariance density for the
more general model can be obtained by successive use of the transformations (4.5),
(4.6) and (4.7). It can easily be shown that the covariance density of the general
model c(ifc, t) is given by
c{u^t) = y/l -

c,(ifc*,t),

where u* = («1,^ 2)
ul

=

U<r>2 =

{ui — Vit) cos i -h (u 2 — V2O sin i
[(^2

—

V2 t)

COS

i — {ui — Vit) sin z]/V l —e^.
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4.3

H ow to approxim ate C{x)

In developing further properties of the model an im portant role is played by the
function C{x)^ the area of intersection of two discs of common unit radius whose
centres are a distance x apart. As we have already seen, C{x) is given by
. _

I 2arccos ( f ) - Xyfl - \ x ^

\

x

< 2

x>

0

2

.

If the discs have common radius R the area of overlap is R?C{x/R). In particular
if R is random a quantity of interest is 'Er {R?C{x ! R)}. For most choices of the
distribution of i?, a closed form expression for this expectation does not exist. If
we are to avoid computationally expensive numerical evaluation an approximation
to this expectation must be used. Two broad approaches seem possible.
• Approximate the expectand R?C(xlR)^ then evaluate the expectation;
• Approximate the whole expectation

{R^C(x/R)}.

The first approach is that employed by Cox and Isham (1988). They considered
the family of simple ‘linear’ aproximations to C(x),
Ck{x) = (tt - k x Ÿ
where

{k > 0),

= max(z, 0). Only values of ^ < tt/2 are sensible, k = tt/2 corresponding

to the case where the approximation is exact for a; = 0 and a; = 2, but strictly
greater than the exact value for 0 < a; < 2. If we take R ~ exp(p) we get
Efi { r ^C,{x / R ) } =

.

The second approach was considered by Chandler (1995). Here a Taylor series
expansion of the entire expectation was carried out to give.
Eh ^R^Ck(x/R)^ % #(^H + <^r ) — 2fiRX H
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Figure 4.1: A ssessm ent of approxim ations. Left: C { x ) .
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Right: Yjr { B ? C ( x j R ) } ^

using R ~ exp(p) and a m ean cell area of 50 km^.
w here

■= E (R ) and a \ = var(l'?). In principle it is possible to take as m any

term s in th e expansion as one wishes, although it should be noted th a t if R is
exponentially d istrib u ted , the term s in

and above contain ex p ectatio n s which

are not finite, for exam ple Y j R ^ l j R ) . If we wish to include these term s we could
tak e R to have a G am m a d istribution, for exam ple, (w ith an ap p ro p ria te index
p aram eter) or indeed a negative G am m a distribution.
Figure 4.1 shows how C k { x ) com pares to C { x ) for k =

tt

/ 2 , 1.8 and

k

= 1.85

and assesses th e perform ance of th e approxim ations to E r { R ^ C k { x / R ) } when R ~
exp(p). A m ean disc size (= 7t E { R ^ ) ) of 50 km^ (i.e. p = y^27r/50) has been used
in th e evaluation of

{R^Ck(xjR)}.

It can been seen th a t while th e Cox-Isham approxim ation using k = 1.85 p er
form s well over th e whole range of x, th e linear approxim ation for th e en tire ex
p ectan d greatly u nderestim ates E R { R ? C k [ x I R ) } for large values of x . T h e CoxIsham approxim ation using k = t t / 2 overestim ates E r { R ‘^ C k { x / R ) } for all values
of X > 0. These conclusions are u n altered if th e m ean cell area is changed.
If we now assum e th a t R follows a G am m a(pi, p 2 ) d istrib u tio n th en F igure 4.2
illu strates th a t th e ‘lin ear’ approxim ation to C (x ) still perform s well over a range
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Figure 4.2: A ssessm ent of approxim ations to
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/ R ) } using a m ean cell

area of 50 km^ and R ~ G a m m a (p i,p 2 )* Left: p i = 3. Right: p i = 9.
of values of th e index p aram eter p i . Figure 4.2 also shows th a t, for a given m ean
cell area, E r { R ^ C k { x / R ) } decreases m ore rapidly as p i increases.

F in d in g th e o p tim a l k
We have seen th a t a values of k in th e vicinity of 1.85 seem to give a good ap 
proxim ation to E R { R ' ^ C k ( x / R ) } .

C an we find a value of k which is o p tim al in

som e sense? We consider the case where R = 1 w ith p robability 1 and define th e
in teg rated square error of the approxim ation to C { x ) in this case as
■2

ISEi

=

f

\C (x )-C k (x )Ÿ àx,

(4,8)

JO

a reasonable m easure of th e closeness of th e approxim ation C k ( x ) to C ( x ) . Sim ilarly
we define th e m ean square error in th e case where R = r w ith pro b ab ility 1 as
I S Er

da:.

-

Using th e su b stitu tio n y = ^ gives

ISEr = r ^ IS E u
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so th at I S E r is a strictly increasing function of r. Thus, a k which minimises I S E i
will also minimise ISEr. The optimal value of

does not depend on r and

is therefore independent of any distributional assumption made about the random
variable R.
So in order to find k we need to minimise M S E \ with respect to k. Noting th at
C k { x )

=

(tt

—kx)'^,k > 0, equation 4.8 can be written as

ISEi

=

f

Jo

C^{x) dx —
2 (kx — 7t) C ( x ) dx +
{kx — tt)^ do:.
Jo
Jo

Perhaps surprisingly these integrals can be evaluated algebraically to give

“i s+

Ï

^ +t )

( i ) + (t +

r "

Minimising (4.9) numerically with respect to k gives k = 1.8393 with M S E \ =
0.0123.
An alternative measure of how well Ck(x) approximates C{x) is the integrated
absolute error,
lAE i

=

r\C (x)-C k(x)\dx.

(4.10)

In the same manner as the ISE, the value of k which minimises (4.10) minimises
the equivalent expression for R = r. When (4.10) is minimised numerically we find
th at k = 1.87617995 with l A E i = 0.124784603. Figure 4.3 shows how I S E i and
l A E i depend on k.

4.4

T he elliptical cell P oisson process m od el

This model is a generalisation of the model proposed by Cox and Isham (1988) in
which cells are assumed to be circular.

4.4.1

M od el d escrip tion

Storm centres arrive in a Poisson process of rate A in two-dimensional space and
time. Each storm consists of a single rain cell, elliptical in shape with random m ajor
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Figure 4.3: Mean absolute error and 10 x mean square error in approximating C(x)
Ck{x) for different k.
axis Acy eccentricity E (and thus area irAly/l —E"^) and orientation / , moving
with random velocity V .

After a random time D the cell term inates or ‘dies’.

Throughout its duration each cell deposits rain at a constant rate X (hereafter
referred to as intensity) on all points in space within its defining ellipse. The total
rainfall intensity at a point in space-time (tt,^), denoted by Y { u , t ) is the sum of
the contributions from all cells active at (u^t).
The random variables ( A c , D ,X ) are assumed to be independent of the initial
position and tim e of birth of the cell and from cell to cell. The same is true of the
random variables ( V , E ^ I ) although, at least initially, the model will be fitted to
rainfall radar data from single rain events in which V = (Vi, V2), E = e and I = i
will be assumed to be constant over cells.

4.4.2

M od el p rop erties used in fittin g

We shall derive the properties of the unaggregated process and then of the spa
tially averaged process for direct comparison with radar data. It is relatively easy
to generalize the expressions given in Cox and Isham (1988). We assume, pri
marily for m athem atical convenience, that the random variables (D, A ^ X ^ V ) are
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m utually independent. We note th at the number of cells M covering an arbitrary
point

has a Poisson distribution with mean fiM = AE(Area of cell x D) =

Att \ / l —e^E{Al)fiD so that
E (y )

=

(4.11)

and
var(F)

=

//m E(X2)

where, for example, we denote E(X) by

If

is the average rainfall intensity

over a pixel of dimensions h km x h km then
E(y(^)) =

E (y ).

A property likely to beim portant in the fitting of this class ofmodels is the prob
ability

th at there isno rain at

an arbitrary point

i.e. th at ( u , t ) is dry. Such

a property gives information about the intermittency of the rainfall in space and
time. This is given by
P ( y = 0) =

e-*w.

(4.12)

This probability defines both the ‘long run’ proportion of a very large area th at is
dry at an arbitrary time and the proportion of time which is dry at an arbitrary
spatial point.
We need to extend this to the probability that there is no rain at any point
within an arbitrary h km x h km pixel. All this requires is the calculation of the
area, Area^,,, given the major axis Ac of the cell, within which the cell centre of
an elliptical cell with eccentricity e and orentation i would have to be in order to
cover at least some of an arbitrary pixel. Figure 4.4 shows the shape of this area
under the assumption that rain cells are circular. It can be seen th at the shape is
compound, consisting of rectangular and semi-circular areals. These areas become
parallelograms and semi-ellipses under squashing and rotation of the rain cell into
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Figure 4.4: Area^ for a 2 km x 2 km pixel and a circular cell of radius 0.5 km
an elliptical shape. We can use the results of Appendix A which, indirectly, gives
the maximum, x*, of the defining curve of the ellipse in the x direction. In the
notation of Appendix A we get
X* =

2 Aci

4Si S2 —^3

then it can easily be shown that the furthest point y* in the y direction of such an
ellipse is given by
y* = 2 Ai

f
^2
4SiS2 —S3

Thus Area^|Ac is given by
Areau;|Ac =

+ t:AIVI —

+ 2 h{x* + y*).

If we assume th at Ac ~ exp(a) removing the conditioning on Ac gives
Area^ =

+ 4A
,
û; \v 4 si5 2 - 53/

since E(Ac) = 1 /a and E(A^) = 2/a^. Finally,
p ç y W = 0) = e--^^z)Areau,
Cox and Isham (1988) also derive expressions for P ( y ( it,0 ) = F (u, 0) = 0)
and P ( y ( u ,0 ) = Y[u^t) = 0) for the unaggregated process. The derivation of
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such properties is non-trivial when the spatially averaged process is considered, for
example the distribution of the duration of a rain cell over a pixel is required, and
so these properties will in general need to be investigated using simulation.
The model expression for the covariance density given in Cox and Isham (1988)
can easily be generalised for elliptical cells. All we need are the two spatial coordi
nate transformations given in section 4.2 which will firstly transform the cells from
being circular to elliptical with eccentricity e and then rotate them so th a t they
have orientation to the positive z-axis i. Thus, the radius R in the circular cell
model becomes the major axis Ac of the cells in the elliptical cell model.
In the fitting of the model we assume that D and Ac have exponential distribu
tions with parameters tj and a respectively (i.e. with means 1 /rj and 1 /a) and that
X has a gamma distribution with parameters

and (2 (i.e. with mean ^1/^ 2)-

If we let c(iA, t) = cov[y(0,0), Y («, t)], then use of the transformations in equa
tions 4.5 and 4.6 on the expression for c(u,t) in Cox and Isham (1988, equation
11) gives
c{u,t)
where

=

e x p { -7 /(} V l^ E

= (A i cos i -)- A 2 sin z)^-H

C (% )],

(4.13)

•, A i = Ui —Vit and A 2 = U2 —V2 t.

If we use one of the ‘linear’ approximations detailed in section 4.3 then we get
c{u,t)

4.5

% ^ ^ E ( X ^ ) exp{—r)t}Vl —

exp | — ^ A j ^1 -f - ^ A ^ .(4.14)

A ggregation o f properties over space

Radar data are in the form of the rainfall intensity averaged over a pixel. If Y l j \ t )
is the average rainfall intensity over pixel (z, j) , of dimensions h km by h km at
tim e

then
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Thus,

E K 'j-'co]

=

E [r(« ,< )],

- l“il)(* - l“2l) c(«,0)

^

=

cov[?;W(0),y^.%,,.+t,(()],
Y

=

rh

J

rh

k il)(^ - 1^2!) c { n - \- h k , t ) dui dui,

where k = ( k i , k 2 ) and c(u, t) is the covariance density of the unaggregated process.
The integrals above will in general have to be evaluated numerically. The corre
lation function c o r r [ l ^ j ^ ( 0 ) , d e n o t e d by p^^\ki^k 2 ^t)^ of the model
process aggregated over h km by h km pixels is defined by

=

U c w ]

We are now in a position to compare these theoretical expressions with their
observed values calculated from empirical data. The methods used in model fitting
are given in chapter 6 and the results of fitting models to radar data from single
rain events given in chapter 7.

4.6

Further properties o f th e B L ST M

The results of Cox and Isham (1988) can be extended by analytic means in some
cases. In particular it is possible to derive an expression for the covariance density
c(u, i) for the case where the cell velocity V is constant and u and V are parallel.
It is also possible, using a linear approximation similar to th a t studied in section
4.3, to relax the assumption th at all cells have the same radius.
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4.6.1

Covariance d en sity

Cox and Isham (1988, equations 30 & 31) obtained the following expression for the
covariance between two points in space-time.
= A /icE (X ")/° d T % (( - T )E [fl'C (||« - V<||/iJ)] +

d n :F r ,( - r i)

J —oo

X f

J —oo

dT2TD (t - r2)y^exp(-7 |t2 - Ti |)E [.4(i?i,i22, l|tx - V ( t -f Ti - Ts)!!)],

J —oo

where X (ri, r 2, z) is the area of intersection of two discs of radii ri and T2 whose
centres are a distance x apart (so that A{r^r,z) = r^C(^)), fic{= 1 +

is the

expected number of cells per storm and T d is the survivor function of D. The first
term is the contribution from ‘within’ cells and, apart from the constant factor nc-,
the integrand is the covariance density given in section 4.4 (given all the assump
tions previously made). Since the cells are circular in the BLSTM all we need do
is set e = 0 in equation 4.14 to give the first term of c(ii,t) as
^ ^ ‘^ ^ ^ E(A"2) e x p { - 7)t}y/l - e2 e x p { - — A} ( l -f- ^ A ^ ,
p^rj

7T

\

Ztt

J

(4.15)

where A = ||it — VtH and we have taken R ~ exp(p).
The second term is the contribution ‘between’ distinct cells within the same
storm and is less straightforward. We assume th at Ri = R 2 {= R) with probability
one and use the linear approximation given in section 4.3 for R?C{^). If we use the
substitution x = T2 — ti and evaluate the integral with respect to r\ we get
ft'nt Aoo
Xnc^Hx— /
77 Jt
V

,

- kR\\u + V { x - ()||)+] dx.

(4.16)

In general the inclusion of the exact expression for ||it -|- V(a; —^)|| in the integrand
means th at the integral cannot be evaluated analytically. The linear approximation
||, + .||

«

+
[ y d -z -^ \e -'K \

(4.17)
z>y,

where y = ||y|| and z = ||z||, can be used for ||y -f z ||, the magnitude of the sum of
two vectors which are orientated at an angle

0

being exact if u and V are either parallel

=
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(6

to one another, the approximation
tt)

or anti-parallel (0 = 0).

We restrict attention to the particular case where u and V are parallel so th at
||u + ^ (a: —^)|| = u - \ - V { x — t), where it = ||u || and V” = || VU- In the case where
D and R have exponential distributions with parameters 77 and p respectively and
(i2, D , V ) are mutually independent the second term is given by
kVR
7 + 77 ( 1 -

77(7 + 77)
u

77(7 + 77)
+ fc^it |it(7r - 1 )------------- + —
' -2 ( 7
I
7 + 77J
TT

(2

— 1) —

t

i r R —k u '

7 + 77_

(4.18)

}
V

+ T7)(7 + 7 +

v

) \ 7

+

77 +

+ u
^

Thus, the covariance density is given by the sum of 4.15 and 4.18 noting that
||î4 — V^ll = \u — Vt\ when u and V are parallel.
We now investigate an approximation to

rg, A) so th at the assumption

th at all cells have the same radius can be relaxed.

4.6.2

Inclusion o f different cell radii into th e B L ST M

If the assumption that all cells have the same radius is to be relaxed an approxi
m ation to .4 ( r i , r 2, A) is required. It can be shown that for

(0 < A < ri - T2)

TTTr
^ ( n , r 2, A)

=

Oirl + $2 rl - | ^ / ( r i , r 2, A)

=
and O2 =

(ri - T2 < A < 7*1 -f r0 .1 9 )
(A > ri + T2)

0

where / ( n , T 2, A) =

> T2,

2\2
2A^(rJ + r]) - A* - (rj - rl)
'r\ +
- r|
arccos
2rjA
arccos

rl

+

- r?

2r,A

It will be convenient to use one of the ‘linear’ approximations

A(7'i,r2,A ) .=

-Kr] - kr2{x + T2 - r i ) Y (A; > 0, n > T2),
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(4.20)

exact

approximate v4t(18,6, A)
k=

k = lA

k = 1.7

113.097

113.097

113.097

113.097

13.5

103.503

98.960

100.497

97.797

15.0

88.003

84.823

87.897

82.497

16.5

70.473

70.686

75.297

67.197

18.0

52.537

56.549

62.697

51.897

19.5

35.311

42.411

50.097

36.597

21.0

19.794

28.274

37.497

21.297

22.5

7.181

14.137

24.897

5.997

24.0

0.000

0.000

12.297

0.000

A

^(1 8 ,6 , A)

12.0

Table 4.1: Overlap areas and approximations for

= 18, rg = 6

over the range
ri - T2 < A < ri -I- T2,
where

= max(z, 0). Table 4.1 shows the behaviour of these approximations for

Ti = 18 km and T2 = 6 km and figure 4.5 shows this graphically. The values of k
have been chosen to give a reasonable approximation over the range 12 < A < 24
and to dem onstrate the the dependence of the approximation on k.
The areas of these discs correspond roughly to the lower end of the area range
quoted for SMS As and LMSAs respectively in Waymire and G upta (1981).
If it is im portant that the ranges of non-zero values for the exact and ap
proximate values of X ( ri,r 2, A) agree then we must take k =

For the case

n = t 2 = r, equation 4.20 reduces to the linear approximation made by Cox and
Isham (1988).
Cox and Isham (1988), assuming that the cell duration, D, has an exponential
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Figure 4.5: Exact and approximate areas for

= 18 km and rg = 6 km

distribution with parameter 7/ and all the cells have the same radius, i?, obtained
var(K)

ss E (X ^ )//cW +

V

V7 + ’?

~

kVR
, \i 1 —e
(7 + V)

If we relax the assumption that all cells have the same radius it is only the second
term of the covariance density which changes. We return to the case where V varies
between storms. As an illustration we consider the tem poral autocorrelation, i.e.
we set It = 0. If we use the linear approximation given in 4.20 in equation 4.16 the
second term in the approximation to var(F) becomes
2 — ^^Ri,R2 j f
T]

ttJÎ?

dx

I Jt

+
where Ri and R 2 are the radii of two distinct cells within the same storm and
i?i > i?2* If we take ^ = f , evaluating the integrals with respect to x gives

7(7 +^7)

2(7 + 7) ”

' 2(7 + 7)

If we evaluate the expectations with respect to Rj and R 2 , assuming th a t R
exp(p) the second term in the approximation to var(y) is given by
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If we now assume that V = 0 with probability one, then equation 4.21 is exact (all
cells within the same storm are centred on the same point and so no approximations
are needed) and the variance of the process is given by

var(r) =
where // m =
The BLSTM is perhaps too idealistic, for the reasons given in section 2.4.1, to
embark on fitting it to rainfall data. We therefore propose and investigate models
in which a more complex spatial clustering mechanism is used to make the model
more physically realistic.
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C h ap ter 5
S p atial-tem p oral rainfall m o d els
w ith clu sterin g in space and tim e
It is clear th at the simple spatial-temporal models based upon the Poisson process
(EPPM and CPPM) are highly idealised, and are not sufficiently flexible to repro
duce the structure of the observed rainfall field in terms of its statistical properties.
Simulated data from the fitted EPPM do not produce rainfall image sequences
which compare favourably with the data. This, and empirical evidence of the clus
tering of rain cells within SMSAs, indicates that a more complex model based upon
the stochastic generation of clusters of rain cells within storms is required. We con
sider extensions to the EPPM in which rain cells form a Bartlett-Lewis cluster in
tim e and a Neyman-Scott cluster in space. Two spatial clustering distributions are
investigated;
• A bivariate Gaussian (normal) distribution with a general, elliptical covari
ance structure. Explicitly, if X has a bivariate normal distribution with mean
and covariance m atrix E (i.e. X
density function
fx M

^

=

—
27t\E\^
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BVN(/i, E ) ) then it has probability

For the spatial displacements of rain cells about the storm centre we set
^ = 0. We refer to the resulting model as the Gaussian displacements spatialtemporal model (GDSTM);
• A uniform distribution over a random ellipse. This gives rise to the random
ellipse spatial-temporal model (RESTM).
We assume th at rain cells are elliptical in shape — in the simplest case, they are
just scaled versions of the elliptical contours of the bivariate Gaussian distribution
(GDSTM) or the storm ellipse (RESTM) within which they were born.

5.1

G D ST M : M odel description

Storm centres arrive in a homogeneous Poisson process of rate A in two-dimensional
space (i.e. in some large region of interest) and time. Following each storm centre,
(ito, ^o), cell origins arrive in a temporal Barlett-Lewis-type cluster i.e. in a Poisson
process of rate P starting with a cell located in time at the storm centre, to. The
process of cell origins terminates after a time which is exponentially distributed with
param eter 7 . Thus, the number of cells per storm , C, has a geometric distribution
with mean 1 -f- - .
Each cell within the storm is displaced from the storm centre by a vector which
is drawn independently from a bivariate Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and
covariance m atrix

^

^^*2 *') • The components of 17 vary from storm to

storm so th at, for example, distinct storms have different areas. The values of
for distinct storms are independent random variables having a common distribution.
It is the components of 17 which determine the shape of each storm. For example,
in the case where

= (Jy, storms for which p is close to +1 or -1 will tend to have

a banded structure whereas storms for which p is near 0 will tend to be circular.
Each cell is elliptical with random major axis Ac which deposits rain at a con
stant intensity X on all points in space covered by its defining ellipse duration D.
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For simplicity we assume th at each rain cell is a scaled version of the elliptical
contours of the storm within which is is born (i.e. has the same eccentricity E and
orientation I) so, for example, E and I are fixed given 27.
The total rainfall intensity at a spatial location u at tim e t, y ( u , f), is the sum
of the contributions from all cells active at (u^t). The variables

D and X are

assumed to be mutually independent between cells and independent of 27. All cells
within a storm and the storm centre itself move with the same random velocity
V.

Thus, all cells are born within the existing structure of the storm and the

storm shape is not distorted by the motion of the storm. Cell clusters belonging to
distinct storms are independent.
Model fitting is concentrated on individual rain events. We assume th a t V ,
E{= e) and / ( = i) are fixed and common to all cells, an assumption which is
reasonable over the relatively small temporal and spatial scales involved.
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5.1.1

N o ta tio n

A*

Rate of arrivai of storm centres.

P*

Rate of arrivai of cell origins following a storm centre.

7*

Param eter for termination of cell origin process.

D*

Duration of a rain cell. E(D) = fio-

X*

Intensity of a rain cell. E(%) =

A*

M ajor axis of a rain cell ellipse.

e*

Eccentricity of a rain cell ellipse, B l = A\{\ — e^).

i*

Orientation of a rain cell ellipse.

V*

Velocity of storm centre and associated rain cells.

<7^*

Variance of cell displacements from storm centre in the x direction.

(jy

Variance of cell displacements from storm centre in the y direction.

p

Correlation between the x and y cell displacements.

m

Given by dylcr^^

Be

Minor axis of a rain cell ellipse.

Parea

Expected

Cell

area.

Aci,Ac 2 Major axes of two distinct rain cells within a storm.
A * indicates that the quantity is a basic random variable of the model. The
param eters p and m will not be estimated directly, but can be calculated given
estim ates of e and i (see Appendix B).
Preliminary simulations from this model (or at least a variant of this model in
which circular cells are produced within an elliptical spatial displacement structure)
are encouraging in that images which resemble those of the radar data can be pro
duced with careful choice of model parameters. Figure 5.1 shows how the structure
of a single storm from the model can, given suitably chosen param eters, produce
simulations which resemble the banded structure of the storm of 8th December
1993.
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Figure 5.1: C om parison of rad ar d a ta and model sim ulation. Top: Selected images
from th e storm of 8th D ecem ber 1993. B ottom : Model sim ulated single sto rm w ith
param eters chosen to produce im ages com parable to d ata.
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5.2

F irst and second order properties

For the purpose of deriving the mean and covariance density of the process it is
convenient to work with the model in which the cells are circular and have zero
velocity, then use the coordinate transformations given in section 4.2 to derive the
model expressions for the model in which cells are elliptical and have non-zero
velocity V . Thus, unless stated otherwise, the following assumes th at e = 0,2 = 0
and V = 0.
For a circular cell of radius Ac with origin

we define

1 if cell covers {u -f u') at tim e t
u \ t At')

t',f >

0

=
0 otherwise
=

% (0 < f'< D )x(M < A c),

(5.1)

where % is an ordinary indicator function and ||.|| represents Euclidean distance.
The sum of the contributions of all cells active at ( u ,t ) is given by

where X { w , t ) denotes the depth of a cell born at ( i ü , t ) and { N } is the clustered
process of cell origins. The intensity of N ( w , r ) is A/xc and the mean of the process
is given by
E (F )

=

r; u,

r)],

t

—

f^ a r e a

j

x)dT

(5.2)

T = —oo

=

^f'areat^DfJ'ClJ'X

assuming A c jD ^ X and N are independent,

where fix and fiD are the mean intensity and duration respectively and fiarea is
the expected cell area. Equation 5.2 follows since the cell lifetime m ust be at least
f —r , where this has probability

~~ T), if

is the survivor function of D.

The mean of the process is thus given by the product of the cell arrival rate
(A/xc)î the expected space-time volume of a rain cell (^oreo^D) and its expected
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intensity (//%). The expected cell area is given by
f^area ~
SO t h a t

E (y ) = XficTrE{Al)fiDfixTo derive the mean of the process in which cells are elliptical and move with non
zero velocity V we simply note that the expected cell area is now given by
f^area

~

=

t VI

—

E(Ag),

and that the mean is unaffected by the change in velocity to give
E (y ) = XficT^Vl - e2 E(Al)fiDfixThe assumption that cells are circular corresponds to JE7 =
the 2 x 2 identity matrix and

where I is

is the common variance of the x and y spatial

displacements of rain cell origins from the storm centre.
The covariance between two points in space-time, co v [F (0 ,0 ),y (it,f)], denoted
c,{u,t), is given by

x E [/(ti;i, Ti; 0 ,0)% (wi, t i ) I [ w 2 , T2; u , t ) X { w 2 , T2 )]
xcov[djV(wi, Ti), dA^(w2, T2)],

(5.3)

(see, for example, Cox and Miller (1965, section 9.6)). We need to evaluate the
covariance cov[dW(wi, Ti), d7V(tD2, T2)] for the clustered process of cell origins, N.
This can be split into two terms, the first reflecting contributions from ‘w ithin’
cells and the second from ‘between’ distinct cells within the same storm. Cells
from different storms are placed independently and thus do not contribute to the
contribution from ‘between’ cells.
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The first term of cov[d7V(wi, 7%), dW(w2, T2)] is given by
A/ic^(ri —T2 )S{wi — W 2 ) dw i à w 2 d r i dx2,
where
8{x)

^

1 '^* = 0
0 otherwise,

and is thus invariant under changes in the space-time displacement distribution
of the cells. It is given by the same expression as the covariance density for the
EPPM , multiplied by fic to reflect the increased rate of the underlying process of
cells origins. The first term is thus given by
Xfic
V
where u = ||u|| = yJu\-{- u\ and Ui,U2 and t are the spatial (x and y) and temporal
lags of the covariance respectively. If we use one of the ‘linear’ approximations for
C{x) detailed in section 4.3 then the first term becomes

rial

e -”'

fl +
,
\
27T y

for suitable k.
We now consider the contribution to the covariance density from ‘between’ dis
tinct cells in the same storm. In particular we derive the ‘between cell’ contribution
to the covariance of the clustered point process of cell origins. For the spatial com
ponent we need to consider two cells origins born at (w i,T i) and (w 2,T2) within
a storm with storm centre at {w^to). If we consider distinct cells within the same
storm (neither being located at the storm centre to), then their contribution is
f

,

A

d t o d w e -Y |m a x (T i,7 ,)-< o |^ 2

J w ^ R Jto=-oo
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If we now consider distinct cells within the same storm where one is located in time
at the storm centre, (i.e. ti = to), then their contribution is
. A dw

f

X

{ W

^

x - W

)

1j

(Wa-w)^ (5 5)

Combining equations 5.4 and 5.5 and evaluating the integrals gives the second term
of cov[diV (w i,ri),dA '(w 2,T2)] as
\Q ( \

^^g~'>k2-n|g
7

I _ _ ^ _ _ ç - \ { W i - W 2 )^S

{W1 - W 2 )

Substituting this density into equation 5.3 and assuming th at the cell depth X
is independent of the other random parameters (Ac, D) of the cell, gives the second
term of Ca(it,

as

Vc/?A<x /
/
102 /
/
|„ 2 2”‘’'’^”’’‘'E [/(w i,ri;O ,0)/(w 2,T 2;M ,<)]
J ti=—ooJW i £I^ Jt2=—ooJW2€ ^
x E j; / ---- -—_^-i(f^i-'W 2 f X

(Wi-W2)|

dw2 d ri dr2,

j

Assuming that D is independent of Ac and has survivor function

since /ic” = 1 +

!Fd gives the second term as
Xfic^fix f

^Ti^d{-ti) f

*/—0 0

dr2Jb(< - T2)e"^*^2-i-i|

(5.6)

* /— 0 0

x E a.., a.2,2;<

i
J
Air\S\^
l|tOi|<Aci
|Wa-tl|<A.2

where A d and Ac2 are the radii of two distinct cells within the same storm and the
limits of the spatial integration reflect the spatial part of /( w i, ti; 0 , 0) /( w 2, T2; it, t)
(recall th at we are presently working with the model in which the cells are circular).
It is easy to show th at the temporal integrals above reduce to
th at E = (7^J, so th at

= cr^, the second term of the covariance density is thus

given by

47r7/(7 + Tf)

Noting

UWi|<ylcl |W2-tt|<>lc2
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where the expectation is over Ac\yAc2 and

It does not appear possible to

evaluate this expression exactly without resorting to the numerical evaluation of a
large num ber of integrals. W ith the additional complication of the aggregation of
this property over space (recall that radar data consist of spatial averages of rainfall
intensity) the evaluation of covariances in a fitting procedure is liable to proceed
extremely slowly. If we can approximate the above expression closely, however, and
so reduce the number of integrals to be performed, the fitting of the model will be
achievable in a more realistic time.
In fact, if we cissume that cr^ ~

(i.e. çx an inverse chi-squared(^) dis

tribution), then we can evaluate the expectation with respect to

in the above

expression.
-2

liW ^

then

2

E(VK) =
var(W)

^ -2

=

2ç2
(V--2f(V>-4)

We thus require ^ > 2 in order that the mean is finite and ^ > 4 for the variance
to be finite.
If we let W = (J^ then we need to evaluate
E

1
{W^-W2 f{W^-W 2 )'
[W^

Thus, the second term of the covariance density can now be w ritten as

4^ 77(7 -f 7/)ç

I

f

--------------- — -------------- J — d w i d w 2 ,(5.7)

\wA a. \wA \< a. (Ç+

^ |U /i|V /ic l

\S

“ I----------------------------2

where the expectation is over A d and Ac 2 - If we let y = ( w \ — W 2 ) ^ { w i — W 2 )
then we can evaluate the integrals with respect to lüi and W 2 approximately by
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performing a Taylor series expansion, in four variables, of the integrand f{ y ) in
equation 5.7, on the assumption that A d and Ac2 are small relative to the ‘storm
radius’ cr. The cluster of cells which form a storm does not have a clearly defined
area although a qualitative measure of the expected spatial extent of a storm can
be taken to be

where c is a constant that determines the proportion of the

storm ’s cells which lie within a circular region of area

centred on the storm

centre (see Appendix C). The expected ‘storm area’ thus depends on ç and ÿ and
is given by

for a suitable c.
= (lüii w u ) and Wg = (1^21 W22), so that {wi — W 2 )^{wi — W 2 ) =

We let

{wii — W1 2 Ÿ + (w 2 i ~ W2 2 Ÿ , and expand the integrand about the point ( w i , W 2 ) =
(0, w), the centre of the region of integration over Wi and W 2 , in powers of rr>n,
W12, 1^21 — u\ and W22 — «2- W ithout loss of generality we take U2 = 0 so that
Ui = ||itl|, since the covariance density, and hence its second term , is isotropic for
this model with stationary circular cells.
If we let CJ = Y 4-1 we have
f{y)

=

ç”
((+ 2
1

(1 +
A general term in the Taylor expansion is
w\^w{ 2 (w21 - ufw^ 2 2 The integrals with respect to Wi and W 2 can then be evaluated separately. For
example, the double integral with respect to tni is of the form

J

J

diüii dwi2

Wl2=-v4cl Wii =- y /
=

J

W 2 y /^ l l -

^12

Wi2=-A c1
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-

- ^ 12)

diüi2

(5.8)

This integral is non-zero if and only if both i and j are even. A similar argument
holds for the integrals with respect to Wg. Thus, the only terms we need consider
in the Taylor expansion are those in which the i, j, k and / are all even, since these
are the only terms which will yield non-zero results once the Wi and Wg integrals
have been evaluated. For example, we find that
Acl

J

J

wh

dwii dwig =

toi2=-Aci tv n = -V Â IT ^
For complete details of the Taylor expansion of f (y ) see Appendix D.
It is then possible to evaluate both the Wi and tUg integrals of the resulting
integrand and the expectations with respect to A d and A^g analytically. We need
to decide how many terms of the Taylor expansion to include in the evaluation of
the covariance density. It is clear that the number of terms required for a good
approximation depends on the expected cell area,

and the expected ‘storm area’,

CTT^;^. It would be possible to start with just the linear terms, fit the model, and
then add layers of terms of higher orders until the fitted parameters rem ain the
same to some pre-specihed level of accuracy. A preliminary investigation in which
the correlations to be used in the fitting procedure were evaluated for a range of
typical param eter values indicates that the inclusion of the 8th order terms generally
affects at most the fifth decimal place of the correlations. Since the data are only
available to 4 decimal places inclusion of 10th order terms and above is not likely
to be necessary.
If we denote the Taylor series expansion of f ( y ) up to and including the terms
of 8th order by f*(y) then we need to evaluate
A c2

j

Acl

j

j
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J

f'{y )d w id w 2

«.. + . i , / 5 E ( / i ; ) E ( / i ; ) , E ( j; ) E ( /i; ) 'i
16
V
6!2
48

J

+ A^^3E(At)E(At) +
fell + fe u / 7E(A^)E(A;°)
64
\
8!
H +

ù

64

/'E (^ ^ )E (> i;°)

V

6!2

5E(A^)E(A^)
6!4

E (A ^ )E (/t^ )

[E (4 ° )in
(4!)2 j

[E (A °)]n

144

144

/

where the Taylor series expansion coefficients Cq, 611, 612, Cn, C12, c?i, e n , 612, / i ,
/ i , ^ i i , h i 2 , *1, «4 and

are given in Appendix D and
E (4 ) =
c

Thus, subject to the approximations made, the covariance density for the sta
tionary circular cell GDSTM, without spatial aggregation is
=

? ^ E

m

. - . - I -

In order to obtain the expression for the covariance density c(u, t) of the model in
which cells are elliptical (with eccentricity e and orientation z) and have velocity
y = (Vi, V2) we note that u = \ j u \ + U2 and use the results of section 4.2 to give
c{u^t) = V l -

c,(i4*,f),

where u* = (%%,%%) and
ul

= (ui — Vit) cos i + (u2 — V2 t) sin i

w* =

[{u2 — V2 t) cos i — (1x1 — Vit) sin z]/V l — e^.

The aggregation of the covariance density over a radar pixel (or indeed any
area) is achieved by integrating the above expression over txi and U2 as detailed in
section 4.5. This double integral will have to evaluated numerically in the fitting
procedure unless further approximations are made.
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5.3

P ( y = 0)

We evaluate the probability than an arbitrary point u in space is dry at an ar
bitrary point in tim e t. The nature of the bivariate normal density for rain cell
displacements from the storm centre means that an active storm may produce a
cell which covers any point in space, no m atter how distant it is from the storm
centre. W ithout loss of generality we assume that z = 0 (so th at p = 0).
We choose a point u in space at random, and consider all storms whose storm
centres lie within an elliptical region with eccentricity e, orientation 0 and m ajor
axis z centred on this point. We define the random distance D of a storm centre
from “U, using elliptical polar coordinates
Di = D cosz, £>2 = Dy /l —

sinz,

to satisfy

0 < z < 2zr,

n2
l-e2’

where (D i, D 2) is the vector displacement of the storm centre from u. Given th at
storm centres occur in a Poisson process and are thus equally likely to arrive at
each point in space, the random variable D has cumulative density function
P(£) < d)

=

0 < d < z.

—

The probability density function of D is thus given by
/o (d )

=

0

< d < z.

Given an active storm whose storm centre is a distance D from u the probability
Pi\D, <7x, A d th at a particular cell z with m ajor axis Ad from this storm rains on the
point u is given by integrating the bivariate normal probability density function
over the elliptical region of the cell offset from the origin by a distance D. Recall
th at <Tg is random,

and with fixed e and z = 0 only (Tx (or equivalently
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(7 y) is left to vary. If we denote the limits for this integration as Ci then we need
to evaluate
Pi\D,c.,A^

=

where
(y - D i f

^^

/1&(1 - e')
The param eter m (> 0) relates the variance of the displacements in the y direction
(Ty to (7x and satisfies Gy = rriGx- Since /j = 0 we have m = y/\ — e^. We deal with
the evaluation of pi\D^Gx^Ad in section 5.3.2.
If there are N cells alive in the storm at time t then the probability th a t none
of these cells rains on the point u is
N

Yl(l-pi\D,Gx,Aci)
i= l

since the cells are placed independently of each other.
The number of cells N alive at an arbitrary time during the period within
which a storm has either not terminated or still has live cells has been studied in
Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Isham (1987) and haa probability generating function
G n { z ) . We discuss the evaluation of G n { z ) in section 5.3.1.

Therefore, given D (and cr^) the probability ç, that the storm does not rain on
u is given by
oo
qs\D,Gx

=

A c i) r P { N = n)
n=0

=

E 9 ’‘P(iV = n)
n=0

=

Gjv [?(■£>)],

where
q{D) = Eyi^.(l - pi\D,Gx, Ad)-
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(5.9)

Thus, conditional on D and Cx the probability ç, that the storm does rain on u is
given by
P5\D,(j I = 1 -GN[q(D)].
Removing the conditioning on D and <Tx gives
Ps = E .,

f

I •/d=0

{1 -

^

Z

ddj.
I

Now the num ber of storms which are potentially active in the elliptical region under
consideration at tim e f has a Poisson distribution with mean A/ijTrA/l —

where

f i j is the expected length of tim e for which a storm has live cells and 7t\/1 —
is the area of the region. An approximate expression for fix is given in RodriguezIturbe, Cox and Isham (1987). By a thinning argument, the number of storms
which actually rain on an arbitrary pixel at f == 0 has a Poisson distribution with
mean p^XfixT^y/l —

z^.

If we let z tend to infinity so that we consider all possible storms then
lim PsA^r^V^l —

= 2A//r7r\/l —

2->’00

( f

\J d = 0

d{l — Giv[ç(d)]} dd] .
/

Therefore, the probability that an arbitrary point u in space is dry at tim e t is
given by
P { Y = 0) =

exp —2A/xr7r\/l —

d{l — GN[q{d)]} dd^j .(5.10)

The probability that a given point in space is dry at two given distinct tim e
points is considered, for the RESTM model of section 5.7, in section 5.10. The
equivalent expression for this property for the GDSTM can be derived from the
expression for the RESTM.

5.3.1

E valuation o f

The derivation of

G

n

(z )

and

G n {z )
px

has been dealt with in detail by Rodriguez-Iturbe,

Cox and Isham (1987). Both these expressions involve integrals which can only
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be evaluated numerically but can be approximated by closed-form expressions on
the assumption th at the average cell duration ^ is small. Such an expression for
fiT is given in Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Isham (1987) where the dimensionless
param eters /c = ^ and <t>

have been introduced for convenience.

The probability generating function of iV,
G

n

[z )

=

is given by
(5.11)

/irM im {G p (2 r,5 )-f G Q (2 r ,s )-ç J (3 )}

where
G'p{z,s)

=

G U z,s)

=

- (1 -

P
Jo

ÎJ

di,

(5.12)

P di i*+5‘ *(l - (1 - 2)ui)e'‘<*-*>'",(5.13)
Jo

^ p
TJ Jo

and
9j(s )

=

=

Gq(0,

d u v i-'e -" " j f ' di i* + ^ -'(l - vt)e'"'‘.

(5.14)

An approximate expression for /ij- can be derived by noting that
AT =
=
and expanding

GMl , 0) + G ^ (l,0 )-? o '(0 )
^

(f)T)

+ - / ' dn / ' di —
7} Jo

Jo

V

( l - (1 - n i)e-'"’<'-‘)) ,
/

^

on the assumption that «(= ^) is small.

If we keep all terms which are fourth order or less in ^ then we get

1 + ^(AC-f <^) —•^(/c-f(^)(/C'f 4^) -f — (Ac-|-<^)(4AC^-f 27/C(^-|-720^) . (5.15)
We can approximate the components of G n ( z ) in a similar m anner to obtain
lim G > (^,s)

»

+

+

^3 ■^—7 ^ —7^ +

+

^4 ■^^7^ + 7^ ~

+

+
-- z) 4- ^ ^ 7(1 ~

~

- g)^7^(l -- z) d-

g^^7(l -

}
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lim G ^ (z ,.)

lim
+

1 ^ ( 7 + ^)
( 7 ^ + 7/Î + j 7 / î ( l - z) +

+

^

- ^

( - 7

^ - ^ 7 ^ ( 1 - 2

-

5 tA 1 - 2 ) {

j

- 2))

) - 7 V

+ ^ } - 1 ^ ^ ( 1 -

z )’)

and

Noting that the first terms of limj_o ^ ^ (z , s) and lim,_o9o(’5) cancel we can
substitute these expressions (and the expression for /zj) into equation 5.11 to obtain
an approximate expression for
The assumption that

ac

G

n

{ z ).

is small appears to be reasonable when fitting single

site models to data from a single raingauge. For example, param eter estim ates of
/3 = 0.6 and 77 = 1.7 were obtained when such a model was fitted to data from
Denver, Colorado in Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Isham (1987), corresponding to a
mean number of cells per storm of 6.33.
In the spatial-temporal situation, however, the number of cells per storm is
likely to be vastly greater than in the single-site case. Consider a storm passing
over a single raingauge. The only cells of this storm which actually pass directly
over the raingauge are those which cover the trajectory of the raingauge through
the storm. Also some of these cells may have terminated or not have been born
when potentially they might have covered the raingauge. Thus, dependent upon
the size of the storm (and the size and duration of the cells within it) the num ber
of its cells which actually contribute to the recorded rainfall at the raingauge may
be only a small fraction of the cells of the storm. Additionally, the tim e for a single
storm to pass over a raingauge is likely to be significantly less than the typical
duration of a storm i.e. a few hours. Thus, there will be many cells which will not
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cover the raingauge simply because the storm itself did not cover the raingauge
during their lifetimes.
The mean number of cells per storm fj.c is given by 1+ ^. In the spatial-tem poral
situation the estim ated expected time until the process of cell origins term inates,
is likely to be greater than that estimated at a single-site. However, the larger
value of fic will probably be achieved by an increase in the rate of cell arrivals /3,
resulting in a value of

k

which is certainly not small.

All the above indicates th at the approximations made in calculating an approx
im ate expression for G n ( z ) may not be valid in the spatial-temporal situation. It
is possible to obtain an exact expression for G n {z ), albeit in the form of infinite
sums.
Firstly, we return to the expression for Gp{z,s) in equation 5.12. We require
the limit of Gp(z^s) as s tends to zero. This is given by
(5.16)
If we replace

by its full expansion we get
1

V

—0

(k(1 - z ) t y

/•!

-lo

^ -/c(l-z) ^

_

^
_

1

^

TJ

S

dt

Ùi
^_______
\<l>+ i
ÿ

z!
[«(1 -

+

2 4-1

I z { ( j ) i )

-g)]*

((p d-i){<l> d-i d - l y

Similarly we get

limG^(z,a) = ^
/' dvie"**-")”
/* dl <^"'[1 - (1 TJ J o
V
Jo
a-^ 0

^

^ i Jfo
TJ

=

d„i f d( (*-'[1 - (1 V

Jo

M lz z M lc lE
,_ 0

— / d u - / dt
TJ Jo
V Jo

—(1 — z)vt]

X
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ÎÎ

Z!

Li=l

i=o (* + 1)" i=o <?^+ 1 + Î - ;
Noting th a t çj(s) =

G q (z , s )

gives

linia^o G^q(2, 5) both involve /q ^ dv, an inte

The expressions for lima_^o 9o('^)

gral which is not finite. However, these integrals cancel when

G/v(z)

is evaluated.

The sums involved in Gjv(z) will converge but will, in general, require the
evaluation of a large number of terms.

5.3.2

E valuation o f p,

We wish to evaluate the probability mass of that portion of a BVN(0, X") which lies
in an ellipse of major axis Ad, with the centre offset a vector displacement (di,c?2)
from 0. The eccentricity and orientation of the ellipse are the same as those for
the elliptical contours of the bivariate normal density.
We consider the BVN(0, E ) with E = ( 0*0^)- The integral we need to evaluate
is

/ 2
Pi\D,cr^,Ad =

2\
dx dy

/e "

where
( i —Di)
Al
If we let x' = -^ and y’ =

+

{y — Dï)
Bi

then we obtain

Pi\D,(T:^,Ad =

e

dx' dy'

where
< 1} .

£3 = { ( / , / ) :
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If we note th a t

= A ^(l — e^) and due to the m athem atical similarity of the

elliptical contours of the BVN distribution

—e^), we see th at these limits

can be w ritten as
£3 = |( x ', ÿ ') :

- ^ )

+

- ^ )

< ^ }

•

Thus, we have reduced the problem to finding the probability mass of that portion
of a standard bivariate normal distribution which lies in a circle of radius

<Tx

'

with

centre a distance D', from 0, where

=

— .

(5.17)

This quantity has been studied in Patel and Read (1982,

pgs. 300-301) where, in

their notation, it is given by
p , \ D , . . , A , = p ( ^ A ) = e - ^
\ CT^ CfX'0

where Io{z)

is a

f - r e -

4l o

( ^ )
\

dr
/

modified Bessel function of the firstkind of order zero, given by
U z)

iJo

= - r e - " “ *d6l
=

S

ii)'

("O '

'

Patel and Read (1982, pg 303) gives details of an algorithm for com putation of
namely
pi — ’ — ) = 1^9nkn
n=0

^

where
go

=

1(A lY

4

1

ko =
1
kfi — kfi—i 'T T
2 n cri

for n ^ 1.
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for n > 1

After N iterations the remainder is

9

n^n- Patel and Read (1982) give

an upper limit for Rjsj based upon the knowledge that N >

Since we will be

evaluating expectations over the distributions of Ad and (Jx and finally integrating
over D it will not be easy to quantify this error, although we can simply continue
to evaluate terms in the summation until a specified degree of accuracy has been
reached.
We can evaluate the expectation of p,|Z), (7^, Act over
th at since we have assumed that

analytically by noting

~

:=1 ^

Given the fact that radar data consist of the average rainfall intensity over a pixel
we are more interested in the probability,

= 0), that an arbitrary pixel is

dry at an arbitrary time t = 0 .

5.4

P(yC') = 0)

We now consider the evaluation of the probability than an arbitrary pixel of dimen
sions h km

X

h km is dry at an arbitrary point in time t. The only change from

the above is in the definition of p.jD, cr^,, Ac^. Given that an active storm centre is
a distance D from the centre of the pixel in question, the probability pi\D,ax^ Ad
th at a particular cell i with m ajor axis Ad from this storm rains on at least part of
the pixel is given by integrating the bivariate normal probability density function
over the region within which the cell would have to be in order to cover at least
some of the pixel. The limits C\ are thus altered accordingly. We denote these
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limits by C'\. Figure 4.4 shows the shape of this area under the assumption that
the rain cell in question is circular.
The limits of integration over this shape can be found although they do not
result in integrals which can be solved analytically. For this reason we consider
approximating this compound shape by a single ellipse by m ajor axis, eccentricity
and orientation chosen in order to make the approximation ‘a5 good as possible’. In
the interests of proceeding as far as possible analytically we choose the eccentricity
and orientation of this ellipse to be the same as the eccentricity and orientation of
the rain cells.
First we consider this area in the case where we have an elliptical rain cell
with m ajor axis a, eccentricity e and orientation i = 0. If we approximate the
region of integration corresponding to

C \

by an ellipse with m ajor axis

Ad

H- |

(i.e. so th at the ellipse touches the vertical boundaries of the area at the points
(±(y4ct + |^), 0) relative to the centre of the pixel) then the minor axis of the ellipse is
smaller than required to touch the horizontal boundaries of the area (at the points
(0,±(Bcx -f- |) ) . Similarly if we approximate the area by an ellipse which touches
the horizontal boundaries of the area the major axis of the ellipse would extend
past the vertical boundaries of the area. A compromise is to approximate the area
by an ellipse which extends as far paat the vertical boundaries of the area as it has
to go to reach the horizontal boundaries. It is straightforward to show th at such
an ellipse would have a m ajor axis equal to

+ l + V l-e2All th at remains is to account for the orientation i of the rain cell. This is achieved
by using an ellipse with m ajor axis A'd where
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and

î? =
i - f

?

<

i <

ï

7T — i

^ 4 <—i <—TT

We can now use the results above, replacing Ad by A'^ in the definition of
Pi\D^

Ad-

The evaluation of

= 0), though approximate, is expensive in term s of

com putation time. Exact evaluation of this property would require even more
com putation tim e and slow down the model fitting process greatly. It may be
prudent, therefore, not to include

= 0) in the fitting procedure. The ability

of the fitted model to reproduce this statistic can be assessed using simulation from
the fitted model.

5.5

G D ST M w ith gam m a cell m ajor axis

It will be seen (chapter 7) that simulations from the GDSTM fitted to radar data
look more realistic than those from the EPPM. However, the estim ated mean cell
area tends to be rather small (for example, 7.6 km^ for the storm of 6th February
1994), leading to simulations which tend to appear less smooth than the data, and
do not reproduce the peripheral drizzle apparent around many storms. It seems
th a t th a t the assumption of exponential cell major axes is physically unrealistic producing many very small cells - and a distribution with mode greater than zero,
for example the gamma distribution, may produce simulations with a more realistic
appearance.
If we assume Ac ^ gamma(o:i, 02) where ai is a positive integer (a i = 1 corre
sponding to the exponential case) then it is possible to calculate an expression for
the covariance density of the process without increasing the number of integrals to
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be evaluated numerically within the fitting procedure. The mean of the process is
given by
t^Df^areai

E(y^) =

where fiarea is the expected cell area and is given by
fJtarea =

7T\/l ir y /l

=

—

E(v4g)
a i( a i + 1)
at

The first term in the covariance density requires the evaluation of EAc{A.lCk{u/Ac)}.
If we use a ‘linear’ approximation as before then we get
E^44^C *(uM c)] = EA^[{irAl - k u A c f
=

'*“<=

}'■

“i
TTOi

e

02

fka.
1^1 + 1+ E
I
TZ;
i=i

\

(5 18)

“ 2 ,ts

j!

■u

7T

The first term of the covariance density is thus given by
“r f fka-.
“ Jai + 1+ ^
I
\ 7T

02

P-ii - 1)!

If we wish to remove the restriction that Oi is an integer we can rearrange equation
5.18 in term s of incomplete gamma functions, which can be evaluated numerically
within the fitting procedure. Firstly, we use the substitution t = 02flc in equation
5.18 to get

— ku
where F(o) = /q°° t°‘

r(o, z) = Jo

r(ai + l)
r(a i)

* dt. If we define the incomplete gam m a function to be

df, then we get
l- r f a i + 2 ,^ u
7T
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— ku02

Modification of the approximate expression for the second term of the covariance
density is simpler than for the first term. As in the exponential m ajor axis ccLse it
is given by
4ç(7 + «')
where the only modification to g(u) is the expression for the zth moment of Ac,
namely

E (4 ) =

5.6

a;

Circular cell G D ST M

We assume th at the displacement of rain cells from the storm centre follows a
bivariate Gaussian distribution with a general, elliptical covariance structure, but
now assume th at rain cells are circular with random radius R. The mean of the
model process is given by
E (y ) = A//c7rE(i?^)/i£>/zx*
The first term of the covariance density is the contribution from within the circular
cells and so is given by

where u = ||it|| =

We can simplify the derivation of the second term

of the covariance density by working with the model in which z = 0 (i.e.

no

correlation between the x and y displacements) and the cells are stationary. We
set 27 =

in equation 5.6 to give the second term as

/

47r7/(7 + 77)

J

f
J

\ w 1 - W

\T1\2
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2 )

where u = ||u || = yjul + itj. If we note that crj = o-J(l—e^), so th at S =
and |17|^ = <7^ y/l —

47r77(7 4- 77)

^

, this becomes

V

y

I v?i2

where the expectations in the two relationships above are over

and <jJ.

If we assume, as before, th at cr]. ^ ç%^^, then we can evaluate the expectation
with respect to Cxin the above expression.The integrals with respect to W7i and
W 2 can then be evaluated using a Taylor series expansion of the integrand about
the point (w i, W2) = (0, «).
If we denote the covariance density of this model in which storms have an
orientation of zero by €3(11, t), the covariance density of the more general model is
given by
c{u,t) = c,[u*
where u* = (u^, Ug) and
u* =

(wi —Vit) cos i + (u2 —

sin i

u *2 =

(u2 —V2 t) cos i — {ui — Vit) sin i.

The spatial autocorrelation contours of this model will be approximately isotropic
for small spatial lags but elliptical for larger spatial lags, the eccentricity of these
contours increasing with the spatial lag.

5.7

R E ST M : M od el description

The only change in the model description from the GDSTM is in the spatial dis
placement of rain cell origins from their storm centre. All cells within each storm
are displaced from the storm centre, Uq, uniformly within an ellipse, with m ajor and
minor axes A and B respectively and orientation I to the positive x-axis. The values
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of A for distinct storms are independent random variables having a common distri
bution. The eccentricity E of the storm ellipse satisfies

= A ^ ( l —E^)jO < E < 1.

It is E which determines storm shape. The ratio of major axis to minor axis A j B
is given by 1/ \ / \ —

Thus, storms for which E is close to 1 will tend to have a

banded structure whereas storms for which E is near 0 will tend to be circular.
We assume th at each rain cell is elliptical, with major and minor axes Ac and
Be respectively, a scaled version of the storm ellipse within which it is born (i.e. has
the same eccentricity and orientation). The variables Ac-, D and X are assumed to
be independent of A.
As before, we assume th at V , E(= e) and / ( = z) are fixed and common to all
cells.

5.7.1

A d d ition al n otation

A

Major axis of storm ellipse

B

Minor axis of storm ellipse

e

Eccentricity of storm ellipse and cell ellipses within it.

i

Orientation of storm ellipse and cell ellipses within it.

5.8

F irst and second order properties

We are now in a position to calculate expressions for the first and second order
properties of the process.
The mean of the process is unaffected by the change in clustering mechanism
and is given by

E(y) = XficTrVl - e2 E(Al)fXDf^xFor the purposes of deriving an expression for the covariance density of the process
we work with the model in which cells and storms are circular and stationary. We
denote the covariance density of this model process by
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C a{u,t).

For a storm with radius A born at

we define

1 if the storm circle covers ( u + u') at tim e t + 1\

J ( u , t ; u - l - u \ i + i') =

0 otherwise
=

x d lu 'll < 4 ,

(5.19)

where % is an ordinary indicator function.
The covariance between two points in space-time, co v [y (0 ,0 ),y (u , i)], is given
by

J t\=-—oo

J t2=—oo J u

x E [ / ( u 7 i , Ti; 0 , 0 ) X ( W i , r i ) / ( w ? 2 , T2 ] U, t ) X { w 2 , Tj)]

xcov[dA^(tni,Ti),diV(it72,T2)]

(5.20)

The first term of the covariance density, the contribution from ‘w ithin’ cells, is
invariant under changes in the space-time displacement distribution of the cells. If
one of the ‘linear’ approximations for C{x) detailed in section 4.3 is used it is given
by
e -”‘

7/a|

fl +
\
27r y

,

for suitable k.
We need to evaluate the contribution to the covariance density of the clustered
process of cell origins, N^ from ‘between’ cells within the same storm. For the
spatial component we need to consider two cells origins born at W\ and W 2 within
a storm with storm centre at in. If we consider distinct cells within the same
storm (neither being located at the storm centre fo), then their contribution to the
covariance density of cell origins is
r
/
VineR

fmin(Ti,T2
in(Ti,T2)
rm

\ i o
A dz dm e-^|max(n,T2)-T|^2
’

X Ea

J {w ,X\W x,Ti )J{ w ,X]W2,T2)
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(5.21)

If we now consider distinct cells within the same storm where one is located in time
at the storm centre, Ti = to, then their contribution is
'

J(w,Ti;Wi,Ti)J{w,Ti\W2,T2)'

(5.22)

{k A^Y
Combining equations 5.21 and 5.22 and evaluating the integrals gives,
1

X0{1 +

12

Since
J(w,X]Wl,Ti)J(w,X\W2,T2) dtll
%(l|wi - w|| < v4)x(||t02 - toll < A) dto

=
=

A? C \

The second term of the covariance density of the clustered point process of cell
origins is thus given by
1

g-'vhz-Ti IE

||W 2 - Wi|

TT"
Substituting this density into equation 5.20 and assuming th at the cell depth X is
independent of the other random parameters [Ac, D) of the cell, gives the second
term of c{u,t) as
f
7T^

X

f

, f ‘

oo . / n i l c l R

E [/(tO i,T i;0 ,

I

1 ^ ( I |t 0 2 - t 0 i |
A ^ ^ [ ------ J ~ ~

.

. / t 2 = —oo ./tü a e lK .

0 ) / ( t O 2, r 2; i t , < ) ] |

d io i d to j d n

(5.23)

drj

Assuming th at D is independent of Ac and has survivor function

gives (5.23)

as
/°
7T

X E „ „ ,.4

d r i7 b (-T i) / '

J —oo

d T 2 fb (( -

T 2 )e -^ l':-" l

J —oo

/

/

J;

J |l ü l ||< > l c l

\\W 2-U\\<Ac2
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<1., d .,,

where A d and Âc2 are the radii of two distinct cells within the same storm.
The temporal integrals above reduce to

so that the second term of c(u, t)

is given by

,

X n c ^ l ix

(5.24)

t||Wi||<;lci \\W2-U\\<Ac2
If we use one of the linear approximations of section 4.3 then it is possible to give
a simple geometrical interpretation to the spatial integrals above.
We consider evaluating the Wi integral for fixed ti?2. The integrand has a m ax
at W\ = Wg. Subject to the linear approximation the integrand

imum value of

from W 2 . Thus, the

decays linearly and isotropically to zero at a distance of ^
integrand forms a cone of base radius ^

over the domain of Wi.

and height ^

We have the further constraint that W\ < A d so that the integral over

is given

by the volume of intersection of this cone with a cylinder of base radius A d whose
centre is a distance W 2 from the centre of the base of the cone. The W 2 integral
then integrates this volume over all W 2 within a circle of radius Ac2 with centre u.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to evaluate the second term analytically, even
with the use of a linear approximation for C(.). Progress can be made by approxi
m ating C{\\w2 — W\\[ I A) by a Taylor series expansion. We need to evaluate

^A,Ac\ ,Ac2 *

I

J

\W i -

W 2 \\ \

!------------

J

,

dlTidW2

(5.25)

U|ti;i||<>ici \ \ W 2 - u \\<A c2

a seven-fold integral. The approach we shall use to reduce the number of integrals
which have to be evaluated numerically is to carry out a Taylor series expansion
of the functional part of the integrand, C

_ f(^wu,Wi 2 ,W2 i,W 2 2 , A),

in the four variables Wn, 1012,^21 and W2 2 , on the assumption th at the cell radii
A d and Ac2 are small relative to the storm radius A. We let
and W 2 = {w2 i W2 2 ), so that ||w i — W2II =

= (iwn 1^12)

— W12 Ÿ + (^21 —^ 22)^, and

expand the integrand about the point (lüi, W 2 ) = (0, u), the centre of the region of
integration over Wi and W 2 , in powers of w n, W12, 1^21 —Wi and W22 —'^2- W ithout
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loss of generality we shall take «2 = 0, so th at ui = ||it||, since the covariance
density, and hence its second term, is isotropic for this model with stationary
circular cells.
As an illustration we consider terms up to second order and find th at 5.25 can
be approximated by
&11 + &12

}•
where the coefficients oo, 6n and 612 depend on A and are given in Appendix E.
The evaluation of the expectation with respect to A will, in general, need to be
carried out numerically. If A ^ Ac ^ exp(ac) then
E (4 ) = g .
Thus, subject to the approximations made, the covariance density for the sta
tionary circular cell RESTM without spatial aggregation is given by
Cÿ(u,t)

—

1+

e

Tjal

u
27T

ao[E(A?)]^ + È1L ± ^

e

(A=)E(A^

In order to obtain the expression for the covariance density c{u, t) of the model in
which cells are elliptical (with eccentricity e and orientation z) and have velocity
V = (Vi, V2) we note that u =

+ U2 and use the results of section 4.2 to give

c{u,t) = V l -

Cs{u*,t),

where u* = (u^,Ug) and
uj

=

u< =

(ui — Vit) cos i -f (u2 — V^t) sin i
[(^2 — V2t) cos z — (ui —Vit) sin z ]/\/l — e^.

The aggregation of the covariance density over a radar pixel (or indeed any
area) is achieved by integrating the above expression over U\ and U2 as detailed in
section 4.5. This double integral will have to be evaluated numerically in the fitting
procedure unless further approximations are made.
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5.9

P ( y = 0)

We restrict attention to a single storm before investigating properties of the process
as a whole. If the defining ellipse of a storm covers a point (it, t), then we say th at
the storm ‘extends over’ (u, t). The point may still be ‘dry’ unless a rain cell within
the storm actually covers it. Additionally, it is worth noting th at the storm can
contribute rain at a point even if it doesn’t extend over it.
We consider a single storm, which without loss of generality we take to be
centred on 0, with major axis A and assume it has N active cells at tim e t = 0.
If the process of cell origins has terminated we assume th at
still has active cells. We denote the major axis of the
2 = 1,..., n and note that since
irAciBci

=

'^Ali

\ / l — e ^.

> 0, i.e. the storm

cell of the storm by Ac,-,

= A ^(I — e ^ ) the area of this cell is given by

Given that this storm ‘extends over’

(îx ,

0), let p i= P (a

cell of m ajor axis Ad covers (ix, 0)). If we assume that the cell area is small relative
to the storm ellipse then a simple approximation to p,- is just the ratio of these
areas, i.e.
ttA ^- y / l —

=

(5 .2 6 )

This approximation does not allow for the fact that some cells that cover u may
extend outside the area defined by the storm ellipse.
For the probability that (ix, 0) is dry, where u is within the storm ellipse, we
require the probability that none of the cells alive at t = 0 cover tx. Since these
cells are placed independently this is given by
®o
^ P ( A ' =
n=0

fOO
n)

fOO

"

/

... /
n ( l
Jaci= 0
^ a c n = 0 ,_ j

“ P * )/A c i(a c i)--/4 c n K n ) d flc i-d a c n -

(5 .2 7 )

Taking the A ^ s to be independent and exponentially distributed with param eter
ac and using the above approximation to p,- gives
^

P(No cell covers (tx,0)) «

^

roo

P(A^ — ^) H /

n=0

/

1 = 1 •'“« = 0 V
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\

I1 —

I
A

J

dad

where

is an estimate of p, the probability that at least one cell covers (m,0).

The evaluation of G n {>) is discussed in section 5.3.1.
The approximation used above for p,* does not depend on the position of u
relative to the storm centre, given that u is within the storm ellipse. In general the
probability th at u is dry given that a storm extends over it is greater the nearer u
is to the boundary of the storm ellipse. We now investigate the true dependence
of Pi on the position of u relative to the storm ellipse and the circumstances under
which it is appropriate to use the above approximation to p,-.
We suppose first that u is located at the storm centre (i.e. u = 0) and allow
for the fact th at some cells may extend beyond the storm ellipse. Noting that
Al
Pi

-^ci ^ ^

=

Aci > A,

1
equation 5.27 now becomes
fA

~
=
n=0

= E (i =

fA

JL /

M) /
. .. /
n
J o c i-0
./acn—0

[i -

U

\
~

\

A c i W l ) . . . A c n ( « c n ) dflcl-.-dacn
^

+1)]}

/

= «)

G i v ( l - p ')

(5.28)

where p '= P (a t least one cell covers (0,0)).
Inspection of (5.28) shows that p' depends only upon A qc the ratio of the major
axis of the storm ellipse. A, to the expected m ajor axis of the rain cells,
If ^ is small relative to A, p' %
1—

Figure 5.2 compares the value of q =

to the exact value, 1 —p% for a range of values of Aqc- It should be noted

th at for Aac < \/2 the approximation is negative but for values of Aoc of around
3 and above the approximate value of q is in good agreement with the exact value
(calculated on the assumption that u = 0).
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Figure 5.2: Performance of approximate q
We now take it to be a distance x from the storm centre on the m ajor axis of
the storm ellipse and, without loss of generality, assume th at the storm and cell
ellipses have orientation t = 0. \i x < A then
V{Aci,A,x)
t AB
Pi

=

V{A,Aci,x)
irAB

Ad > A.

where T>{Ad^ Ac2, zl) is the area of intersection two similar ellipses with m ajor axes
Acl and Ac2 respectively whose centre are a vector displacement A apart. Here we
have A i = X and A 2 = 0. The results of section 4.1 give

Act ^ A —X

AdBd

D(Ac , A ,z) =

AciBd

A —3: ^ Act ^ A

AB

A < Act ^ A + X
ttA

Act > A + X,

B

where A (m , 1, A) is the area of intersection two discs of radii m and 1 whose centres
are a distance A apart. Noting that B^ = A^(l —

A .
(

i

"

’

. _

X \
i

)

-

.

and that

/Ar
(

’

t

Î

)

’

gives

Act < A —X
Pi

A —x < A c t < A + x

=

Act- > A +
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X.

The probability th at none of the cells alive at t = 0 covers u is given by GA^[gi(x)]
where çi(x) is the unconditional (on the cell m ajor axis) probability th at a cell
which is alive at t = 0 does not cover a point a distance x from the storm centre,
and is given by
qi(x)

=

It is not possible, in general, to obtain an exact closed-form expression for qi{x).
If we use the linear approximation

and assume th at Ad ^ exp(o;c), we get
q\{x)

%' 1 “—^Aci<A-x
^A^i-CA-x ( ~ ^ l ~~ ^Aci>A+x (1)
^ A —x<Aci <A-\-x

=

1-

+

-

1

V

A V jj

[i_.

1
7T

2x

\)r[A 2 ^

[2A'^x

ç-oic{A+x)

fsiA , x) 4-

a;) -f —

x ) -----

where
fi(A, x) = ^ (
\

j=0

J’

Y1
j=0

and
rX2
^Xj<x<x2 (h(x)) = / h{x) fx{ x) dx.
Jxi
If the mean cell major axis, ^ is small relative to v4 — T, çi(a:) % 1 —

the

probability we would obtain using the approximation to p,- given in equation 5.26.
A better approximation to qi(x) can be obtained by carrying out a Taylor series
expansion of A

1,

about Ad = A i n powers of Ad — A. If this expansion is

given by
3=0
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where {aj} are the Taylor series coefficients, for example, ao = C(x/A), then
q i{x )

=

—E A - x < A c i < A + x

1 — E A ^ i< A - x

^

~

— EA^i>A+x (1) •
Including a

(5.29)
of A

finite number of terms ofthe expansion

1 ,^ ) gives an ap

proximation to qi{x). If T > v4. Pi isgiven by
0
Pi =

Aci

S

^ X —A

x - A < A ^ < x

1

Ac i

+ A

^ XA .

Thus, the probability that none of the cells alive at t = 0 covers u is given by
(^Nki(a;)] where
9l(x) — 1

Ex~A<Aci<x-\-A

—EAci>x-\-A (1) •

7T

(5.30)

An approximation to q\{x) can also be obtained by carrying out a Taylor series
expansion of A

about Ad = x in powers of Ad —x.

1,

If u = (ui,U 2) (measured relative to the storm centre) is such that
u\-\-

Ur
1

= X

—

then q\ is the same when u\ = x,U 2 = 0. Thus, the probability th at u is dry is
the same for all u on an ellipse, centred on the storm centre, which has the same
eccentricity and orientation as the storm ellipse. This is intuitively obvious but
can be proved using the results of section 4.1. Thus, for a storm with m ajor axis
A the probability q — s that a point displaced by it = (%i,U2) from the centre of
this storm, is dry at t = 0, is given by
A — G n qi

Ça

1

—

where qi{x) is given by equation 5.29 if x < A and equation 5.30 if x > A. Removing
the conditioning on A gives
q s\u

=

Ea I G

n

qi
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U2^
l-e 2

(5.31)

We now consider the whole process of storms. We choose a point v in space at
random, and consider all storms whose storm centres lie within an elliptical region
% (with m ajor axis z, eccentricity e and orientation 0) of v.
If u is the vector displacement of the storm centre of an active storm from v,
the probability that an arbitrary storm does not rain on v is given by removing the
conditioning on u in equation 5.31 to give
du

=

(5.32)

The probability that this arbitrary storm does rain on a randomly chosen point v
is thus given by
Ps =

1

Eyj

—

Gn

Çi

d « L (5 .3 3 )

1 -e 2

If we transform to elliptical polar coordinates
ui = rcos#,
so th at

U2 = r V T —

0 < 0 <27T

sin

and evaluate the integral with respect to 6 then 5.33 becomes

+
Ps

=

2E

a

|

^

J

r{l-G N [qi{r)]}

d

r j .

The number of storms which are potentially active at t = 0 within the region
of interest has a Poisson distribution with mean A/ir7r\/l —

z^.

Since each

of actually raining on v, the

storm in the process has probability p^(= 1 —

num ber of storms which actually rain on v has a Poisson distribution with mean
A/ir^rVl —

z^Ps‘ If we let z tend to infinity so that we consider all possible

storms then
XfiTTry/l —

z^pa = 2XpTT^Vl — g^Ea ^

J

r { l - G n [çi

( r ) ] }

d r j

.

Therefore, the probability that an arbitrary point in space is dry at tim e f == 0 is
given by
P ( y = 0) = exp 2XfiT'^y/l -

c^Ea

I

j

lr = 0
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r { l - G N [qi (r))} d r \ ,

(5.34)

a similar expression to that obtained for the GDSTM (equation 5.10).
In principle it is possible to find the probability that an arbitrary pixel is dry
at tim e t = 0. The redefinition of p,- as the probability th at a cell of m ajor axis Re
covers at least part of a pixel with centre u is all th at is required. The evaluation
of Pi in this case is problematic since it involves evaluating the area of intersection
of ellipses with a compound shape of the form of figure 4.4. Additionally, the
orientation of storms relative to the pixel needs to be included in the calculation
of Pi.

5.10

P(y(i;,0) =

= 0)

To simplify the derivation of an expression for this property we work in the Lagrangian frame of reference. We thus remove the need to consider the movement
of cells and the observed duration of a cell at a point will be equal to its actual du
ration rather than the combined effects of its duration, velocity and size. W ithout
loss of generality we work with the model in which cells and storms are stationary
and take V = 0.
Consider a single storm, centred on w, with m ajor axis A which has active cells
at tim e t = 0. Conditionally upon u and A each active cell within this storm has
probability pi (u) of covering 0 at t = 0, independently of the other cells in the
storm, where pi{x) = 1 — qi(x). qi{x) is given by equations 5.29 and 5.30. For
simplicity we suppress the spatial argument of Pi(.). Therefore, cells arrive at 0 in
a Poisson process of rate ^p\. We can thus regard the process of cell arrivals at 0
cLS an immigration-death process. The probability generating function G{z^i) for
this process, given that the population at t = 0 is zero, is
and Miller (1965, page 168)). We thus find that
P ((0 ,t) dry and storm ‘alive’ at t | (0,0) dry) = e
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^ (see Cox

and
P ((0 ,t) dry and storm term inated before t \ (0,0) dry)
(5.35)
• '* = 0

3=0

where, if N ( s ) is the number of cells alive at tim e 5, Pj { s ) = F(N {s) = j ) . Equation
5.35 accounts for j live cells at the storm termination tim e s which all die before t.
Since G(z, s) = I2So

it can be shown that

i ( l - e -”*)

= -r.
2!

Pi (s)

So, P ((0, <) dry and storm terminates before t \ (0,0) dry)
Pp \ (1 - e -'" )(l =

e

-ÊE1
*7
ds

7 /'
J3 = 0
Ja = 0

=

n

=

r
Ji

Iz ie ' J
V

where z = — e

dx
- - 1

J
e - y^ dy

x = e’’* and y = zx.

Therefore
P ((0 ,t) dry I (0,0) dry)

=
+ Izne^ H
n
Jz

dy

and
P ((0 ,t) and (0,0) dry) = P ((0 ,t) dry | (0,0) dry) P((O,0) dry)
g -^ (i-e

Izne^ r
77

Jz

y3-ie-% dy G n [qi («)]

If we are willing to assume th at the process of cell origins has not term inated at
tim e t, then the second term can be ignored.
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We now consider all storms whose storm centres lie within an elliptical region 'R,
(with m ajor axis z, eccentricity e and orientation 0) of 0. iVo, the number of active
storms in 7^ at ^ = 0, thus has a Poisson distribution with mean A/ij^rVl —
Given th at (0,0) is dry each of these storms has, given their storm centre u and
m ajor axis A, probability

If we let pQ^t\u,A =

of not covering (0,f).

1 —qo,i\u^ A then removing the conditioning on u and A gives
1
PO,i

=

'^ A

du

7T\/1 —

Transforming to elliptical polar coordinates gives,
Po,) , (

=

2E

^

^

( P o . f k ,

A )

d r j

.

Therefore, the probability th at none of the storms which are active at ( = 0 cover
(0, t) is given by
exp (^-XpTT^Vl =

z^po.t)

exp -2A/Z7’7t\/1 - e2

(5.36)

I / rpo^t\r,Adr

r=0
We also need to consider storms which arrive in the interval (0, t\. It is convenient to
separate these storms into those whose first cell doesn’t cover 0 (with probability
qi (u) and those whose first cell does (with probability p\ (u)).

In the former

case, the probability that a storm whose first cell arrives at tim e ta, 0 < ta < <,
covers (0 ,t) is given by

^4, ta = po,<-fa|tt,v4,ta. If this first cell covers 0, the

probability th at the storm covers (0, t) is
qQ^t-t^\u^ A^ta

1 — [l —e
=

+ pa,t-u k , A, <a [l -

.

Therefore, the probability th at a single storm with major axis A which arrives at
(u , t') covers (0, t) is given by
+Po.t-fa|î^,^î<a [l -

} Pi(tt) +
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A, ta qi{u).

(5.37)

If we denote this probability by J>Q.^_^^\u^A^ta removing the conditioning on it, A
and ta (noting that ta ^ (7(0, t)) gives the probability th at the storm covers (0 ,t)
as

P o ,t-ta

~

^

A

J

_

j *

ta=0

\lt

/

Transforming to polar coordinates gives

p'o,t-u =

J ^? /j ■
ta=0

d<a d r I .

r= 0

The number of storms that arrive in the interval (0, t] has a Poisson distribution
with mean Att-s/I —

zH. Therefore, the probability th at none of these storms

cover (0, t] is
exp —2A7r\/l —

(5.38)

I r Po,t-tJr,Ata dta d r )
Ota=0
/

Ü

If we let z tend to infinity so that we consider all possible storms then
p [ y ( o , o ) = o , y ( o , t ) = o]
=

p [ y ( o , t) = o | y ( o , 0) = o ] P [ y ( o , o) = o]

=

< exp -2XpT'^Vl -

-f

exp —2A7t\ / 1 —

where

Ey

I / rpQ^t\r,Aàr
=0
I r Po^t_iJr,A,tadta d r )
Ota=0
/.

Ü

} p (y

= 0),

P(y = 0) is given in equation 5.4.

This property can be derived for the GDSTM simply by using the expression
for q{d) in equation 5.9 in place of qi(u) throughout.
Working in the Lagrangian frame of reference means th at an independent rain
event velocity estimate is required before P (y(v,0) = 0, y (u ,t) = 0) can be calcu
lated from the data. Such an estim ate can be calculated using one of the methods
detailed in section 6.4. If we wish to work in the Eulerian frame of reference we
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have to consider the distribution of the duration, H, of a moving cell at a point.
Cox and Isham (1988) investigate this distribution, on the assumption th at each
cell is circular and moves several times its radius before death. If the cell radius
is assigned a gamma distribution, it is possible to choose the index so th at H is
approximately exponential.
Aggregation of this property over a pixel is difficult for the reasons given in
section 5.34.

5.11

p (y (u , 0) = 0,

0) = 0)

It is possible to derive, for a single storm, the probability th at two points, u and
V which lie along the major axis of the storm, equidistant from the storm centre,
are simultaneously dry at an instant in time. If the positions of these two points
relative to the storm centre are not restricted in this manner, the derivation of
this property is extremely complex. Accounting for aggregation over pixels and a
process of storms adds even more complication.

5.12

Circular cell R E ST M

We assume th at cell origins are uniformly distributed over a random ellipse centred
on the storm centre but now assume that rain cells are circular with random radius
R. The mean of the model process is given by
E (y ) = A/ic7rE(i?^)/ZD/ixThe first term of the covariance density is the contribution from within the circular
cells and so is given by
Vc
1
where u = ||tt|| = \Ju\ + u\. We simplify the derivation of the second term of the
covariance density by working with the model in which 2 = 0 (i.e. the m ajor axis
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of the storm ellipse lies on the x axis) and the cells are stationary. If the storm
ellipse has m ajor and minor axes A and B respectively equation 5.24 becomes

I

I

d w i dw:

where Ri and R 2 are the radii of two distinct cells within the same storm. Noting
th at
B(A, W 2 — Wi) = \ / l —

A^ C

,j

where w' = (i^n —1^12)^ + (^21 —W22 Ÿ 10- ~ G^), gives the second term of the
covariance density as
%_____

/i _-;2^

.

^ a ,Ri ,R2^
U |ti^ l||< « l \\W 2 -U \\< R 2

The integrals with respect to Wi and W 2 and the expectations over R\ and R 2
can then be evaluated approximately using a Taylor series expansion of

as

in section 5.8. The covariance density of the more general model is derived using
transform ations 4.6 and 4.7 in the same manner as the circular cell GDSTM in
section 5.6.
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C h ap ter 6
F ittin g rainfall m odels
A maximum likelihood approach is not appropriate for fitting these types of model,
due to the difficulty of obtaining a likelihood in useful form and the fact th at the
rectangular pulses lead to short-term deterministic features. Thus, model fitting is
generally based upon the method of moments.

6 .1

‘M eth od o f m om en ts’ based fittin g

Theoretical model expressions, for selected properties of the data, are equated to
their respective observed values to obtain estimates of the model parameters. Com
parison of the remaining theoretical and/or simulated values with their observed
values is used to assess the adequacy of the fit.
Explicitly, if 6 denotes the p x l vector of parameters of the model,
denote the model values for a set of k selected properties and
denotes the corresponding observed values, then clearly we need k > p iî 6 is to
be estimable. If we take k = p and select a set of p model expressions, V , from
the set of possible expressions, solving the set of (highly nonlinear) simultaneous
equations
(i e V),
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gives a m ethod of moments type estim ate of

aissuming th at these equations have

a unique solution.
A widely used variant of this method minimises the weighted sum of squared
differences between a set of n(> p) theoretical and observed values, to find

tS

C

"

'

)

We refer to this sum of squares as the objective function. The num ber of model
expressions used can be greater than p, the number of param eters, if desired. A
numerical minimisation routine can then be used to find the estim ated param eter
vector, 0. Ideally the set of weights {iü,} would comprise of estimates of the variance
of the properties involved. Since such estimates are not generally available some
authors have used {wi} = {2,-°^}, for example Islam, Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe
(1988), to prevent bias due to the differing magnitudes of the properties involved.
This is certainly necessary in situations where at least one of the fitting properties
may have a magnitude smaller than the mean absolute error expected between the
observed and theoretical values.
The choice of weights imposes an error structure on the properties involved. Us
ing {lü, } =

means th at the fitting procedure equates to finding the percentage

squared error between the observed and theoretical values and thus supposes that
the error increases as the magnitude of the property increases. Setting {u?,} = 1
equates to finding the absolute squared error and supposes th at the absolute er
ror does not depend on the magnitude of the properties involved. This may be
appropriate when all the observed values are large relative to the mean absolute
error expected between the observed and theoretical values, so th at bias due to the
differing magnitudes of the properties is not likely to be significant.
Unless stated otherwise we take n = pso th at an objective function of identically
zero would yield the method of moments estimates. In the absence of any reason
to suppose an alternative error structure to the two detailed above is appropriate,
we use {lüi} = 1 unless at least one of the properties chosen has a ‘sm all’ observed
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value. W hen, for example, P(y(^) = 0), which may often have an observed value
of 0.1 or less, is used for fitting, the set of weights {it;,} =

is used to prevent

bias. If all the observed values are above 0.2, say, then there does not seem to be
a problem with bias and we generally use {u;,} = 1.
The minimisation in equation 6.1 is achieved using a minimisation routine in the
com puter package GAUSS. The routine starts by using a method which is relatively
insensitive to the quality of the initial estimate, the Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb
and Shanno (BFGS) method and then switches to the more efficient Newton’s
method.

6.1.1

P aram eter identification problem s

There are two points which need to be kept in mind when a set of estim ated
param eters has been obtained for a given set of data.
• The param eter space is likely to contain many local minima and so starting
the numerical minimisation from different initial estim ates may result in a
different set of parameter estimates, possibly with very similar fits to the data.
For example a slow moving rain cell with small spatial extent can produce
the same pattern of rainfall at a single point in space as a fast moving cell
with large spatial extent. This problem may be at least partially overcome by
constraining some of the parameters to lie within physically realistic limits.
In particular the storm velocity can be estimated directly from the data and
the fitted value constrained to lie close to this estim ated value during the
fitting procedure. This results in a fitting procedure th at is more robust to
the initial parameter estimates used in the minimisation routine. As long as
a realistic initial estim ate is used the same param eter set is reached. O ther
param eters could also be constrained. For example the cell/storm orientation
is observable from radar images and can thus be constrained within realistic
limits. It may also be necessary, given the physical observations of section
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1.1, to constrain other parameters.
• The param eter estimates are likely to be sensitive to the properties used in the
fitting procedure. The choice of fitting properties is subjective. One choice
of fitting properties may give rise to an estim ated param eter set which differs
greatly from that obtained using a different choice of fitting properties, even
if there is substantial overlap between the two sets of properties. Param eters
th a t are sensitive to the choice of fitting properties are said to be poorly iden
tified. Those which are relatively insensitive to the choice of fitting properties
are said to be well identified.
W ith reference to the first of the above points, it may be th at the numerical
m inim isation procedure has difficulty in converging because estimates of two, say, of
the param eters continue to change after the estimates for the other param eters have
reached their optimal values. It may be that the fitting properties in which these
param eters appear could be approximated closely by expressions which only involve,
say, their ratio or product. Thus, there would be infinitely many pairs of values
of these param eters which would give a very similar fit to the data. For example,
this seems to be the case when fitting a random y version of the EPPM , in which
the cell duration parameter 77 varies between storms according to a gamma(i/i, 1/2)
distribution. The data seem to be consistent with many possible combinations of
ui and 1/2. It may simply be that Ui and

1/2

are not stable param eters (see Ross

(1990)) and the model needs to be reparameterised in order to aid convergence, for
example by fitting for £ ( 77) and var(77) rather than for

1/1

and 1/ 2 .

Rodriguez-Iturbe, Febres-Power and Valdes (1987) use a least squares m inim i
sation technique to estimate the model parameters. They observed th at ‘The varia
tions among the param eter sets from one level of aggregation to another were found
to be of the same order of magnitude as the variations obtained when changing
the initial guess vector in the nonlinear minimisation’, demonstrating a param eter
identification problem.
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Onof and W heater (1993b) note the identification problem in the comparison of
the Bartlett-Lewis Rectangular Pulse model with the modified (random rj) version
of this model, for hourly point rainfall from Birmingham, UK. A m ethod for find
ing an ‘optim al’ value for a poorly identified param eter is proposed, th at involves
comparing the historical values for the mean inter-event tim e and the number of
events, with either their theoretical or simulated values.

6.1.2

S p atial-tem p oral m od el fittin g

The use of stochastic models at a single site has been concentrated on fitting to
long runs ( ^ 30 years) of rain gauge data. An alternative approach is to isolate
individual rain events for separate study. However, storms may overlap in these
models and the existence of dry periods within storms means th a t it may be difficult
to isolate separate storms from single site data (a method for doing so is given by
Restrepo-Posado and Eagleson (1982)). Study of individual rain events is easier
with spatial-temporal data (especially radar data) and this approach has been
utilised by Phelan and Goodall (1990), among others, in fitting a spatial-tem poral
model to radar data from tropical rainfall fields. We concentrate on fitting models
to data from single rain events, although a method of piecing together these events
to enable simulation over wider spatial and temporal scales is the ultim ate aim.
Given th at models are to be fitted to data from single rain events, two alternative
approaches seem possible. They are largely governed by the resolution and spatial
extent of the radar data to be used.
Inspection of data at the 2 km x 2 km and 5 km x 5 km resolutions reveals that,
at the coarser resolution, the clustering which is evident corresponds to SMSAs
within LMSAs. The resolution is not fine enough for rain cells to be seen clearly.
Thus, in terms of modelling, ‘cells’ and ‘storms’ relate to SMSAs and LMSAs
respectively. It is not uncommon for the whole of a rain event to be captured
within the 5 km data circle for a period of time although it is unusual to observe its
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development and dissipation. At the finer resolution the clustering of cells within
SMSA’s (‘cells’ within ‘ storm s’) is evident while a single rain event may cover the
whole of the 2 km data circle for a large part of its lifetime.
Given these observations two distinct approaches to model fitting can be envis
aged depending on the spatial resolution of the data being used.
• 5 k m d a ta . Fit a single storm of the model to the data. A single storm
from the model is not stationary in tim e in that it develops and dissipates.
Theoretical properties of the model are thus conditional on the tim e and
spatial location of the ‘b irth ’ of the storm. Since we do not, in general, have
data relating to the beginning and end of rain events this approach may not
be feasible.
• 2 k m d a ta . Fit the whole process of storms (and the cells within them ) to
the data. The model process is thus stationary in time and homogeneous in
space. We must therefore restrict attention to the interior of rain events in
both space and time, i.e. without including the growth and dissipation of
rain events in time or their periphery in space.
We use the second of these approaches.

It is mathematically convenient (and

not unrealistic in many instances due to the restricted spatial and tem poral scales
involved) to assume that all the cells and storms have the same velocity, eccentricity
and inclination. We thus concentrate on rain events which appear to exhibit these
properties. Autumn and winter events seem to be more amenable in this respect.
Rain events to which models are to be fitted are chosen to cover most of the 2km
d ata circle during their duration and appear to be homogeneous in terms of their
velocity and intensity. The statistical properties to which the model is fitted are
estim ated from the largest square that fits into the 2 km data circle (an area of 104
km by 104 km, in fact) using the equations given in section 3.1.
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6.1.3

C h oice o f fittin g p rop erties

The choice of which set of properties V to include in the fitting procedure may
be influenced by the purpose to which the model is to be put, but is essentially
subjective. There are, however, some considerations that will influence this choice,
(1) V must contain sufficient information about the data in order to estim ate all
the parameters of the model;
(2) calculation of the theoretical value of the property must be possible (swiftly,
if possible) given current estimates for the parameters of the model;
(3) the estimates for the property from the data should have relatively small
sampling errors;
(4) the properties in V should not be highly mutually correlated.
Point (1) could be addressed by carrying out a sensitivity analysis of the model
properties which could be included in V.

Such analyses have been carried out

for single-site models (see Islam, Entekhabi, Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1990))
and spatial-temporal models (see Islam, Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1988)) in an
attem p t to see which properties are most sensitive to which parameters. These
analyses study the effects of varying one param eter given estimates of the other
param eters from model fitting. The conclusions reached are thus conditional the
original choice of fitting properties and in general there will be some interaction
between parameters.
Point (2) is an im portant consideration if fitting the models proposed in the
previous chapters is to be computationally feasible. For this reason fitting will
be based upon the first and second order properties of the model (i.e.

mean,

variance and space-time correlations) and P(F(^1 = 0) will only be included in the
case of the EPPM , for which an exact closed-form expression for P(y^^) = 0) has
been calculated. The approximate evaluation of P(y(^) = 0) for the GDSTM is
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com putationally expensive. Information about the w et/dry pattern of the rainfall
field is im portant, however, since quite different rainfall structures can produce
very similar correlation structures. Inclusion of the variance at two or more levels of
spatial aggregation may give much of the information provided by

= 0). The

observed rainfall field becomes more homogeneous as the level of spatial aggregation
increases and the rate at which it does so depends on the structure of the rainfall
field.
Space-time correlations close to zero will not be included in the fitting procedure
since they are generally based on relatively small sample sizes, and are in most
cases simply part of the random variation about zero of the space-time correlation
function at large space/tim e lags.
W ith reference to point (4), it is clear that if we were to include the temporal
autocorrelation in V at two different time lags, say, then these two properties would
be correlated to some extent. Their joint inclusion in P , however, may be necessary
if we wish to be able to reproduce the temporal autocorrelation function of the data
reliably.
We can draw some general conclusions about the choice of fitting proper
ties by considering the structure of the model. The components of the GDSTM
model can be separated into those which are essentially tem poral (cell duration
D, storm lifetime L and- cell/storm velocity V ) and those which are essentially
spatial (cells/storm eccentricity e and orientation z, cell area and storm area). The
following conclusions are drawn about the unaggregated model process.
• The variance and the spatial autocorrelation function give no information
about V and little about D and X;
• The temporal autocorrelation function gives information about both spatial
and tem poral properties;
• The maximal space-time correlation at a time lag 5 minutes, say, gives infor
m ation mainly about D and L (since it is affected mostly by the birth and
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death of cells).
The spatial aggregation of properties means th at V does influence the variance and
spatial autocorrelation, if only slightly.
As an illustration of the choice of P consider the GDSTM. The variants of this
model fitted in the next chapter have 13 parameters to estim ate. Based on the
above considerations, the 13 properties included in P for the estim ation of these
param eters are the
• mean;
• variance at three levels of spatial aggregation;
• temporal autocorrelation /?(0, t) at 2 tim e lags;
• spatial autocorrelation p(u^ 0) at 5 space lags;
• two space-time cross-correlations.
The space and/or time lags involved in the correlations are chosen separately for
each storm depending on the space-time correlation structure of the data from
th a t storm. For example, the maximal cross-correlation at a tim e lag of 5 minutes
is chosen to give information about storm velocity. In the interests of reducing
com putation tim e we estim ate e and i using 3 spatial autocorrelations which lie
approximately on a spatial autocorrelation contour (chosen from plots such as 2.4).
The number of parameters we need to estimate in the main fitting proceedure is
thus reduced by two.

6.2

A lternative m eth od s o f fittin g

While fitting based upon the method of moments is attractive in th at it is a concep
tually simple method, it should be recognised that it has a number of disadvantages;
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• It does not make use of all the data available, only the summary statistics
calculated for comparison with the model properties;
• It is an ad hoc procedure which only produces point estimates. Standard
errors of these estimates can only be estim ated using simulation;
• There is no way of choosing between different model specifications or nested
models with different numbers of parameters.
This m ethod seems to work reasonably well in practice in th at the main statistical
features of the data can be reproduced, and simulated images from the fitted models
resemble those of the data to which they were fitted.

6.2.1

S pectral m eth o d

Chandler (1995) describes a spectral approach, based on W hittle’s method for
tim e series, for fitting single-site rainfall models to rain gauge data. The m ethod
works with the Fourier transform of the data, rather than the raw data itself.
An approximate likelihood function can be derived in terms of the sample Fourier
coefficients which are asymptotically independent and normally distributed. This
m ethod is extended to encompass the fitting of spatial-temporal models to radar
data in Chandler (1996).
This method has the advantage that it uses all of the available data rather
than just a few summary statistics, although this may cause computational diffi
culties, particularly in the spatial-temporal case. The m ethod does not suffer from
the subjectivity problems inherent in method of moments fitting although it uses
only second order properties. It therefore does not have the flexibility to include
potentially im portant properties such as those relating to the w et/dry pattern of
rainfall.
Unlike the method of moments it is possible to assess the relative fits of different
models to the same dataset using the Akaike Information Criterion. Fitting of the
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EPPM to radar data using the spectral method give similar param eter estimates
to the m ethod of moments and indicates th at, in general, the inclusion of the
two extra cell shape parameters gives a significant improvement in the fit over the
CPPM (Richard Chandler, personal communication).

6.2.2

M on te Carlo m eth od s

The models considered here are essentially implicit statistical models. They are
defined in term s of a stochastic mechanism for generating rainfall data where this
mechanism is designed to be an approximation to the real rainfall generating pro
cess. This type of model is not formulated explicitly in terms of a likelihood func
tion. Although a likelihood function underlies such models it is unlikely th at it is
at all tractable (or simple to calculate). Maximum likelihood estim ation of model
param eters is therefore not directly available in these cases.
Diggle and Gratton (1984) outline a method in which the log-likelhood function
is estim ated using simulated realisations from an implicit statistical model. The
m ethod requires th at the data are independent random samples generated by the
process which we wish to model and that we are able to generate independent
random samples from the model we wish to fit to the data. To try to relate this
m ethod to the stochastic modelling of rainfall, let us consider a single site in space
at which we observe a time series of hourly, say, rainfall totals. This is a univariate
case where the explanatory variable is time. There are two problems that need to
be addressed before we can apply the method of Diggle and G ratton (1984) to this
situation.
• Rainfall totals in disjoint time periods will be correlated to a greater or lesser
extent depending on their proximity in time.
• There will, in general, be a large number of time periods for which no rain
was observed. This large number of zeros would cause problems in kernel
density estimation of the log-likelihood.
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Providing we have a long data record (data sets recording hourly rainfall totals for
28 years or more do exist) we could sample from the rainfall tim e series only taking
observations which are distant enough for there to be very negligible correlation
between them . Alternatively, we could view a vector of successive hourly totals as
a single observation from the rainfall process. If these vectors were fairly long they
would be approximately independent.
We can deal with the problem of zeros by using only positive data values and
model simulations to estim ate the model parameters. Is is hoped th at the overall
proportion and distribution of zeros in the data would be reproduced by the model.
If this m ethod of fitting proved to be useful for single site data we would like
to be able to fit models to spatial-temporal data.

We now have data in three

dimensions. However, Diggle and Gratton (1984) point out th at “the extension to
multivariate structures is straightforward in principle, but unworkable in practice
unless the dimensionality is small”. There is also the added complication that
producing accurate simulated data in the same format as radar data is slow.

6.3

Standard errors o f param eter e stim a tes

We now assume th at we have obtained parameter estimates for all the param eters in
the model. We would like to have some idea about the precision of these estimates,
i.e. we would like to be able to calculate (approximately, at least) their standard
errors. We do not know much about the sampling distribution of the data other
than the fact th at it is not likely to be normal and will probably be highly skewed.
If we used a standard statistical package to estim ate the param eters of the model
assuming normal errors the standard errors we obtain would be based upon large
sample approximations and therefore be extremely approximate. In addition our
param eter estim ates will, in general, be biased.
The properties of the sampling distribution of the param eter estim ates could
be examined by means of simulations from the model. If we assume th at the true
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underlying model process of rainfall is the same as the fitted model then we can
investigate the properties of our estimates by simulating repeatedly, generating
samples (of equivalent scales in space and tim e to the original data) from our fitted
model, and obtain a set of param eter estimates for each of these sets of simulated
data. We can thus estim ate from the samples of param eter estimates the mean,
variance (and hence standard deviation) of the param eter estim ates and also the
correlation between each param eter estimate and the others.
The main drawback with this procedure is time. The fitting procedure in its
present state may take several hours to converge since aggregation of the model
expressions over space needs to be carried out numerically. This has to be repeated
several times in order to get a sample of sets of parameters estimates. In addition
a new simulation has be run from the model to produce each set of param eter
estimates.
An alternative method of variance estimation is that detailed by Sherman (1996)
in which (possibly overlapping) subsets of spatial lattice data are used to estim ate
statistics in order to give some qualitative measure of its variability. It is essentially
a spatial resampling method akin to bootstrapping. The statistic may be abitrarily
complicated and no distributional assumptions are necessary. In order to apply
this to spatial-temporal models the theory would have to be extended to cover a
tem poral sequence of lattice data. Given this extension, each param eter estim ate
obtained using the method of moments is a function (albeit a rather complex func
tion we could not hope to be able to calculate) of the data, so th at we could fit
the model to subsets of radar images in order to obtain standard errors of these
estimates. This would be extremely time consuming, however, since it generally
takes several hours to fit the model once.
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6.4

Storm velocity estim ation m eth od s

Storm velocity estimation is generally achieved by identifying and tracking a feature
of the rainfall pattern called a reference point. Reference points th at have been used
are the
(a) peak of rainfall intensity;
(b) centre of gravity of the storm;
(c) leading edge of rain;
(d) maximum of the time-lagged cross-correlation function;
(e) centre of the rainfall pattern observed at a rain gauge.
Methods based on (b) and (d) will be considered in detail in this section.
Simple methods are often manual and thus rely on the expertise and subjec
tive judgement of the user. A reliable automatic procedure is therefore desirable.
Typically authors utilize a dense network of rain gauges (Niemczynowicz (1991)
advocates one gauge per 1 km^) but it should be reasonable to use high resolu
tion radar data, as long as we are concerned with the movement of storms rather
than rain cells. Using radar data also avoids having to estim ate the maximum
of correlation surfaces between rain gauges by interpolation (although we are still
constrained by the resolution of the radar data). The finer the tim e resolution the
better, although Niemczynowicz (1989) asserts that 1 minute resolution is required
for rain cell identification, using considerations of typical rain cell velocities.
Niemczynowicz (1987) assesses three methods of storm tracking, by comparing
the average estimated speed and direction of storms with th at of high altitude
winds.
The first method is subjective and based on calculating arrival times of rain
cells, using the time to peak of the hyetograph, at each gauge in the network. This
m ethod requires considerable judgement in order to overcome problems of multiple
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rain cells in the network and to obtain a realistic movement vector. A sample of
movement vectors is calculated by considering the temporal displacements between
the estim ated cell arrival times within each possible three-gauge combination from
the network.
The other two methods are both based upon the sample cross-correlation be
tween all pair-wise combinations of gauges. One method is due to Marshall (1980),
(see below). The other method uses estimates of the tim e lags of maximal corre
lation between pairs of gauges to produce an estimated velocity, in a similar way
to the three-gauge method above. This method often breaks down for multi-peak
rainfall, although inclusion of arrival times from the first method enables the correct
maxim a to be estimated. This introduces a subjective character to the method.
Niemczynowicz concludes that all the methods work well when the initial arrival
times are used to pick out the correct movement vector in the case of multi-peak
events. This removes the desired objectivity. It is indicated th at even in M arshall’s
m ethod this interference was required. A two-parameter lognormal distribution is
fitted to the estimated storm speed (using the first method above) for Lund, Sweden
but the distribution of storm directions, although showing a prevalence towards the
east, was not of a simple form. The estimated speed and direction produced good
correlations with high altitude wind data, the direction especially so, although all
the methods consistently underestimated the wind speed as compared with the 700
m bar wind speed.
Rainfall movement parameters can be calculated from high altitude wind move
m ent data, although some authors have reported that no reliable correlations were
found between wind velocity and storm velocity, that storm velocities are largely
infiuenced by maximum wind gusts at the surface and th at results depend greatly
upon the height of the wind used.
It may be possible to improve the success of autom atic velocity estimation m eth
ods by setting all rainfall intensities under a threshold to zero and filtering out small
isolated echos. Although work hcts been done on finding an objective way of assess
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ing echo significance, (Collier, 1989, page 145), a simple sensible criterion based
upon intensity and area covered may be of use. Isolation of separate storms (which
may be moving at different velocities) which appear at the same tim e in a radar
image is essential if the velocity of each storm is to be estimated. Techniques have
been developed to assign radar echos to distinct groups when threshold techniques
have failed to do so, (Collier, 1989, page 144).

6.4.1

C ross-correlation m eth od s

These methods give an estimate of the storm velocity vector by using the maximum
of the space-time correlation surface of a storm (or two snapshots of a storm at
different tim e points) as an estimate of how far the storm has moved in a given time.
Explicitly, if the maximum of the lag r cross-correlation surface is p(ui, ug, r), then
the estim ates of the x and y velocity components, Vi and V2, of the storm are given
by 14 = U i/r and V2 = ^ 2/'^- Such methods attem pt to match rainfall patterns
at one tim e point with the slightly different patterns at a later tim e point. This
matching of rainfall patterns will generally be less reliable over long tim e lags due
to the fact th at the rainfall field is not ‘frozen’ over time. The estimates obtained
for different values of r will only be the same if the storm moves with constant
velocity and the matching of patterns is reliable. We consider two such methods
th at have been used for storm tracking.

Zawadski’s m ethod
Zawadski (1973) used an optical device, the correlator, to m atch up radar picture
plates of a storm at different points in time in order to estim ate the spatial dis
placement of a storm over this time period. The correlator is thus used to find the
spatial displacement for which the correlation between two radar plates, for a given
tim e lag, is maximized.
If we define Pf(ui,U2, r ) to be the correlation between two radar images, the
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first observed at tim e t the second at time t + r , displaced in space by Ui, U2, then
the correlator is used to find
max pt{uuU2 yT)
til .«2
for given t and r . This is carried out for each tim e point during the storm ’s lifetime
and for tim e lags r =

the temporal resolution being 16 minutes. Thus, by

comparing the estimated maximal displacements at different tim e points and time
lags we can investigate whether it would be reasonable to assume th at the storm
has a constant velocity.
If the radar image has a large number of zero intensity pixels it may be sensible
to estim ate pt{ui, U2 , t ) conditional upon at least one of the pair of values considered
being positive or conditional upon both being positive. In particular, spurious large
positive correlations can be produced by the inclusion of a large number of (0,0)
pairs of points. The measure of correlation used by Zawadski (1973) was non
centred, thereby assigning zero weight to any pair of points which included at least
one zero.

M arshall’s M ethod
Marshall (1980) considered a different cross-correlation m ethod for tracking storm
movement using rain gauge data. The ‘lag r correlation surface’ /?t(wi, U2) is defined
to be the surface of correlations, estimated over the whole lifetime of the storm, at
a fixed tim e lag r , between a pair of points (gauges) separated by the vector (^ 1, ^ 2)
in space. The assumption is made that Pt{ui,U2 ) depends only on (ui, U2 ) and not
on where the pair of gauges are situated in space. It is also assumed th at the time
series of rainfall intensities at each gauge is a stationary series, an assumption which
is probably resonable for the middle section of a storm. The ^^(ui, U2) surface is
only observable for the space lags which correspond to the space lag between pairs
of gauges in the network.
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The position of the maximum of Pt(wi, U2 ) for a given r would give an estim ate
of the displacement of a storm over r . Since there will not in general be a pair of
gauges which have the maximal displacement Marshall estim ated the maximum of
/?t(wi, U2) by eye using contour plots.
Implicit in Marshall’s calculations is an assumption that storms move with
constant velocity over time (since the maximal cross-correlation over the whole of
the tim e series at the gauges is used). This assumption could be checked using
Zawadski’s correlation method (i.e. by correlating for each tim e point and tim e lag
separately).
The methods used by Zawadski and Marshall reflect the form of the data avail
able to them. Rain gauge networks generally provide data which has fine temporal
resolution but is relatively sparse spatially. In contrast, arrays of radar images are
generally available at 15 minute or 5 minute temporal resolution. In the case of 15
m inute resolution, it may only be possible to match up images reliably over one or
two tim e lags due to changes in structure of the rainfall field. It may therefore be
sensible to use only the lag-1 estim ate of the velocity of the storm at successive time
points in order to track the storm. Use of radar data of finer temporal and spa
tial resolution would improve the accuracy of cross-correlation velocity estimation
methods.

6.4.2

A n altern ative cross-correlation m eth o d

We consider a velocity estimation method which could be used for the 2 km data.
The space-time correlation function p{ki^k 2 ^r) defined in section 3.1 for use on
data th at can be assumed to be stationary in tim e and spatially homogeneous, can
also be used to estimate storm velocity, assuming that the velocity of the storm is
constant over time. The difference between this measure of correlation and those
above is th a t all data points within the storm which are displaced by (&i, Arg, r ) are
used in the estimation. If, for given r , the maximum of the correlation function over
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kl and k 2 is p(^i, ^2,^), then Vi = k i / r and V2 = ^2/^* Since the storms analysed
will be those which cover most of the 2km data circle during their lifetime we do
not have to worry about how to deal with pixels which record zero intensity. The
most reliable velocity estimates will be given for small r . Inspection of p{ki, ^2, 7)
for a tim e lag 5 minutes (and perhaps 10 minutes) will give crude (constrained by
the spatial resolution of the data) estimates of storm velocity.

6.4.3

‘C entre of gra v ity ’ m eth od

This method has the advantage of being both simple and computationally inexpen
sive. It can be used when an entire storm can be seen within a radar window over
a period of time, often the case when using the 5 km data circle. It is reasonably
robust to changes in storm structure as long as the general storm shape is not
distorted. We consider a finite number of points in space, with x and y coordinates
relative to some origin, at which a variable Z (z, y) is defined. The centre of gravity
(x,y) of these points is given by
X =

^ 7 Z ( x ,j/)
X

ÿ

=

^ 2/Z (z,3/).

(6. 2)

y
We can thus calculate the position of the centre of gravity of each image in a
tem poral sequence of radar images, taking Z ( x , y ) to be the rainfall intensity of
pixel x^y. These points should give the trajectory of the storm over time. These
can be combined to give an estim ate of the average storm velocity (for example by
fitting a straight line through them). If the points are reasonably co-linear a simple
estim ate can be obtained by using the first and last points available only.

6.4.4

A hybrid v elo city estim a tio n m eth o d

In section 6.4.2 we advocated using the maximal spatial lag of the tim e lagged
cross-correlation function, for small time lags and for selected storms, to estim ate
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the average velocity of a storm. This estim ate is likely to be imprecise since it is
constrained to be a multiple of the resolution of the radar data. A more realistic
estim ate of the average storm velocity can be obtained by finding the centre of
gravity of the tim e lagged cross-correlation surface.
So th at we introduce as little bias as possible we should:
• only use the 5 minute time lagged cross-correlation surface, since the distor
tion of the nearly elliptical contours of the data will increase as the tim e lag
increases;
• only use correlations above a chosen threshold. This threshold should be
chosen with the guidance of a contour plot to ensure th at the entire correlation
contour at this threshold is included in the estimation.
• choose the threshold as low as possible while still satisfying the assumption
of approximately elliptical contours and having a sufficient sample size to
estim ate these low correlations reliably.
We take the storm of 6th February 1994, 1300-1400 as an illustration of the method.
The velocity estim ate obtained by the crude cross-correlation method is (48,48)
km /h. However, all the stochastic models fitted to the data (see chapter 7) give an
estim ated velocity in the region of (36,36) km /h. The GDSTM with cell intensity
X ~ g am m a((i,(2) and cell major axis Ac ~ exp(a) gives an estim ated velocity
of (35.950,35.612) km /h. Figure 6.1 shows how the estim ated velocity (in term s of
its

X

and

y

components) changes with the correlation threshold using the 5 minute

tim e lagged cross-correlation surface for the data and the theoretical 5 m inute tim e
lagged cross-correlation surface for the GDSTM fitted to the data.

It is apparent

from figure 6.1 that the velocity estimates become more stable as the threshold
is decreased but become progressively more unreliable after a certain point. This
is more noticable in the case of the speed in the y direction. Inspection of the 5
m inute tim e lagged cross-correlation contours in figure 6.2 reveals why this is so.
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Figure 6.1: Sensitivity of velocity estimate components to the correlation threshold
for data (top) and model (lower).
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Once the correlation contour corresponding to the threshold is no longer entirely
represented in the plot, bias introduced into the estimation. Since the orientation
of the contours is roughly in the y direction, the space lags which axe om itted from
the calculations in the y directions are greater in magnitude and om itted at a lower
threshold than those in the x direction. Thus, the bias occurs earlier in the y
direction and is greater than th at in the x direction.
Based upon inspection of figures 6.1 and 6.2 a threshold of 0.3 seems reasonable
given the extent of our estim ated cross-correlations for this particular storm. This
gives a velocity estim ate from the data of (37.978,36.765) k m /h and from the model
of (35.984,35.875) km /h. Thus, the estimate of storm velocity produced by this
method is close to the actual velocity of the fitted model - (35.950,35.612) km /h.
A reliable estim ate for the average velocity of a storm can be used directly in
the model fitting procedure to reduce computation time.
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C h ap ter 7
F ittin g results and m od el
assessm en t
In this chapter we use the moments based fitting method detailed in section 6.1
to fit the non-clustered (EPPM ) and clustered (GDSTM) models to radar data of
2 km resolution from Wardon Hill. It is assumed throughout th at all storms, and
the cells within them, have a common velocity V , eccentricity e and orientation
i. Unless stated otherwise we assume that the cell intensity X and the cell m ajor
axis Ac follow gamma and exponential distributions respectively.
Although section 6.4.4 gives a reliable method of storm velocity estimation, the
common cell/storm velocity will be estimated within the fitting procedure. An
initial estim ate for this velocity is obtained using the 5 minute lag cross-correlation
function as detailed in section 6.4.2. The x and y components of the velocity
are constrained in the fitting to lie within 24 km h “ ^ (equivalent to movement of
one pixel in 5 minutes) of this estimated value. The eccentricity and orientation
were constrained to lie within the ranges [0,1) and [0, tt] respectively and the other
param eters were constrained to be strictly positive. Properties used in the fitting
procedure are chosen using the considerations of section 6.1.3 and with the aid of
spatial autocorrelation contour plots.
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As long as reasonably sensible initial parameter estimates are given to the fitting
routine, the same param eter estimates are obtained. The choice of initial estimates
is guided by inspection of plots of the spatial autocorrelation function of the data
and radar images themselves, in addition to information of the typical spatial extent
and duration of rainfall structures (see section 1.1).

7.1

F ittin g th e E P P M

The properties chosen for fitting are the mean, variance, various space-time correla
tions and

= 0). Since the observed value of this latter property is generally

in the region of 0.1 we use the set of weights {tu,} =

(see section 6). It should

be noted th at the only properties used in fitting which depend upon the cell inten
sity X are the mean and variance. Thus, the two param eter gamma distribution
chosen for X means that the mean and variance are fitted exactly.
Unless stated otherwise a value of A: = 1.85 is used in the approximation of
C(x) (see section 4.3).

This value was obtained by inspection of the plots of

^ r {R^C( x / R ) } against x before the considerations of optimal k in section 4.3.
In fact, when E r {B?C{x / R ) } is evaluated numerically, with recourse to an ap
proximation, there is very little change in the estimated parameters and the fitted
values of the fitting properties, relative to when the approximation with A; = 1.85
is used.
The problems inherent in the method of moments based fitting are highlighted
when fitting a model which is not correctly specified (i.e it is not a good approxima
tion to reality). It is possible to force the model to fit certain aspects of the data
well, using suitably chosen properties in the fitting, but at the expense of other
data properties. Since we are unable to fit a wide range of aspects of the data well
simultaneously, there is a trade-off between distinct aspects of the model.
We now provide an example in which a change in just one fitting property has a
substantial effect on the estimated parameters of the EPPM . This storm has been
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chosen for analysis largely because it covers most of the inner 2 km data circle but
the fact th a t is mostly contained within the larger 5 km data circle also makes it
amenable to other analyses.

7.2

Storm o f 6th February 1994, 1300—1400

Selected images from this storm are shown in figure 7.3.

7.2.1

F it 1

In this first fit we use two temporal, two spatial and two spatial-tem poral corre
lations. We choose 10 properties to estimate 9 parameters. Table 7.1 shows the
fitted and observed values of the properties used for fitting. Table 7.2 shows the
estim ated values of the components of the model, p(x^y^t) denotes the space-time
correlation at space lag (2z,2y) km and time lag

minutes.

Figure 7.1 assesses the fit of the model in terms of the temporal and spatial auto
correlation functions and the variance of the process over a range of scales of spatial
aggregation. The temporal autocorrelation p(0,0, t) is overestimated for small time
lags t and underestimated for large t. The variance is generally overestimated at
levels of spatial aggregation not used for fitting. The orientation and eccentricity of
the fitted spatial autocorrelation contours do not agree well with those of the data
and the fitted spatial autocorrelation p(x,y,0) appears to decrease more rapidly
than th at of the data. The fitted spatial autocorrelation is virtually elliptically
isotropic, the averaging of the rainfall intensity over square spatial regions very
slightly distorting the elliptical isotropic contours of the unaggregated process. We
define the elliptical space lag, z, in terms of the known eccentricity e and orientation
i of these elliptical contours, as
2

/ _____ . ,

._

, (y COS2 — asinz)^

z = {x cos i-\- y sin i) -f
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Property

Fitted

Observed

Mean

1.7806

1.7806

Variance

3.6493

3.6493

KO, 0,1)

0.73076

0.66440

KO, 0,3)

0.31103

0.32140

K 2 ,2 ,l)

0.87698

0.86110

K 3 ,4 ,2 )

0.78337

0.78770

p(0, —5,0)

0.50293

0.50170

K - 5 ,0 ,0 )

0.37472

0.37360

p(y(^) = 0)

0.099739

0.099700

Table 7.1: Fit 1: Fitted and observed values. Objective function= 0.011403.

Process property
Cell arrival rate /

Fitted value
0.018780

Expected cell area / km^

123.04

Expected cell duration / mins

44.403

Expected cell intensity / m m /h

1.0412

Variance of cell intensity / mm^/h^

1.2218

Cell eccentricity

0.85672

Cell orientation / degrees

59.543

Cell velocity (x) / km /h

38.050

Cell velocity (y) / km /h

43.842

Table 7.2: Fit 1: Fitted process properties.
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where x and y are Cartesian space lags. The plot of this function against z in the
bottom right of figure 7.1 forms a smooth curve and shows how p(x, y, 0) decays with
distance. The figure also shows the plot of p(x, y, 0) for the observed data against
z in which the points are spread about the fitted ‘curve’. In general, p (z ,y ,0 )
estim ated from data is not exactly elliptically isotropic and so does not collapse
to a smooth curve when plotted against z (regardless of the e and i used). ‘Poor’
model estimates of e and i will lead to a plot in which the observed points have
a large spread around the fitted ‘curve’. It may therefore be possible to devise a
procedure for estimating e and i based upon finding the e and i which minimise
the difference between the observed and fitted points on this plot.
Apart from the overestimation of /?(0, t) for small t and the underestimation
for large

the most striking lack of fit is in the orientation of the spatial au

tocorrelation contours. In an attem pt to rectify this we include an extra spatial
autocorrelation at the expense of a spatial-temporal correlation. We choose the 3
spatial autocorrelations to lie approximately around the 0.4 correlation contour.

7.2.2

F it 2

Table 7.3 shows the fitted and observed values of the properties used for fitting.
Table 7.4 shows the estimated values of the components of the model.
Figure 7.2 assesses the fit of the model in terms of the temporal and spatial
autocorrelation functions and the variance of the process over a range of scales of
spatial aggregation. The lack of fit of the temporal autocorrelation is now slightly
worse than in fit 1, but the orientation of the spatial autocorrelation is now similar
to th at of the data. The change in i has been accompanied by substantial changes
in the expected cell duration and the estimated cell velocity. It is clear th at in
order to fit i (and e) reliably we need to include at least 3 spatial autocorrelations
preferably close to a single correlation contour. Figure 7.3 shows simulated images
from the two model fits for comparison with the observed radar images.
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Property

Fitted

Observed

Mean

1.7806

1.7806

Variance

3.6493

3.6493

/>(0,0,1)

0.73643

0.66440

KO, 0,3)

0.30850

0.32140

K 2 ,2 ,l)

0.85393

0.86110

K - 4 ,4 ,0 )

0.40467

0.40660

KO, 8,0)

0.39612

0.39550

K - 4 ,0 ,0 )

0.45852

0.45230

p(y(2) = 0)

0.099671

0.099700

Table 7.3: Fit 2: Fitted and observed values. Objective function= 0.013648.

Process property
Cell arrival rate /

Fitted value
0.012267

Expected cell area / km^

127.96

Expected cell duration / mins

66.540

Expected cell intensity / m m /h

1.0229

Variance of cell intensity / mm^/h^

1.2121

Cell eccentricity

0.82164

Cell orientation / degrees

92.514

Cell velocity (x) / km /h

30.167

Cell velocity (y) / km /h

36.347

Table 7.4: Fit 2: Fitted process properties
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Figure 7.3: T he storm of 6th February 1994, 1300-1400.
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Inspection of the fitted values for the above storms reveal th at even in cases
where three temporal autocorrelations have been included in the fitting procedure
the model does not fit the temporal autocorrelation well. The fitted values are
larger than the corresponding values estimated from the data at short tim e lags (510 minutes) and smaller at longer time lags (20-25 minutes). This is one indication
th at this simple model is not complex enough to reproduce the main features of
the rainfall data. One remedy could be to use a longer tailed distribution for storm
duration although inspection of the radar images points to the need for a spatially
clustered model.
We now present the results of fitting the EPPM model to radar data in which
the evaluation of the covariance density has been achieved numerically without
using any approximations. Model fitting is thus more tim e consuming. The esti
m ated values of the properties used in fitting differed from those obtained using
the approximation of section 4.3 in at most the third decimal place.

7.3

T he storm o f 30th D ecem b er 1993, 10001400

Selected images from this storm are shown in figure 7.5. Table 7.5 shows the fitted
and observed values of the properties used for fitting. Table 7.6 shows the estim ated
values of the components of the model.
Figure 7.4 assesses the fit of the model in terms of the tem poral and spatial
autocorrelation functions and the variance of the process over a range of scales
of spatial aggregation. The temporal autocorrelation is not reproduced accurately
by the model, again overfitting at short lags and underfitting at long lags. Since
only two spatial autocorrelations have been included in the fitting the eccentric
ity and orientation of the spatial autocorrelation contours of the fitted model are
substantially different from that of the model.
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Property

Fitted

Observed

Mean

1.7299

1.7299

Variance

2.3447

2.3447

p (0 ,0 ,l)

0.76317

0.63930

p(0,0,3)

0.38822

0.41990

0.81866

0.81850

X 10,3,2)

0.67014

0.67830

p(0, —5,0)

0.31777

0.31790

p(—5,0,0)

0.64044

0.62950

p(y(2)=o)

0.0036993

0.0037000

Table 7.5: Fitted and observed values. Objective function= 0.043678.

Process property
Cell arrival rate /

Fitted value
0.023445

Expected cell area / km^

330.52

Expected cell duration / mins

33.155

Expected cell intensity / m m /h

0.40399

Cell eccentricity

0.98732

Cell orientation / degrees

23.253

Cell velocity (x) / km /h

100.19

Cell velocity (y) / km /h

36.500

Table 7.6: Fitted process properties
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Images simulated from the fitted EPPM model are shown in figure 7.5 along
with images from the last hour of the storm analysed in which the banded structure
is most evident. We now present results for the GDSTM. It is hoped that the extra
complexity provided by the clustering of cells within storms will enable the model
to reproduce a wider range of features of the data than the EPPM .

7.4

F ittin g th e G D ST M

We now have 13 parameters to estimate and choose 13 properties to estim ate them.
Since we are not including P(F^^^) in the fitting procedure and all observed values
are greater then 0.2 we use the set of weights {it;,} = 1. The properties used in
fitting are the mean, the variance at three levels of spatial aggregation, and various
space-time correlations. Initially we consider the model in which the cell intensity
has a gamma distribution and the cell major axis has an exponential distribution.
The only extra constraints imposed upon the parameters of the model are th at the
expected cell area and expected cell duration lie within the ranges (0,50) km^ and
(0,1) hours respectively.

7.5

G D ST M w ith gam m a

X

and exp on en tial

Ac

Table 7.7 gives the fitted and observed values of the properties used in fitting. Table
7.8 gives the estimated properties of the GDSTM process.
The estim ated values of the components of the model are in broad agreement
with results of observational studies summarised in section 1.1. The estim ated
expected cell area of 7.6 km^ is small in that it corresponds to approximately 2
radar pixels. The nature of the exponential distribution assumed for the cell major
axis means th at in each storm there will be a large number of very small cells.
This is reflected in the structure of the simulated images from the fitted model (see
figure 7.9 below).
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Figure 7.5: T he storm of 30th Decem ber 1993, 1000-1400. Top and m iddle: Selected
rad ar images. B ottom : Sim ulations from th e h t ted E P P M m odel.
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Property

Fitted

Observed

Mean
var(y(^))
var(y(^))
var(y(^^))
p(0,0,2)
/>(0,0,4)
X 2 ,2 ,l)

1.7806
3.6459
2.5896
1.9274
0.4470

1.7806
3.6493
2.5855
1.9264
0.4501

0.2160
0.8612
0.4191
0.8151
0.4427
0.2478
0.4148
0.4085

0.2156
0.8611
0.4136
0.8286
0.4523
0.2474
0.4066
0.3955

X - 2 ,- 2 ,1 )
f ( - l,0 ,0 )
p (-4 ,0 ,0 )
p (-7 ,0 ,0 )
/9(-4,4,0)
p(0,8,0)

Table 7.7: Fitted and observed values: objective function=0.00021.

Process property

F itted value

Storm arrival rate /
Expected cell duration / mins
Expected cell intensity / m m /h
Variance of cell intensity / mm^/h^
Expected cell area / km^
Cell/Storm eccentricity
Cell/Storm orientation / degrees
Cell/Storm velocity (x) / k m /h
Cell/Storm velocity (y) / km /h
Expected number of cells per storm
Expected storm duration / h
Expected storm area / km^

0.0002964
47.5857
1.1508
0.06865
7.622
0.8315
94.3474
35.9504

Variance of storm area / km^

27.6378

35.6119
863.6773
3.0955
319.1471

Table 7.8: Fitted process properties
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Figures 7.6 and 7.7 assess the goodness of fit of the model in terms of the
tem poral, spatial and spatial-temporal correlation functions and the space-time
variance across scales of spatial aggregation. There is broad agreement between
observed and fitted values. Figure 7.9 shows simulated images from the fitted
model for comparison with images from the data.
The simulated images from this model appear to be more ‘patchy’ than those
of the data. This is a consequence of the large number of very small cells in each
storm produce by the assumption that the cell m ajor axis is exponential. In the
interests of producing simulated images which are a more realistic representation of
the data, we fit a model in which the cell m ajor axis is assumed to have a gamma
distribution. We now assume, primarily to avoid an increase in computation time,
th at the cell intensity has an exponential distribution.

7.6

G D ST M w ith exponential

X

and gam m a

A c

Table 7.9 gives the fitted and observed values of the properties used in fitting. Table
7.10 gives the estimated properties of the GDSTM process.
Figure 7.8 assesses the goodness of fit of the model in term s of the temporal
and spatial autocorrelation functions and the space-time variance across scales of
spatial aggregation. Figure 7.9 shows simulated images from the fitted model for
comparison with images from the data.
Fitting the 14 parameter model with X and Ac having gamma distributions
results in an objective function which is virtually identical to th at of the model
directly above. The estimated value of the index param eter of the gamma distri
bution for X is very close to 1 (i.e. X is close to being exponential). It does not
seem th a t the inclusion of the extra parameter is needed in this case.
We now assess the ability of stochastic spatial-temporal models to reproduce
the features observed in the analysis of rainfall radar data in sections 3.2 and 3.3.
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Property

Fitted

Observed

Mean
var(y(^))
var(y(^))
var(y(^^))
p(0,0,2)
KO, 0,4)

1.7806
3.6485
2.5875
1.9252
0.44676
0.21396
0.86036
0.42332
0.82477
0.44695
0.24868
0.4208
0.4148

1.7806
3.6493
2.5855
1.9264
0.45010
0.21560
0.86110
0.41360
0.82860
0.45230
0.24740
0.4066
0.3955

f ( 2 ,2 ,l)
p(—2, —2,1)
p(—1,0,0)
K - 4 ,0 ,0 )
K - 7 ,0 ,0 )
K - 4 ,4 ,0 )
KO, 8,0)

Table 7.9: Fitted and observed values: objective function=0.00016.

Process property

Fitted value

Storm arrival rate /
Expected cell duration / mins
Expected cell intensity / m m /h
Expected cell area / km^
Variance of cell area / km“*
Cell/storm eccentricity
Cell/storm orientation / degrees
Cell/storm velocity (x) / km /h
Cell/storm velocity (y) / km /h

0.00034410
38.800
0.53661
22.991
240.197
0.83148
94.347
36.485
33.759

Expected number of cells per storm
Expected storm duration / h
Expected storm area / km^
Variance of storm area / km'*

648.61
2.7073
307.31
29.375

Table 7.10: Fitted process properties
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7.7

T heoretical validation o f Taylor’s h y p o th e
sis

It can be shown theoretically, for the three model variants EPPM , RESTM and
GDSTM, th at Taylor’s hypothesis holds approximately for tim e lags which are small
relative to the mean cell duration. In fact, it is intuitively clear th at any spatialtem poral model in which the basic elements (e.g. cells) are born, move with a given
velocity and last for some characteristic duration will satisfy Taylor’s hypothesis
approximately for ‘relatively short’ time lags. It should be noted th at the following
applies to the model of the rainfall process in continuous space, whereas radar data
strictly consist of spatial averages of rainfall over a radar pixel. Taylor’s hypothesis
holds if the correlation function p(it, t ) satisfies
= p{0,t)
for a typical velocity vector

Va

and for all time lags

t.

Equivalently, this can be

expressed in terms of the covariance function
c{V at,0)

= c(0,f).

We consider models in which the cells and storms are circular in shape (i.e. e = 0)
and do not move (so that % = 0). We denote the cell radius by R. Thus, Taylor’s
hypothesis is satisfied if
c(0 ,0) = c(0,t).
It should be noted that this simplification can only be made since cells and storms
move with the same constant velocity. Thus, for the spatial-tem poral models con
sidered so far we have
c(u, t) = F(u)e~^^ -f G(u)e~'^\
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(7.1)

where the expressions for F{ u) and G(u) depend on which model is considered.
Using the notation of previous chapters, for the EPPM we have
F(u)
G(u)

A
= -E (r)E «
1
= 0,

,

(7.2)

for the GDSTM we have
F(u) = ~ ^ E { X ^ ) E r l e c
"n

(1)1,

(13)

J

J

dw i dw

and for the RESTM we have
F{u)

=

^E {X ^)E

(7.4)

r

n

\Wi - W2\

/
/
[\Wi\<Ri \W 2-U\<R2

(■

diüi dw2

where u = ||ia||.
Taylor’s hypothesis holds approximately if
:(0,<)

c(0 , 0)
or, using equation 7.1, if

F { 0 ) + G(0) % F { 0 ) e - ^ ^ + G(0 )e -'ft

In the case of the EPPM this will hold as long as rjt is negligible or, in other words,
the tim e lag t is small relative to the mean cell duration, l/rj.
For the clustered models we require the tim e lag t to be small relative to the
mean cell duration, I /77 and the mean storm duration I / 7 . Since, in general,
1/77 <C 1/7 we only need t small relative to I / 77. Even if I /7 <C I /77 the cutoff is
likely to be more sensitive to I / 7/ than I /7 since in this ca.se the first term of c(u, t)
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will dominate. This is clear, intuitively, since it is only the cell durations which are
actually observed in the process; the storm duration simply provides a mechanism
for term inating the process of cell origins.
A role is also played by the parameter ^ representing the rate of cell births.
Assuming th a t the other param eters remain constant, as P increases the second
term of c (u ,t) dominates and so we will only need r small relative to I /7 for
Taylor’s hypothesis to hold approximately. Thus, the larger the value of /?, the
longer the tim e lag will be before significant departure from Taylor’s hypothesis
can be observed. However, considering the effect of changes in one param eter value
in isolation is unlikely to be realistic due to the complex relationships between the
effects of the different parameters of the model. For example, if /? is increased,
then 7 might also tend to increase to preserve the mean num ber of cells per storm,
1 + ^ /7 If we now assume that all cells within the same storm move with the same
velocity but allow distinct storms to have a random velocity V drawn from a
distribution then Taylor’s hypothesis may still hold approximately for short time
lags if the random variable V has relatively small variability.
The condition for c(0 , 0) % c(0 , r) is unchanged under the transformations for
changing circles to ellipses.

7.8

D ep th properties o f stoch astic m od els

In section 3.3 we saw that log-log plots of the spatial standard deviation cr(%()
against mean

of accumulated storm depth produced straight lines for small

values of fi{Zt) which in some cases flattened off to form lines with nearly zero
gradient for larger values of fi{Zt). We now investigate, theoretically and using
simulation, how the spatial-temporal models considered so far behave with respect
to their accumulated depth properties.
It is possible to evaluate theoretically, for the unaggregated EPPM , GDSTM
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and RESTM processes, the rate of change of logo-(Zt) with respect to log/x(Zf).
The common cell/storm velocity V is taken to be 0 since we are working in the
Lagrangian frame of reference and without loss of generality we work with circular
cell models.
The covariance density of the process can be expressed as
c(u ,t) = F(u)e-^^ + G(u)e-'^\

(7.5)

where F ( u ) and G(u) depend on the model under consideration and are given in
equations 7.2 to 7.4. We use the expression given in equation 3.4 for the spatial
variance of the rainfall depth process over a region of n pixels,
=

E ! I ] c ( 0 , / - i:) -

- « ( , / - fc).

(7.6)

1=1 j= l k= l 1=1

t= l i= l

Using equation 7.5 we get

k=l1=1
-

=

+

Ê Ê É É

- «Oe-”'*-'' +

1=1 j=l k=l 1=1
t t

z z

G(uj -

k=l1=1

7t=i j=i

z z
k=l1=1

G (0 )-^Ê È G (u j-u t)
1= 1

J=1

Since the functions F and G are both maximised at 0, we can write this expression
as
<7^(z,) =

f 'Z Z
k=l 1=1

+ G' Z Z
k=l 1=1

where F', G‘ > 0. It can thus be shown that
t -f 2{t — 1)

-2
-7

+

G' t + 2(t — 1)

1
177

£-27(1 -2

(1 - e-->)

It is clear th a t lim<_»oo

= oo so that the variance of the depth process incezises

w ithout bound as t —> oo. In fact it can be shown that
- A Z ,.r)} =

f

\

^

+

f 0.

In order to find the gradient of the plot of log<j(Zt) against log fi(Zt) we need
to evaluate
dlogo-(Zt)
dlog/z(Z t)‘
Since fi{Zt) is a linear function of t this is equivalent to finding
dloga(Z t)
d lo g t

_

t
d(7^(Zt)
2a^{Zt)
dt
t
p ( l + e-^)
2a^(Zt){ 1 - e - ^

G (l + e-^)
1 -e -^

\(1 - e - ^ Ÿ

(1 - e-'^Ÿ

It can be shown that
lim

dlog(j(Zt)
dlog//(Zt)

1
2'

It can also be shown that, independently of
dlogg(Z t) _ 1
dlog^(Z t)
2’
the lim iting case corresponding to independence of the cell origins in time.
Figure 7.10 shows the plot of loga(Zt) against log fi(Zt) for a 1 hour section
of the storm of 30/12/93 using windows of observation of different spatial areas.
The solid lines in the plot are the theoretical lines for the EPPM fitted to 2km
radar data (in contrast to the 5km data used for the log-log plot of the data) from
a 4 hour section of the storm (which includes the 1 hour section above) using the
m ethod of moments. The theoretical lines agree quite well with the lines estim ated
from the d ata especially for small log fjL(Zt). For large log fj,(Zt) the theoretical line
lies above the data lines. The model fitting and the theoretical calculation of the
lines in this figure relate to the spatially unaggregated process, i.e. assuming th at
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Figure 7.10: Log-log plot of th e spatial stan d ard deviation against the spatial m ean
of storm depth.
th e average rainfall intensity recorded over a pixel can be taken as a point estim ate
of th e rainfall intensity at its centre. We study th e dep th properties of the spatially
averaged process using sim ulation.
The only properties which are actually required in th e derivation of th e th eo 
retical expressions for \ o g a { Z t ) and lo g ^ (Z () are th e m ean, variance and tem poral
autocovariance of th e intensity process. Since th e properties chosen for th e fitting
of the m odel did not result in a very good fit to th e tem p o ral au tocorrelation, it
is not surprising th a t as lo g//(Z f) (or t ) increases th e theoretical line dep arts from
th e corresponding line for th e d ata. A m ore com plex m odel should go at least some
way to rectifying this.
We now present results from th e analysis of 5km d a ta from a different storm .
R esults are also presented from analysis of 5km d a ta sim ulated from th e E P P M
and GDSTM (exponential cell intensity, gam m a cell m ajo r axis) fitted to 2km d a ta
from 1300-1400 of th e sam e storm . T he fitting now uses spatially averaged model
expressions. Images were sim ulated from th e m odels using a velocity of zero so th a t
using fixed windows had th e sam e effect as tracking th e storm .
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Selected 5km images from this storm are shown in figure 7.11 with selected
images from simulations from the fitted EPPM and the GDSTM. The simulations
are intended to resemble only the internal structure of the radar data. Figures 7.12,
7.13 and 7.14 show the results of the depth analysis for the data and the EPPM
and GDSTM simulations respectively.
The plots produced from the simulated data are broadly similar to those pro
duced from the radar data although, as expected, there was no evidence of tapering
in the plots of of loga(Zt) against log/i(Zt) for the simulated data.

7.9

Spatial scaling o f stoch astic m od els

Section 3.4 investigated the spatial scaling properties of

| for data

from the storm of 6th February 1994, 1300-1400. We now carry out the same
analysis on sequences of images simulated from the EPPM and the GDSTM fitted
to these data primarily as a means of assessing the goodness of fit of these models.
Figure 7.15 shows plots of lnE ^[y(^)(f)j }

against In A for data from the

storm of 6th February 1994, 1300-1400, h = 2,4, ...,26 km, m = 0.5,1,..., 5, for
comparison with the plots produced using simulated data from the EPPM and the
GDSTM fitted to this data.
A straight line is fitted through these points for each m using ordinary least
squares to provide an estim ate of the scaling exponent K { m ) for each m, although
it is not clear th at these points are consistent with a straight line graph. Figure
7.16 shows the estimates of K(rn) plotted against m. The Æ —function for the
data simulated from the fitted GDSTM is similar to that of the data. The data
presented in figures 7.15 and 7.16 were produced by a com puter program written
by Christian Onof (personal communication).
It appears (see figure 7.15) that the stochastic models have underestim ated the
moments of high order. There are, however, a number of reasons why we might
expect differences between the data and model simulations.
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Figure 7.12: D epth analysis carried out on a sequence of im ages from th e storm of
6th February 1994 : 1100-1600. Top: Log-log plots. B ottom : T im e series plots.
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• The moments of the simulations are not close to those expected theoretically.
This may be due to the relatively small spatial and temporal scales used for
simulation. Ideally we would simulate a number of sequences of images and
estim ate the moments for each simulation in order to obtain an estim ate of
the expected moments and their standard error. This is impractical due to
the length of time each sequence of simulated images takes to construct. It is
possible, however, to derive an expression for the expected spatial variance,
the centred second moment, of the rainfall intensity over a given spatial region
at a given spatial resolution.

Comparing the theoretical spatial variances

(over a range of scales of spatial resolution) for the EPPM and GDSTM with
the estim ated spatial variance of the simulations from these models give an
indication of whether the moments of the simulations are likely to be close to
those expected. For simplicity (and the reasons given in the next point) we
restrict attention to square regions of pixels, in particular the square region
used in fitting the models to data.
• The use of an inhomogeneous region of radar data in the estim ation of the
moments of the data. The storm studied (6th February 1994) did not cover
all of the inner 2km data circle, i.e. a border of zeros surrounded the storm.
In contrast, the simulated images covered the whole of the inner data circle.
While many storms do cover the inner data circle for a substantial period
of time, it is generally the case, mainly due to the attenuation of the radar
beam, th at the whole of the outer 5km data circle will not record rainfall at
any one time. Thus, we should perhaps concentrate our attention on regions
within storms when looking for scaling properties of rainfall, although this
would affect the range of scales that can be used.
• Discretisation of the rainfall intensity recorded by the radar. The Wardon Hill
radar records at discrete levels (for example the first 64 levels increase from 0
m m /h to 2 m m /h in units of 1/32 m m /h) rainfall intensities being rounded
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down to the nearest level. Intensities simulated from the fitted model are
not rounded - rounding would undoubtedly change the statistical properties
of the model used for fitting. Since it is extremely difficult to account for
discretisation theoretically when deriving expressions for the properties of
the model, the only way of investigating the effect of rounding the radar data
would be to obtain radar data which has been recorded on a continuous scale.
We investigate the first of the above points by calculating the expected spatial
variance for the fitted EPPM and GDSTM. We consider an n x n array of h km by
h km pixels and recall that

is the average rainfall intensity over pixel (z,^)

in the data array at time t. The expected spatial variance,

of

at a given time t is given by
"I 2
t=i j=i

1=1 j=i

It can be shown that the expected value of <7^(y(f)) is given by

^

=

var
\

t= l j = l t = l /= !

- A)
E (" - l«l)(” 71/ - A
Tl . Z
t-=, l j= 0

n —1

t= -(n -l) i= l

Figure 7.17 shows how the expected spatial variances for the EPPM and GDSTM,
fitted to the storm of 6th February 1994, compare with the spatial variance esti
m ated from the sequence of 52 x 52 arrays used in fitting the models. The value
of n thus depends on the level of spatial aggregation h. The spatial variance esti
m ated from sequences of 52 x 52 arrays simulated from the fitted EPPM and the
GDSTM is also shown. Additionally, figure 7.17 shows how the theoretical spa
tial coefficient of variation (=standard deviation/ mean) of the fitted EPPM and
GDSTM compares with that of the data.
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Figure 7.17 dem onstrates th a t the spatial variance estim ated from th e G D STM
sim ulation is substantially less th an th a t expected th eo retically a t all levels of
spatial aggregation. It is likely th a t this would carry over to th e m om ents of higher
order. T h e expected spatial variance for th e G D STM is slightly below th e sp atial
variance estim ated from the d a ta at all levels of aggregation. T h e sp atial coefficient
of variation of th e GDSTM sim ulations is close to th a t of th e d a ta over th e range
spatial scales investigated.
T he E P P M and GDSTM are able to reproduce th e sp atial variance and coef
ficient of variation for spatial scales in th e range 2 km - 26 km although higher
order m om ents were underestim ated by th e models.
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C h ap ter 8
E x ten sio n s to sp atial-tem p oral
m o d els and future work
Up to this point we have assumed, primarily for m athem atical convenience, that
the defining variables of the rain cell are mutually independent and th at their
param eters are constant across storms.

It may be th at these assumptions are

unrealistic or th at introducing extra complexity will improve the ability of models
to reproduce accurately the statistical properties of rainfall data. For simplicity all
models considered in this chapter have stationary circular cells. The properties of
more general models in which cells are elliptical and have non-zero velocity can be
derived as in previous chapters.

8 .1

D ep en d en t cell in tensity-duration-area

We have assumed that the area, intensity and duration of the conceptual rain cells
are m utually independent. The simple classification of rain cells as being either
convective (short-lived, localised bursts of intense rainfall) or stratiform (prolonged,
widespread drizzle) described in section 1.1 suggests th at this assumption may not
be valid. It would be useful to be able to examine the dependence between cell
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area, intensity and duration indirectly by fitting a stochastic model to rainfall data.
The degree of dependence between these variables should depend on the estim ated
param eters of the model. Kakou (1997) has formulated such a model for single site
data where the intensity and duration are dependent random variables.
O ther approaches to the same problem have involved introducing different cell
types into the model. Cowpertwait (1994) explored a single-site model in which one
cell type is of high intensity and short duration (‘heavy cells’) and the other has a
lower intensity but a longer duration (‘light cells’). Each storm has a proportion of
each type of cell and the random variables for the intensity and duration of each cell
type are conditionally independent given the cell type. As long as the fitted values
for the respective intensity and duration parameters of the cell types reflect the
‘heavy’ and ‘light’ properties above, a negative correlation will have been induced
between the intensity and duration of the rain cells. Cowpertwait (1996) extends
this model structure to a spatial-temporal model in which the param eter for the
area of the rain cells also varies between cell types. The model formulation allows
for any num ber of cell types to be specified although for every cell type introduced
the num ber of parameters of the model increases by 4. Allowing the variables for
intensity, duration and area to be stochastically dependent is thus a method of
introducing correlation which is potentially less expensive in term s of the number
of model param eters to be estimated.
Given the description of convective and stratiform rain cells above, we would
like the correlations between the intensity AT, duration D and radius R (and hence
area) of the cells to be as in Table 8.1.
We now examine one way in which this type of dependence can be introduced.
We assume th at th at X ^ gamma((%,(2) and that given X =

D and R have

independent exponential distributions with means l / ( / i x ) and l / { f 2 x) respectively.
We assume th at / i > 0 and /2 > 0 since D and R are non-negative. Thus, given
X , R and D are independent, but it can be shown that unconditionally they are
correlated. This modified model thus has one parameter more than a model in
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Correlation

X

D

—ve

X R
D R

—ve
+ve

Table 8.1: Correlations between
which

X, D

and

R

X, D

and

Ac.

are independent and have one param eter distributions.

We can calculate an expression for the correlation between
th at

E{D\X) = l / { f i X )

and

E{D^\X)
E{D)

=

2/(f^X^)

=

ExE{D\X)

-

} A

X

and

D

by noting

so that

i )

and
E{D^)

= Ex E{D^\X )
=

Therefore
var(D)

=

1 { 2E ( ^ ) - [e ( 1 ) ] }

Since E { l / X ) = ^2 /(6 “ 1) and E { l / X ‘^) =
require

— l)((i — 2) (so th at we shall

> 2) we get
var(D)

=

Also

E{XD)

=

Ex{XE{D\X))
h'
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Thus, noting th at E(X) = ( 1/(2 and vax(X) = ( 1/^2
coy{X , D )

=

get

E{XD )-E(X)E{D )
1
/ i ( 6 - 1) ’

and
co n { X ,D )

=

(8.1)
yvar(X)vax(£»)
\/& —2
6
’

which is negative for all fi > 2. Similarly, the correlation between X and R is also
given by
corr(X, i?) =
u
It should be noted that although corr(%, D) and corr(%, R) do not depend upon
/ i and f 2 respectively these constants influence the unconditional means and vari
ances of D and R.

One drawback of the above formulation is th at corr(X, D)

and corr(%, R) are equal. The model can be generalised by taking, for example,
E(D |% ) = l / ( f i X ^ ^ ) and E(i?|X) = l / { f 2 X^^), although we continue with the
Cl = C2 = 1 assumption to demonstrate the derivation of properties of models in
which X ^ D and R are not assumed to be mutually independent.
We now evaluate the implicit correlation induced between D and R.
E(DR)

=

Ex[E(D |X )E(A |X )]

/ i / 2

( 6

- i ) ( 6

- 2

) ’

and
cov(D,R)

= E(D R)-E{D )E(R)
il
fifiiii —
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—2) ’

to give,
corr(D,i?)

=
a

Thus, corr(D, R) is positive for all

The correlations between the variables X , D

and R depend only upon (i.
We now introduce this dependence structure into the CPPM of Cox and Isham
(1988). The mean of this model is given by

E(y) =
=

XE{ ttX D R ^ )
7rXEx[XE{D\ X) E{R: ^\ X) ]

/l/i

f i f U i i — 1)(6 ~ 2 )
and the covariance density by
c(«,<)

=
fs

dr

r E x , R { f i X ^ e - ^ ' ^ ‘(^R'‘ - k R u f ]

Ar

J t = —oo J l—t

dl d r

'

^

X

> dr

dl.

Evaluating the integral with respect to r and using the substitution y = I — t we
get

27tA
/i£
1
~r +
l 6

'

P ( F = 0) is given by
P ( y = 0)

=
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e-^E(;rR2D)

kf2U
+ ^

+

6 ) J

where
E (,A ^D )

=

E[E(A^|X)E(D|% )]
' 1 •
/i/l J P .
2(1
f i f K ( i ~ i )(6 - 2)(fi - 3 )’

so th at we now require (i > 3. These model expressions, once averaged over a
radar pixel, can be used in a method of moments based fitting procedure.
Another assumption that has been made is th at the cell duration D follows an
exponential distribution with rate parameter rj. For simple models, such as the
EPPM , this results in a fitted temporal autocorrelation function th at is unable to
reproduce the slow decay of the data. One way of introducing greater flexibility
into the cell duration distribution is to randomise 77. This approach was first used
by Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Isham (1988) in order to improve the fit of single
site clustered models across a range of levels of temporal aggregation.

8.2

Random

77

CPPM model

The description of this model is the same as th at given in section 2.4.1 except that
7} varies from cell to cell and follows a gamma(pi, 1/ 2 ) distribution. Since this model
has no clustering this structure is equivalent to assuming th at the cell duration
follows a two parameter Pareto distribution.

In order to derive the properties of

this model we need the following results.

Elll

-

4 r '" )

=

"

The mean, variance and P { Y = 0) of the random rj EPPM are derived by replacing
fiM by Erj(fiM) in equations 4.11, 4.12 and 4.12. The covariance density of the
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random rj EPPM is given by taking the expectation of equation 4.13 with respect
to

Tj.

The model expressions for the CPPM are obtained by setting e = 0 to give
E(K) =
var(Y) =

and
P ( Y = 0) =
with the same notation as section 4.4.2 and where
E ,( p m ) =

(82)

Since it is clear that a clustered model is necessary to provide an accurate
representation of spatial-temporal rainfall structure we have not fitted the models
studied in sections 8.1 and 8.2 to rainfall data, although it might be an interesting
exercise to compare the performance of these two extensions to the CPPM.

8.3

Random r] GDSTM

We now investigate randomising the cell duration param eter rj in the circular sta
tionary cell GDSTM. We assume that the ij values for distinct storms are indepen
dent random variables having a common gamma distribution with index Ui and
scale param eter U2 . The value of rj is constant within storms. It is assumed that
1/1 > 1 so th at the expected cell lifetime is finite. We define k = Plrj and (j>= j/rj
and adopt the parameterisation of Rodriguez-Iturbe, Cox and Isham (1988) by as
suming th at the dimensionless parameters /c and (j) are constant with rj random.
This corresponds roughly to having a common temporal structure for each storm
but allowing this structure to occur on different timescales between storms. The
properties of this modified model are fairly straightforward to obtain. It can be
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shown th at since rj varies between storms and not within storms all we need to do
is evaluate the expectation of the existing model expressions with respect to rj.
The mean of the process is given by
E (F )

=

where E^(//m ) is given by equation 8.2. The covariance density of the unaggregated
process is given by
c{u,t)

— CiEfj

e

+ C2Et,

77(7 + 7;)

where in the notation section 5.2
c:

=

fl + ^ u
\

2%

and

Noting th at 7 = rj(j), k = ^/r) and ^ = 7 / 7; gives

where

(r " " )

-

&

(

■

V2
V2 + <f>t

Ul—l

Thus, we have

+2 +

/

This model assumes th at rj varies between storms. This generalisation of the
GDSTM may not be necessary when fitting to data given the restricted spatial and
tem poral scales involved. It is possible that randomising rj between rain events is
more appropriate.
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8.4

Modelling rain gauge data

Although the models considered here have been formulated with the modelling of
radar data in mind, they can be adapted for fitting to data from rain gauges.
The main differences between radar and gauge data are
• Radar data are generally available over a larger spatial region than the gauge
data.
• Radar data are spatially averaged whereas gauge data are temporally aggre
gated in that they consist of the total amount of rain deposited at a single
point in space in a fixed time period. The rain gauge data are in the form
of tip times of a 2 mm tipping bucket. Since the median inter-tip tim e for
the rain gauges in the Brue catchment is in the region of 6 minutes it is not
sensible to consider aggregating the rainfall data over tim e periods less than
about 15 minutes. For shorter time periods the data is likely to be influenced
greatly by the step function nature of the recording device.
• Using radar data it is possible to identify single rain events for separate study.
In fitting the model to single rain events it is not unreasonable to assume a
single constant velocity for the rain event and its associated storms and cells.
Additionally we have so far assumed, partly for m athem atical convenience,
th at the eccentricity and orientation of storms and the cells within them are
constant over all storms within each rain event. The separation of one rain
event from another is not straightforward when using rain gauge data and it
is of more interest to study the whole process of rainfall at the sites within the
rain gauge network without resorting to the modelling of individual events.
Given these remarks there are two adaptions to the existing model th at need to be
made before fitting it to rain gauge data.
• The total rainfall intensity Y ( u ,t ) at a point in space-time (it, t) needs to be
accumulated over disjoint time intervals of some fixed length h. If the rainfall
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total over tim e interval i at a point in space u is given by
?;•<*>(«)=

rfih

K (« ,t) dt,

then we can calculate the second-order properties of th e temporally aggre
gated process using
E(1^"''(0)) =

h E (Y (u ,t))

var(Yj*‘*(0)) ~

(h — t)c{0,t) dt

cov(Yi<“'(0 ), Y;%(0)) =

f \ h - l<|)c(0, kh + t) dt

cov(Yp^(0), Y|JÎ,(w)) =

f

and
rh

-h

{ h - |^|)c(0, kh + t) d^,

where c (u ,t) is the covariance density of the unaggregated process.

The

integrals above will in general have to be evaluated numerically.
It is unlikely that all the storms that pass over the rain gauge network move
with the same velocity (even within a single month). Thus, we need to specify
a distribution for the velocity V of the storms. It may still be reasonable to
assume th at the velocity only varies between storms (i.e. th at all the cells
within a storm move with a common velocity).
One approach is to assume that the speed V = ||y || of the storms follows
a gam m a distribution with parameters

and 1/2. Now if the direction of

the storm is 9 then the components (V i,!^) of the storm velocity satisfy
V\ = V cos 9 and V2 = V" sin 9. Thus, we can substitute these expressions
for Vi and V2 into the expression for the covariance density and evaluate (in
general numerically) the expected value with respect to V of the covariance
density.
Inspection of the radar images which cover the Brue catchm ent reveals that
most storms appear to move across the area in the general direction of west
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to east. The simplest approach would therefore be to assume th at there was
some prevailing direction 6^ and take 6 = 6^ with probability one.
W ith increasing complication we could assume that the direction is uniformly
distributed over some range or that it follows a continuous distribution over
(0, 27t) such as the von Mises distribution.
Therefore it is possible to evaluate all the second order properties we require,
given the approximations made in the derivation of the covariance density,
subject to the numerical evaluation of three integrals (over the distribution of
V and for the temporal aggregation of the process). The number of integrals
to be performed will be reduced to two if it is assumed th a t the direction is
constant over storms.

8.5

Future work

In terms of using these models in hydrological problems the ultim ate aim is to
be able to simulate long runs (a number of years) of spatial-temporal data over
a catchment. Considerations of seasonality in the rain event arrival process and
within rain event structure are thus paramount. The most realistic approach is
to fit a model (possibly varying with the season) to single rain events and then
combine them to form a continuous process.
Model fitting has concentrated on the interior (in space and time) of rain events.
We wish to simulate finite regions of precipitation passing over a catchment, i.e.
including the periphery of rain events. Rain events develop and dissipate in time,
although these effects may not be very influential when considering a relatively
small catchment. Indeed it is rare that both the development and dissipation of
a rain event is observed within the range of a single radar. Therefore, as a first
approximation we may wish to assume that a rain event is fully active while it
passes over a catchment. The way forward to continuous simulation would then ;
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• Fitting a model to 2 km data from rain events within tim e periods which could
be considered to be homogeneous with respect to the model. For example
these tim e periods could be months or seasons;
• Calculating an estim ate of the arrival rate of rain events and distributions for
the parameters of the model within each tim e period;
• Estim ating the distribution of rain event velocity either indirectly, using the
model, or directly, using the data;
• Estim ating the distribution of initial position of the rain event relative to the
catchment;
• Using 5 km data (generally available over a wider area) to estim ate the size
and shape (and hence distribution) of the rain events considered.
Thus, by simulating from the model within a randomly chosen area from the
size and shape distribution, we can simulate a single rain event from a given
m onth/season.

Simulating a process of such rain events is trivial although we

might wish to force the number of rain events within the catchment to be at most
one.
D ata over a larger spatial region can be used to assess whether the model can
develop and dissipate in the same manner as observed rain events.
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A ppendix A
In tegratin g over an ellip se
Consider an ellipse with major axis a, eccentricity e and orientation to the positive
a;-axis i which is centred on the origin. Such an ellipse has equation
+

+

=

(A .l)

If we let
, 2- . cos^z
Si = sin z +
1 -e 2
and
2.
«2 =

Sin2 z
•

•

-

6%

COS Z +

1

and rearrange equation A .l so that it is in the form of a quadratic in y we get
g2
—a;sin(2z)-

-yx'^S2 —

=0

(A.2)

with roots
i s i n ( 2t ) j ^
=

±

Jsin^{2i ) j ^ ^ - 4« i

( 3 :3 2 -

^

•

The upper and lower limits of the range of x values are given by the setting the
discriminant of the quadratic in y to zero and solving for x. If we solve
sin^(2z)—----- ^

—4si (x^S 2 —
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= 0

we get
'
^
x± = ± 2a J
V 45i52 -

53

where
e4
«3 = 7;
rp s in (20(1 - e^)
Thus, substituting back into A.2 we can obtain the limits of integration over the
ellipse. Generalising to an ellipse with centre (c?i,c?2) we get
sUx-di)-Jh(x)
s i ( x - d j ) + Jh( x)
d2 + -----------%-----<y<di +
and
4 s iS 2 — 5 3

Y 4 S iS 2 — «S3

where
/i(x ) — (s3 — 4 s iS 2 ) ( x — d i )

+ 4fl^Si.

The width of the ellipse, measured horizontally, is thus
4 a ,'

4SiS2 —53

Similarly, the height of the ellipse, measured vertically, is

V 4.S1S2 —Sz
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A ppendix B
P aram eterisation o f th e G D S T M
When fitting the model to data it will only be the shape param eters of the rain cell
ellipses and the distributions related to them (i.e. rain cell m ajor axis Ac, eccen
tricity e and orientation i) along with the parameters relating to a (the variance
of the circular bivariate normal distribution of rain cell displacements about the
storm centre) that are explicitly estimated in the fitting procedure. The param eters
of the bivariate normal displacement distribution after transform ation to elliptical
cells and storms, namely ax,CTy(= max) and p, can however be derived from these
param eter estimates.
Firstly, consider the GDSTM with circular cells. The probability density func
tion of the rain cell displacements from the storm centre is given by
fx.Y{x,y)

=

e x p | ^ ( z ^ + y ^ )|.

If we now use the transformation matrix M ,
(

M

cos I.

=

\

.
sin
I.

—sin I cos I

\

/

0

/

which ‘squashes’ and ‘rotates’ the circular cells to form ellipses with eccentricity e
and orientation i, then the displacement probability density function becomes
fx,Y{x,y)

=

exp

1
2(j2

1 -e2
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where 5i and S2 are given in appendix A. If we compare this with the probability
density function
gx, Y{ x, y ) = exp

1
2(1 - / )

2pxy

}

of a BVN(0,27), with variance-covariance m atrix
pC^xO'i

E =
p(TxO‘y

(7y

it can be shown that
sin 2i
2y/l —e^cos^zVl —e^sin^z’
_ _ J_ _ 2
( l - / ) ') ^ 2 '
1
(1 - P ^ ) s i
and since ay = max,

ttl is

given by
m =

cos2 i (1 —e2) -f- sin^ i
\ sin^ i (1 —e2) + cos2 i
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A p p en d ix C
E x p ected ‘storm area’
If
Z = ( A ,r ) - B V N ( 0 , a 2 j ) ,
is a circular bivariate normal distribution, so that
- oo < x,y < oo,
then by changing to polar coordinates it can easily be shown th at the radial error,
R =

+ 2/^, has a Rayleigh distribution with p.d.f.
/ h (^) = —

r > 0.

The c.d.f. of R is given by
Fn{r)

= 1- e"*"'

r >0.

(C .l)

We can thus calculate the proportion of rain cells within a storm whose centres will
lie within a circular area of radius ca centred on the storm centre. For example,
E/î(cr)=0.3935, F/î(3a/2)=0.6753 and Fh(2(7)=0.8647. This can easily be gener
alised to the situation where X and Y are independent but have variances,

and

(7y which are unequal, i.e. Z has an elliptical bivariate normal distribution. The
param eterisation of the GDSTM means that a y = (1 —
205

If we take elliptical

polar coordinates by defining B? =

y ^/(l — e^) then we obtain the same ex

pression for Fp,(r) as in equation C .l. Thus, F r {c(Tx ) can be used to calculate the
proportion of rain cells within a storm whose centres will lie within an elliptical
area of m ajor axis ccx centred on the storm centre. Since, in the formulation of the
model, the desired orientation of the cell ellipses is simply achieved by a rotation
through i degrees, equation C .l is still applicable.
If we chose c = 1, for example, the expected ‘storm area’ would be
E(7r(Txcry)

=

E ( x \/l —
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A ppendix D
G D S T M : Taylor series ex p a n sio n
In the derivation of the covariance density of the GDSTM we require the Taylor
series expansion of the function

1

f (w u, W i2 ,W 21 ,W 22 ) =

( l ^ (HU—W21

2ç

in the variables ^ 11, ^ 12,^21 and W22 about (i^n, 1/^12, 1^21»1^22) = (0,0, u, 0), where
w = ^ /2 + 1 and

and ç are the parameters of the cell spatial displacement

distribution. As an illustration, we consider the expansion up to second order. We
recall th at the only terms we need consider are those in w\-^w[2 [w2 \ — u)^W22 where
i ^j ^k and / are all even. All other terms integrate to zero over Wu^Wi 2 -,W2 \ and
W2 2 - Thus, we get
/

~

Go + ^

( ^ iiu ^ ii + 61 2 ^ 1 2 + ^ 2 1 (^ 2 1 —

- f 622 1 ^ 2 2 ) )

where
flo =

(1 + 0
CD

611 =

-

(i+ ^ r
612 =

ro+l
( 1

+

i )
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(

1

+

0

1

621 — &11
622 — ^12
We can expand /(w n , ^ 12, ^ 21, 1^22) up arbitrarily large order in 1^11, 1012, 1^21 and
IÜ22- We now list, in the notation of section 5.2, the coefficients which are required
in the expansion up to the 8th order.
zu(zu + 1)
C ii

6(zj + 2)u^

3-

=

(1

+

+^)

(zu + 2)(g7 + 3)u'’

+

3zu(zu + 1)
Cl 2

=

di

=

Cll

=

zu(zu + 1)
tCf+2 1

(C7 + 2)u'
-

zu(zu + l)(u7 + 2) (to 4-3)(ro 4-4)(co 4-5)u®

15(co 4 -3)(îo 4- 4)u'*
a\2
(1

‘(1 + 0

+

+0

45(cj + 3)u^
(1

+é)

15(10 + 2)(îO + l)c7
Cl 2

=

/l

=

(to 4 -3)(îo 4-4)u'*

10(10 4- l)(co + 2)

( 1

U

3co(zo 4- l)(to 4- 2)
07+3

(1 + 0

hii

=

+

h

( 1

+

w

6(to 4- 3)u'
(1

)

+0

-3
i )

to(to 4- l)(to 4- 2)(co 4- 3) (to 4- 7)(to 4- 6)(to 4- 5)(to 4- 4)u*
07+4
(1

+0

28(to 4-6)(to 4-5)(to 4-4) _ 210(to 4 -5)(to 4-4)

^(TTÏf
hi2 =

(1 + 0 '
'

420(to 4-4)
<(1

105to(to 4- l)(to 4- 2)(to 4- 3)
07+4

■^4^+0
H =

+ 3

to(to 4- l)(co 4- 2)(to 4- 3) (to 4- 6)(to 4- 5)(to 4- 4)u^
2\ 07+4
(1

^î+iT

+0
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+

0

15(t37 + 5)( g7 +

45(g7 + 4)
H

7------------T V — l o

(i+#r
15c7(îï7 + 1)(C7 + 2 )[v j + 3)

*4 —

w+4
3z u(w + l)(o7 + 2)(c7 + 3)

1

{zu 4- 4)u^
-

(c7 + 5 ) ( g 7 + 4 )u ^

6( îâ7 + 4)u"

to+4

(i+#y

(i + # )
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<(!+#)

+ 3

A ppendix E
R E S T M : Taylor series ex p a n sio n
As an illustration we consider the expansion up to second order and recall th at we
need only consider those terms in w\-^w{2 {w2 \ — u)^W22 where i , j , k and I are all
even. Thus, we get
C

Go d- ^ (^llî^îl + ^12^^12 + ^21 (^^21 —u Ÿ d" ^22^^22) ,

~

If we let u — ||it|| and g =

^
^

^
_

uj

621

Gg
AA^ug^
= 611

622

— bi2

uul
uug

^

we get

u l
1
Au^g
Aug
ul
I
Au^g
Aug

ul
2A^ug
u]
2A^ug

u
AA^g
u

uI q

q

Au^
u]g
Au^

Au
g
Au

Higher order terms can be included as for the GDSTM, the expression for the
Taylor series coefficients changing accordingly.
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